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level of the sea. But we longed to climb
Mt. Blanc, Monte Rosa, and the MatterEstablishment. horn. There is a path up Mt. Blanc
Freewill Baptist Printing
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
from Chamounix, and even ladies ascend
tancesof monm all letterson business, remit
without
fear, though they are, no doubt,
, N. H.
> ee ehouid be addressed, at Dover
strong-minded
as well as
firm-footed
ation
public
for
ned
desig
ions
8" All communicat
:
ladies, and possibly ladies'** unattached.”
should be addressed to the Editor,
Bev. A. H, The most dangerous place in the asceut
Department,
agarnm St., Chicago, Ill.
gosto
| of the Matterhorn has been blasted, and
is now protected by a rope.
Still, no
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WHEN THE SWALLOWS

FLY.

~-

BY

MATTIE

Sky once warm

The exhilaration of mountain-climbing

and the

with rosy

up the fallen beauties,

Let us keep them as a token
Of the happy summer fled.
Never will another sur mer
Be to us what this has been;
Never will there be such roses,

Rich and passionate, again.
Never, in the glow of morning,
Will such lilies, snowy white,

Pansies, heliotropes and daisies,
their petalsto the light.

For the summer that is perished
Rook the sweetness, left the pain;
Something from our lives is vanished

That can never come again.

When

fly.

the swallows southward

THE RHINE AND SWITZERLAND.
Can.weLt CoLLEGE,

/

Sept. 1; 1876.

In.

The familiar parts of Switzerland on the
great line of tourists it was in our programme to revisit. Our friend who accompanied ue, saw them for the first time,

and through him our first impression was
in some measure revived.
I pass over
them hastily now, and pause only to note
that part of our route, and those features

“of

Snow-pgtched
and the
to Interlaken
mountains beyond; and over all was a
clear blue canopy ablaze withsunshine,

with only a fair white cloud or two hanging over the horizon to intensify the azure
We had a similar
beauty of the sky.
view of Chamounix and Mt. Blanc two
years ago, and the calmness and radiance .

of those eternal snows under the shining
heavens, and above the din and turmoil

the journey, that were new.
The tourist season began late in Switz- of human abodes, were to us an image of
erland this year, owing to the great fall the purity and peace the world neither
;
"of snow in the spring, and the long con- gives nor takes away.
THOMAS

Several
tinuance of ‘the cold weather.
mountain passes were only just open at

The Furca

Pass was

covered with snow even in the

middle of

the end of June.

July.

green

————

that

Mountains

before,

were

bare

were

half covered

and

with

GOADBY.

Rann
ono ce

SPECIAL————————————————
OORRESPONDENCE.
WASHINGTON,

Great drifts lay on the road twelve

or fifteen feet deep, where, two years
ago, at the same date, a patch or two a
few inches thick was all that could Le
seen.

D. C., Oct. 2, 1876.

We doubt if in the world there can

found latitude where autumnal

be

gharms

surpass those of our beautiful city.
summer has been trying; but these
ly days more than compensate for
mer’s fervid glow.
There are a

The
lovesumfew

sheets of snow this season. On the Wengern Alp,

‘traces of deeay ; but it seems as though
and on the nature hadgaken a new lease of life.

near Interlaken,

Colde Balme,near Chamounix, there was
‘no snow at all in 1874, when I crossed
them, but this year drifts unmelted lay

along the path from Grindelwald to the
Jungfrau Hotel, and the way from the
Triente glacierto Col de Balme was al-

We learned,

most blocked up with snow.
also, that at the monastery

the

of

great

St. Bernard the snow had been forty
feet deep, and that dogs and monks had
A
.suffered much
from
rheumatism.
lady, who was told that when the dogs

were ill and past recovery, they were humanely shot, wanted to know if the monks

Flowers bloom every where, and their
fragrance comes with its inspiration from
the brilliant parks and gardens.
We hear the same old refrain, ‘¢hard
times,” but nature has tried to cheat us
into unconscious happiness, and we almost forget that hundreds of clerks are
thrown upon their own resources to battle with the world just like the ten thousand other people whom
Uncle Sam
can’t hover.
Steady employment and = certain pay

are very desirable,

and as the Depart.

ments are already suffering because there
were shot also under the same circum- is inadequate help, every vacancy will
stances. Snow fell§n the Engadine even | eventually be filled.
a8 late as the begining of July, and we
If our praises of autumnal glories were
ourselves passed under a long tunnel of extravagant, what shall we “say of the
snow still unmelted.
The Swiss Lakes, manner in which the equinox reciprocatalso, were unusually full of water, and ed the sun’s yearly ‘visit > Wind and
we saw them all except Constance and rain ruled
in awful grandeur, but
Neuchatel.
The mountain
torrents, the damage in and about Washington
swollen and impetuous, thundered down was small compared to that reported in
into the valleys with more terrific enerfly other places. The accounts of the rapid
and brawledon their way more vocifer- rise of the river at Harper's Ferry seemously to river and sea.
ed almost incredulous.
The Potomac
But there was
no increase, as it and Anacostia were higher than in sixseemed to me, in the

glaciers.

We

saw

the Rhone glacier, and the numerous
glaciers about both the lower and higher
Alps, but they looked less: rather than
gredter than they did in 1874.
Tyndall's
/

theory is that all the glaciersin Switzerland are gradually shrinking in their beds,
and that they will, by and by, withdraw
themselves altogether into the mountains,
His theory is baged on personal observation, and my own superficial acquaintance
with glaciers, certainly tends towards the
corroboration of the theory. Though the

snow all round the Rhone
more

abundant

glacier was

this summer

than two

summers ago, there was a grefit broad
belt of bare rock high up in ‘the glacier,
where two years back I saw pinnacle upon pinnacle,and block upon block of pure,
oo blue-tinted ice. In Norway, I understand
there are splendid glaciers whose formation does not date further back than

twenty-five years.

storming of short and shell.

J

ghrng church and the tribe have for some time been in ‘a’

mem bers o's

's

friends of life-long standing.

rock towers up back of the town, and has

his gesbeing thrown to the oneman put the emphasis in with
place it occupies in a great haste.
In. ticulatory fists, and the other whacked the
reaching the hill where this rock is found unoffending pavement with his gold-head-

we passed the ruins of an old church that

thousand visitors, without counting

divided up into several. parties,

ed cane, while their faces were as red as

do,

It

is

stated

om

the

Board of Trade to consider the subject of the

author-

preservation of the Main"Building as a perma- nent structure for the purpose: of holding fo--

ity of Gen. Pope that there are sufficient
troops at the different forts to suppress

If new glaciers are

anywhere formed within living memory,
we need not wonder if old world-famous

glaciers are disappearing before our eyes.

teen years before.

We can

scarcely

im-

agine what the view must have been in
that wild romantic town of Harper's Ferry. A short time since we were among the
ex-cursionists who visited this noted
place. Strange as it may seem, there
were at least four thousand people in this
party, There were two trains, one hay-

ing thirteen coaches, and another fifteen,

besides the people coming on the regular
trains. The inhabitants greeted the excursionists en masse. The band played
a

stirring

welcome,

and

from

houses

and hillsides handkerchiefs waved as
though we were really welcome.
But what shall we say of the grand old
town? We ‘had watched the majestic
trees garlanded with drooping vines in
our approach to it, for on the banks of

the Chesapeake

and

Ohio canal

the

scenery was lovely.
Glimpses of the
mountains made the tears come into my
eyes, I was so glad to see them.
Maryland Hights and Loudon Hights may
be wanting in the majesty of real mount‘ains, but they are lofty enough for con-

welcome.

In most instances the strang-

ers coming here have been made comfortable ; but occasionally very misera-

citizens

who

to the police.

remonstriate

visitors

will

(Presbyterian)

remember

of mud, men

deems

anything other than an extreme

founderof Rhode Island into the

badoes slavery.

was

eece

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
We are growing very sick, the longer

we live, of the whole ‘* American theory”
of indirect taxation.—Congregationalist:
The time for free and

popular

discus-

sion of evolution has come, and there
is no disposition to evade nor to postpone it.—Christian Intelligencer.

When we begin heartily to awaken to
the spiritual necessities around wus, a
manuscript becomes a byrden.—Zion’s

°*

:

Can the reforms which the country imperatively neegs be effected by putting
either Hayes or Tilden into the White
House ? Our firm conviction is that they

can not, unless it be an advantage ‘to
get from the frying-pan into the fire."—
Irish World.
with

the literature called forth bythe doctrine
of evolution can fail to see, hes

the recent.
he is a

The best way to honor

lectures of Mr,

controversialist,

man of calm and judicial

reading

Huxley,

-cather

that

than

a

mind.—Waick-

man.

|
E

:

the

for

JOHN BRIGHT ON THE EASTERN QUESTION.
At a meeting of the Reform Club in
Manchester, England, last week. John

Bright made a speech on the

Eastern

question. He thought. the meeting of
Parliament desirable. It would result in
anew policy, probably under a new ministry. It would stamp the future policy

of the country with the solemn

decision

that blood and the treasure of England
should never again be wasted in behalf
of the Ottoman power. Turkey should
be left to the fate which Providence had
decreed for her corruption and tyranny.
THE WAR

IN THE

EAST.

buildings and

the

beautiful

grounds. arewnd

them will be worth a journey

to Philadelphia

at any time.

“BFATE DAYS.”
“ New Hampshire Day,” has been -appoint- ed for Thursday, the 13th, and it is. officially
announced that Governor Cheney will be present and hold a reception in the New Hampshire building, and also thatan address, appro
priate to the occasion, will be delivered by
Prof. E. D. Sanborn, of Dartmouth
Cellege. .

present is ex-

Hampshire,

and

to all who are akin to the people of the State -

considerable, portion

of

the

army

have

received orders to be ready for immediate
concentration. The cavalry and field artillery are now on a war footing and the

infantry ready to march.

souri Pacific, Kansas Pacific, and
the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas have each

advanced the transportation . rates
cents per hundred pounds on wheat

other grain, and five dollars per car

ten
and

on

|

TOWN ELECTIONS IN CONNECTICUT.
‘The annual town elections throughout
Connecticut took place on Monday. The
returns show that the Republicans have
made very decided gains. Towns near
Hartford which gave 869 "Democratic

majority in April; now give 136 Republi-

SESE

A

TE

The Czar pro-

AE

ene

Victor HUGO mercilessly says: ‘ Should
I never write another word, 12 volumes of

against

could

still

be* issued

clude these State observances
with a re-union

of the

States and Territories

at

the groumds-

Governors

either

on

BUCHANAN,

poet,

his

libel suit

the propietor of the London

Examin-

money

out

of

alk the

the

10th of

November, or on a later day, at which the outgoing and incoming President of the United.

States will be present.

A Mass Convention of American bankers
whose fir-t meeting was held at S.ratoga,
July, 18756, wus opened oun Tuesday
ut the
Judges’ Pavilion, und the preliminaries of x

permanent organization

Jrojecs. d,

the

main

object being to secure such a union of the bank ing institutions of the United States as will

more effectually harmonize their relations snd

business preparatory to

ossible commercial ov

industrial troubles incident to resumption

or

otherwise, secure relief from what are called
“ war taxes,” &c. Neurly one hundred representations from as many banking institutions
of the country
were present Tuesday ane
yesterday.
The chairman. in ealling- the eomvention to order, spoke of the uctiom of the
Saratoga meeting in connection with the resolutions then passed favoring early resumption.

-

He detained the ineffectual efforts of the eemmittee

appointed

for the purpose

of agitating

before Congress the questionof relief from
taxation upon deposits and capital,

and. added

that in April last there were 200 banks that
had wound up and that an additional 400 had
partly or wholly surrendered their circulation,

mainly with the intention of winding

up,. the

reason being that they could not sustain” thes
selves and
pay the present taxation and: pay
their stockholders anything like fair dividends.
On Wednesday,the chief feature of the convestion was an address by Hon. Hugh McCulloch,
ex-Secretary of the Treasury, who stro
favored an early return to specie payme
The Covention:will close to-day.

.
.

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

Among the States which have sent exhibit:
of fruit none seem to excel, if indeed amy

coming nearly four thousand

A

collee-

miles,

of

got

presemds

as tine an appearance as if just plucked fasm
the tree. Of apples there are a dozen varie.
ties, thirteen specimens of the Gravenstenies,
each weiglfing 12 ounces; four Rambors, twe
Seek-no-further, of 10 ounces
each;
nime
Spitzenbergers of from 15 to 19 ounces
; three
olland pippins, 16 ounces each and eighteen
of the Fall Beauty, of 20 ounces each.. A
dozen varieties of pears, a specimen wei
11 ounces ; thirty-three specimens of wild

apples; and six varieties of plums

the

in

been very important events to the welfare of
the Exhibition,and it is to be hoped that sever-al more States will put in an appearance dur-—
ing the next six weeks.
It is proposed to con-

expresrs,and though eighteen days in transit, and

MARTIN FARQUAR TUPPER, the proverbial
philosopher, is coming to America this Fall to
give readings.
{

about $760

near what is known as George’s Hill,and the at--

tion from that State arrived a few days age by

The SULTAN OF ZANZIBAK'iS going to publish the diary of his journey to Europe.

from the press.”
MR.
ROBERT

scene not
depicted
Aeccomthousand
grounds,

tendance Is expected by those in charge of the
novel entertainment to equal that of *¢ Penn-sylvania Day.” The State days, so far have

equal, the display made by Oregon.

PERSONAL.

my unpublished works

grand Nationa) Tournament, when a
altogether unlike that interesting one
in Scott’s * Ivanhoe” will take place.
modations for seating one hundred
persons will be provided within the

THE BANKERS' CONVENTION. .

Speculations are rife as to the designs
of~Russia in regard
to the Servian
troubles. A Berlin despatch says that

FREIGHTS.

It is a matter of especial satisfaction to
note the increase
-of Eastern-bound
freight over that of last year. This is
the testimony of all the leading" railroads. The New England roads also
feel the impetus of this movement. There
is an active demand from abroad for
grains of all kinds, and there is no reason why the country may not look for
more
prosperous times ahead.
But
in the face of this, the Hannibal
and St. Joseph, the Chicago and Alton,
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, Mis-

cattle to Chicago.

No one tolerably well acquainted

other

record of their persecutions over in si- poses that Servia shall retain her present
lence. It is certainly very unwise to at- independence under Russian generals.
tempt to justify them.”
9 Notwithstanding the serious steps, taken
by her there is a pretty general convic—,—
tion that Russia does not wish to go to
EVENTS OF THE WEEK,
war.——It is now thought in London,that
COLORADO STATE ELECTION.
Russia after her repeated threats of war,
On Tuesday, Colorado held its first
might if chalenged, deem it as incompatelection for State officers, members of
able with her honor to remain at peace.
the legislature, district judges and attor——A good deal is said about peace proneys and county officers. The latest repositions and peace negotiations, but
turns show that the Republican State
nothing
definite seems.to have been acticket has been ‘elected by about 2500
majority. Both branches of the legisla- | complished.——In the meantime irregular
bands of
Servians have among other
ture are Republican, thereby securing
atrocities, attacked Arku and Kerchumli,
the election of two United States senaburned nineteen Turkish villages, and
tors and three Presidential electors.
murdered six Mussulmans.

x

Let sermons be preached that have
substance inf them, and they will often
need to be supplemented by private elucidation.— Church Advocate.

Herald.

wilder-

the memory of Pilgrims is to pass
jo

captured during .the war.
She was in
perfect order, and her officers were
thoroughly gentlemen.
On the famous
Captain Kane expedition, she was the
mate of the Frolic.
Bessie BEECH.
rte
lp A Ap perder

of

ness, Hagar like, was the same as that
which sold Quaker maidens into Bag-

H. H. Gorringe.

blockade’ runner

case

bigotry. No doubt those Puritans were
conscientious ; but they were none the
less big
The spirit which drove the

make deep sea soundings in various latitudes. She was formerly the Robert E.
a

the

The

it

in immersion as his mode of baptism was

will make a complete tour of the seas to
as

and

art.

picturesque Horticultural Building belongsto
the city, likewise MachinerygHall.
To see

mean, and in

monogram just now made public.
He
might better have given himself simply
to the good work of editing the Congregationalist. It is useless to attempt to
make any unprejudiced and sensible man
of this day believe that the expulsion of
the saintly Roger Williams for his belief

She has been commissioned to sail and

and

Museum and school of imdustrial

tended to all citizens of New

ishment. It was rather late in the ‘day,
butit was felt that so long as the decree
of expulsion stood upon the records ofthe

For nearly two weeks Gen. Babcock’s
trial has been progressing, and Saturday,
Sept. 29, the Jury brought in a verdict
of “not guilty.” The announcement was
received with bursts of applause which
the marshal vainly endeavored to check.
Visiting the Navy Yard recently, I had
the pleasure of going about the U. S.
Steamer Gettysburg under command of

Lee,

State, and is to be devoted to the purposes of

something over $42,000, drawn in favor and feel an interest in it, either in the pester
present.
Reduced fare by rail from New.
of John Keyser, another member of the Hampshire have been secured for the remainthe present case it meant to say this: “ring.” The other two charges are for der of the present and all of the next week.
«¢ Tu-1635, Roger Williams was banished larceny in stealing the two warrants al- Arrangements are in contemplation for comfrom Massachusetts.
Last winter it was ludedto and obtaining the. money upon” bining the State Day of Virginia with that ef"
Maryland on 19th instant., the day of. thc
proposed to revoke the sentence of ban- them from the bank.
.
4

and mules ; at least this portion of it.

Lieutenant Commander

There are four indictments

$44,388.88,

ex-

pressed their readiness to give the undertaking both moral support and material aid. After the appointment of the committees, it was
ordered that a further meeting of citizens be
called, to meet on Friday.
Should this probject of purchasing the Main Building be carried out, only one of the chief buildings. Aggricultural Hall—will be taken dows after
November 10. Memorial Hall belongs to the

The Governor’s invitation to be

The Interior

Our grand drive is

a muddle

have

him. Two dre for forgerieson warrants;

‘9.

travelers to go to.a house: already full is General Court, Massachusetts was disgraced: Thereupon, the erudite, but not
sharply censured.
3
Pennsylvania avenue is undergoing re- always discreet Rev. Dr. H.M. Dexter,
pairs. Hundreds of men are employed, set about justifying the banishment. He
and this long delayed work<is at last has given the result of that labor in a
Washington as

energetic

and influential men of the eity, who

law.”

best to sdy just what you

house where 50 Ohio visitors were induced to stop late at night. Every room
was full, and only on the fldors was there
a resting place for the weary guests; yet
fifty cents was charged for lodging.
Such cases seldom occur? as to: induce

obstructed, and

taken a strong hold of a numberiof

against their defiance of religion dnd: in} the. district-attorney's office against
|.one’ for

ble by being taken to crowded hotels and
boarding houses already packed full. In
sight of my own roomr45 a boarding

being pushed ahead.

ture exhibitions and establishing a grand permanent
exhibition, similar to the famous’
Crystal Palace at Sydenham near London. .
Resolutions were adopted in fayor of organizing a stock co
for the purpose and fo:
the appointment of several preparatory committees. In fact, the matter seems to have

an outbreak should any occur.

have the/power to regulate our days of shough disguised was recognized by a
and: pointed out
rest and labor, and to browbeat and ‘in. New .York, gentleman.
sult our best

-

are beginning to ask ‘‘ what next ¥’ On Monday a meeting was held in the rooms of the

making

a geogical survey of that part of Colora-

looked like a convent.
Some of the blood-beets, was laughable to see.” But
party remarked that this must be “ Zion's nothing serious came of this scrimmage,
Hill,” and surely the church goers had a except that our contemporary went on to
narrow road to travel in “reaching it. imply that the politicians, ‘who are exAway beyond this is a burying
.
ground pected to get wrathy over the campaign,

stranger frantic to have such a barbarous

the ad-

doubtful attitude, and also fears of an missions to the stock-yards, It is not probable
outbreak have been felt in New Mexico. that any higher nnmber for one week will be
This report causes sofme alarm for the reached hereafter; and as ‘only six weeks safety of Professor Hayden's party, now more of the Exhibition remain, Philadelphians -

But the way

the appearance of

Breithorn ; to the right-was the valley of
Lauterbrunnen with its tumbling cascades so furiously one wouldn't mind their beIts enough to. drive a
and fir-clad slopes stretching fight away ing posted.

ENG.,

——————————

> ‘asanilabts annihi-

CHINA.
And
fhrther on are not very sensible pedple.
descended on foot to Weggis.” An engine, enclosed by a stone wall, and
Hong Kong dates of the 4th and Shan| whether anything serious comes of that
LER
with a cogged center-wheel, pushed us’ ‘Bolivar Hights.
* Storer College looked attraetive, and or not will depend upon how the poli- ghai of the 6th state that the internal disup from behind, cog by cog, our carriage
orders are increasing. There are insur:
also Jbaving a cogged center-wheel as we desired very much to visit it; but the ticians take it.
rections in numerous provinces and murwell. We had a grand walk on the top, walk was too long.
The letters that passed in ‘the news- derous assaults upon Christian natives are
Mr. David Ames, the former husband
and saw the light of the full moon lying
pale and ghost-like on the gleaming snow- of Mary Clemmer, gave us many items of papers between Gen. Newton and Hon. reported from all quarters. The north
mountains all around; and the sunrise, interest concerning the college, as also W. E. Dodge, relative to the latter's ern district is stil! desolated by famine.
next morning, was magnificent, for the historical notes. . The courteous, and invitation to witness the Hell Gate ex- The circulation of money is greatly resnow-peaks glowed pink and crimson in very kind reference to Mary Clemmer plosion, are printed and commented up- stricted in consequence of apprehensions
the first flush of dawn, and the whole evinced his unselfishness. - His present on by the N. Y. Observer to show that of foreign and domestic disturbances.
“ the arrangements were made by a Li Hung Chang, chief Chinese. diplomat,
;
landscape was radiant with unusual splen- home is in Harper's Ferry.
Briefly alluding to Harper's Ferry; un- Roman Catholic army officer, who vio- has arrived at Chefoo,and is in conference
dor, as the lakes at our feet flashed back
the morning light. From the Lauberhorn, til a longer visit shall make. us better lated the articles of the service and the with the British ambassador, and it is betoo, above Wengern Alp, we had a grand acquainted with its wonders,we turn to 1aws of the State, to make a Roman holi- lieved hostilities will be averted.view after a comparatively easy climb. interview the thousands of strangers day of the" Christian’ Sabbath; that he
ARREST OF TWEED'S PARTNER.
.
disgraced the service by a letter which
©
Behind us was a wilderness of bare coming to Washington.
E. A. Woodward, the Tate partner of
I stare at every crowd, scan’ every savors of Roman Catholic inselence, and
mountain peaks; to the left, the valley of
William
M. Tweed, for whom a large reGrindelwald, dotted with chalets; before face, hoping to see some friend of former betrays the coarseness of the man. who
ward has been offered in New York, was
wrote
it
;
and
that
the
public
may
underus was a long half-circle of snow-mount- days. Every train coming into Washingarrested at the Palmer House in Chicago
ains from Wetterhorn to Jungfrau and ton is loaded with Centennial tourists. stand what would be the fate of our Sabon Wednesdpy afternoon. Ie wasregisSilberhorn and the vast snow-fields about “The hackmen stand like so many black bath, and’ thé manners of our civiliza- tered as A. Wallace, Liverpool, and althon
‘if
Rothah
Catholic
officers
were
'
to
posts every where, and if they didnityell

:

All the passionate completeness
Of the quiet weeks gone by,
Drifts away beyond our reaching

and

rdht,

fro

ed by the ** Rigi-bahn”

Gold snd crimson, brown and red;

Ope’

only

had sgmething
scend-

in a small way. But we
of it, nevertheldss. The

color,

Waxeth cold, and dim, snd gray;
Leaves that once weregreen and shining;
*
Lie in withered heaps to-day.
Gather

from

comes

thit

inspiration

breathing mountain air, we enjoyed

L. ROBERTS,

rr

with a young dependent

what it feeds on, having scaled all the
mountains of Europe, are turning their attention to the Caucasus and the Hima-

-—

41.

THE CENTENNIAL.
The . Huxley lectures have reminded can majority. Norwich shows a Repubparty proved. Maryland and Virginia the Examiner & Chronicle that ‘* the lican gain of 286, ete.
PHILADELREIA, OCT. 5, 1878.
face each other, and their’
hights, theologian has a rather pleasant prospect
THE VERMONT LEGISLATURE.
FACTS AND FIGURMS;.
:
sentinel like, overlook the
‘and | before him, Instead of descending in
. The Vermont. legislature met “on It certainly appears at present as if every ving and taking ‘Wednesday. Ex-Governor John W.
Shenandoah rivers, whose waters rush
had been delaying to visit the Exhibition .
, he may sit at Stewart was chosen speaker, and George until the autumw weather set in, During the
over immense rocks,and meet hbre, where = ph
two weeks, thousands upon tihrowsands
the canal and two lines of railroad con-|
weof spectators R. Chapman, ef Vergennes clerk, of the past
have given the gate-keepers lively. work; snd
gregate as if in a hurry to get to,
r,
House of Representatives. Rev. J. Mc C. the numbers are still on the increases. The
Ruins of the Arsenal and Armory are late each other.”
Fulton was elected chaplin for thee insung September days have gone beyond the highest
still to be seen. Tourists will have ‘the
‘When the number. of visitors
two years. Governor Fairbanks delivered e3
The Golden Rule . wisely cautions its his inaugral on Thursday.
very spot pointed out to thém where
had rea
than half a. million im s.&in- :
‘| gle week, as-was the case inthe week closing.
John Browrn:was cap
. Maryland readers against losing their temper dur-|

however, with a courage which grows by

11, 1876.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

NO.

THREATENED UPRISING OF THE UTES,
| September
28. it was supposed
that the max- —
Hights, where the Confederates planted ing theexcitement and exasperation ofthe
imum ‘number had been
but lest
_
Late
despatches
state
that
there
are
campaign.
*‘
We
were
greatly
amused
their
guns,
looks
like
an
eternal
fortifirisks
the
household, is justified in running
week’s aggregate surpassed
y nearly ome
fears
of
a
general
uprising
of
the
Ute.
to health and life and limb which these cation ; but the beys in blue managed to when we poguiat them [Two dispu- Indians
in Colorado, as the warriors of nundrea and fifty thousand, ~the figures for
m] ‘as prominent
the six days being over six hundred and fifty
lofty ascents involve. The Alpine clubs, return fire now and then, in eat ful tants on Boston ¢

See the Sth page of | pater-familins,

IN ADVANCE $9.50.

i

templation or climbing, as some of our

We made no high ascents,at least
none higher than 11,000 feet above the

STAR.

THE MORNIGIINOUSG

pi

£3

tte

—

aD. are als

the collection,

-

of immense

A U. 8. Céntennial map, prepared for the
exhibition at the General Land Office, has just
been placed in the Government Building. It

er.

is 17

feet in

hight by 22 feet in length,

and

is

six o’clock in the morning.

ats, and swine will open. Among.
the: ex- |
ries for this show are those of many. breeders
in this state, New York, Connecticut, Mary
land, New Jersey, Wisconsin, Obioy Thimets,
Massachusetts,
Virginia and Canada, besides »

divided into 9 sections, each
mounted om =
The Texas Senate has passed a bill appro- separate stretcher. The whole §s enclosed ix
priating $8000 for a painted portrait of Gen- a massive frame of walnut, bird's-eye maple
eral ROBERT E. LEE, to hang in the Senate «and ebony, and weighs 2000 pounds, The map
shows the extent of all surveys, Indiam ame.
chamber.
military reservations, land fits, railrossds,
KING ALFONSO'S favorite diversions are rid- canals, cities and towns, and, in fact, every
ing and hunting. He is fond of English and [ ossible detail,from the most authentic sourees.
t was made wholly by hand, and- ocewpied
French literary and historical works, and is
‘nine men for a period of nine months...
often present at the drill of his soldiers before
On October 10, the exhibition “of sheep,
The American artist, HENRY

BACON,

medi-

tates the establishment of & school of art for
‘his country-women,in Paris. His picture of
Benjamin Franklin, in the Paris Salon, this
year, was highly praised.

number of foreign exhibitors, who are: to .
hring over some of the finest breeds brown jm.

er
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. ‘Sabbath School Lessoni—0ct. 22.
“J RUESTIONS

(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

"SIMON THE SORCERER.
oflcts 8:9--85.

“ZorpeN

Trxr:.‘

Thy

hearts

in the sight of God,

Notes and Hints,
“OonNecTED

not right

Acts 8:21.

Hisrory.

bitterness,

of an altogether
those of Simon.

-

The

different character from
That he did not under-

stand the nature of J esus, is bere fifkt indeath

Stephen fired the tryin: of batred

of

to the

timated.

He did not

rise

by

“baptism

out of his heathenish mode of thought.
Evidently

be regarded Philip as a mas-

«Sisciples,
and an outburst of persecution
dollowed. Christians by it were thrown
wut of Jerusalem into all surrounding dis-

ter in his art.

tricts. Where they fell, like living seed,
hey sprouted and bore fruit.
Thus all

Hovry Spirit. (1) The apostles at Jerusalem sent Peter and John to Samaria to

ithe wegions of Judea, Galilee and Samaria were sown with the gospel.
Saul

complete
the work of Philip.
They
heard that Samaria ‘‘ had received the
word of God.”
They had received him
whom Johu calls * the Word,” #nd had

xumdle havocof the’ church at fJerusalem,
acting the part of a detective and prosscaling officer. Philip, one of the seven
assistants of the apostles, gathered up
the influence of Jesus’ visits to these re-

gions, and converted

to the gospel the

whole city of Samaria. Then was there
“great joy in that city.”
They knew
that the Messiah, who would ¢¢ tell them

athings,”

bad come.

John 4:25,26.

Te him they gave credence

and

submis-

shou:

9—18.
SiMON AND HIS CONVERSION,
{1) Simon was a sorcerer, magician, con-

jurer, soothsayer.

His

predict the future,

to

sod

omens,

business

was to

interpret

dreams

to claim to heal miraculously,

So<laim tocall

up

the

dead

and to be

guided by them, and to be able to de-

«ide the destiny of men.
Magic at this
time was rife in the East, and was among
-a¥l mations of antiquity.
Simon was
[} called Magus, the singular of magi. Tle

14—17.

:

THE

APOSTLES

They

degenerated

had their

into

sorcerers.

rise - in Persia.

The

..«hurch has many traditions of the course
of Bimon, after the period

here

noticed,

Son.

The apostles sent Peter and John

to show that Jesus was to unite in one the
Samaritan

and the Jew,to remove the im-

pediments of age§, and to heal the breach
in Israel. Then these two apostles were

by his

tricks,

bad

caught

the

eye

and

it, the

than human powers.

The

Samaritan

Archangel,

bat their view, like our own,

(4)

can be found here, and also that they, and

Christ gave it.

successors are superiand rights to pastors
notice that the apos-

time for the Spirit,and
Besides, were the Sama-

The wide extent of Simon's in- 18—24. S1 MmoN REBUKED. (1)He witnesSmenceis described: “ To him ‘they all sed the gift of the Holy Spirit in connee-Zave heed, from the least to the greatest.” ‘tion with the act of the apostles. That the
For a long time before the advent of apostles prayed for the miraculous gifts
Phillip among them, they bad surrender- of the Holy Spirit this course of Simon
ed to the claims of Simon.
Bat if Simon proves. He was impressed by its power,not
Saad claimed to ‘be divine, and the Sama- by its inner reveldtions of divine love to
‘yitsms had so regarded him, they would the soul. (2) He was willing to pay for the
mat easily have become converts to an- power to lay on Lis hands,and have the
ster Messiah, nor would Simon quietly Holy Spirit follow. The Scriptures careSave seen the faith «of the people trans- fully avoid saying that the apostles im: ‘Served
to another. (4) “ But when they part the Spirit. It is evident Simon in~ ‘befieved Phillip preaching the things con- tended to resume his old business again.
cerning the kingdom of God, and the From this incident has come our word
maiveof Jesus Christ.” The subject of simony, to denote trade in offices of the
How utterly, ignorant of the
#Halip’s preaching corresponds to the cir- church.
zmmstances of his work.
This was the natureof the gospel this aet of Simon
beginning of the new church, the period of shows him to have been. Did he wish to
the first announcementof t:e gospel. | give men an evidence of divine love? lle
. Hence thc preachers must have confined rather looked on the Holy Spirit as the
themselves to explanation of the nature magician looked on the skill of another
~.«pf that kingdom.
Many of the precon- in performing a wonder. External mani«aimed ideas of it were wrong, chiefly festations of power by the Spirit Simon
(2) Peter rebuked him sharply.
these that viewed it as an external and desired.
«earthly government.
Its nature as an * Thy’ money perish with thee.” The
. dmmer moral state was unknown.
Then language of Peter was strong, indicative
. dlemt Jesus, the crucified Nazarene, was of Peter’s earnestness. He did not curse
. the Messiah of promise, whose reign was Simon, but meant, “Away with you, and
(3) ‘Because thou hast
. %@ be over the hearts of men, was to be your money!”
thought
that
gift
of G
ay be purchasgwoved,
Here were the texts fon the free
as

they

ed with money.”

There ate

gross ideas repudiated:

here

three

That of buying

what God gives; that money rather than
2% conld not have been more than four character is the condition of receiving his
years back that he was at Syehar. So gift; and above all, that this gift, the
} Filip had some grounds for success in Spirit of God, was thus in the market to
How the Holy Spirit, as the
« fais work.
Besides, he opened up to be bought.
- hero the prophets.
Miracles eonfirmed pledge of God's love, does come to be
(4) *‘ Thou
dsisdruth.
By divine works Jesus was inherited. See Rey. 22:17.
«fwownto be the Messiah of God. The hast neither, part nor lot in this matter;”
Hlaly Spirit helped with convincing ener- better, ‘¢ in this word,” or doctrine of
2&5 <he word preached. (5) The city, as God. Others think ¢ in this Spirit” is
= whole, believed and

received

baptism.

As they believed:they were baptized, confiessing Jesus by receiving baptism in his
mame.

The

act was a«confession, a pub-

i Mie aleclaration of

sentiment.

Simon
i §eomed withwothers in consenting to the
“ tewthof Philip. It is evident that Philip

meant. ** No part nor lot” is the same as
saying no right nor interest.
*‘ For thy

heart is not right in the sight of God.”
When the heart is not right, not sincere
and thorough in devotion to Jesus, man
has ¢‘ no part nor lot” in Christ, is ‘‘ none

of his.”

that
raisnow
but

.

+ ion (from sin through the death of Jesus:
“Whe spiritual work of Christ he did not
Jkmow. But he was baptized. Philip did
wot thoroughly catechise his converts.
Bl ad he examined them, Simon would not

THE OHUROH, TBE PUBLISHER OF
THE GOSPEL,

indirectly to assert that God would pardon

(6) ** For I perceive that thon art in the
gall of bitterness.” The poison of ger-

pents was thought’to be in

hénce, the idea here is to Show

their gall;
excessive

to the world.

Christianity ever finds its

Phil.

expressions, every phase of this character

God, and from history,

various

remedies

have been tried, but have proved futile.
The condition is one of hopefulnss and
despair. Put here and now a boon is
presented. It is accepted and ‘there is
hope and life.
This boon designated
*¢ the word of life,” because

it is life-giv-

but its

‘“ If any man

will

do

bis

will,

he

shall

ceptions, as did he, of the doctrine of just-

ification by faith. Christians of this age
are in many things in advance of Luther.
Christians in the next century will be in
the'r conceptions of truth,inadvance of us.

So will it ever be with “the church on
earth. In hedlven alone shall we know
perfectly and without limitation.

“ Holding forth.”

ship, its Sunday schools, its missions and

of Christ.

It is not

This

* word ofife”

perpetually held forth is that which the
spiritually

dying and dead may

ever

re-

ceive and receiving ‘live.
work of holding forth the

But in this
word. of life,

from which such blessings

result, there

is an agency employed, the holders.
This agency is Chri-tians or the church.
“Ye do shine aslights in the world,
holding forth the word of life, that is
Christians, or the church, at Philippi and

everywhere.
‘Jt would seem

then

that

the theme

presented by the text, can

be no other

lishing the gospel of Christ.

And could

than, ** The work of the church in pubthere be any theme more

consideration

worthy

of our

on this quarter-centennial

anuiversary of our church?

The great and wonderful plan of ‘salvation through Jesus Christ becomes efficacious not by being hid. ¢ If our gos-

pel be hid,” says the Apostle, * it is hid
to them that are lost.” Most certainly,
men will be lost if this gospel is hid. On
the other-hand men, will be saved proportionally as it is clearly and effectively
published.
| 1.

This work is done through the life
of each individual Christian. A theory is
often beautiful abstractly

considered.

becomes, however, more

beautiful

when

It

itis successfully applied in practice.

The

other benevolent work. + Some of these
are of God's special appointments, while
others have upon them the seal of his approbation.
How blessed are these instrumentalities, and how has the church
made itself effective through them! Its
minjstry of reconciliation, as we have experienced ils blessedness, how have we
not been led to magnify the wisdom of
God in instituting it! Its social worship
how have not the prayers and songs of
praise of the saints quickened us and
given usa foretaste of the blessings to be
experienced in the Father's house of
many mansions ? Its Sunday-schools,
what
effective seed-sowers have these not been,

the

full

fruitage

of

which

will

ap-

pear in the heavenly garner. Its missions
and other benevolent work, how beneficent are they, and do they not serve to
remind of the work of him who was himself the most perfect embodiment of benevolence and whose life was a continuous and most glorious mission, ia that he
pleased not himself? It is the duty of the
church to give these instrumentalities
every kind of support. For this purpose
there will be required at its hand consecration, labor and money.
They will
prove ‘effective
proportionally as the

church gives of the things which

it bas.

Qur ,God

as well

is a promise-keeping

value of the Bible is greatly enhanced,

as a promise-making

because the truths which it teaches are
exemplified and illustrated in the lives of
such men as Moses, David, Peter and
Paul. What the gospelhas done during

nances of the church, as
are baptism and the

God.

The ordi-

is well
Lord's

known,
supper.

Each of these symbolizes great truths, the

the centuries for individuals, and is still
doing, is the best proof which can be af-

former, among other things. a resurrvection to a new and pure life, the latter the
hidden manner by means of. wkich that

forded of its divine origin,

is this

life is sustained, and both combined quite,

afforded by historic

if not fully, symbolize Christianity itself.
It is the duty of the church to observe
these ordinances and to preseve them in
their purity. The observance of each of

proof

than

those

Better

dates, scientific researches or logical arguments, or perhaps all these combined.
All can appreciate it, and no honest in-

quirer after truth can fail to be convinced
by it. Let it be understood then that

these, when thus preserved,

is a perpet-

ual invitation and warning to 'the men of
the world to forsake the life of sin and
live the life of faith on the Son of God.

every individual made a new creature in
Christ, in whom there is begotten a new
love, who by the help of divine grace
manfully and smccessfully resists tempta-

and ctdinances, carries out the last injun-

tion, and in whom
the life that
lived in the days of his flesh isin

tion of the Master.
“‘Go ye therefore and
teach all nations baptizing them in the

Jesus
all re-

spects essentially
reproduced, does a
great work in proclaiming the gospel
message.

He is aliving and

witness of the truth.
humble and obscure

convincing

It matters not how
such an individual

The church through its instrumentalities

manded you.”

And

how

promise with which this

blessed is the

injunction is at-

ways, even unto the end of the world.”

it does

vidual a particular

work.

What

it did

for Peler was in a measure different from
what it did for John, a man of an unlike

and illustrate fully the power of the gospelto save. The individual also has his

peculiar gifts or ‘endowments,

while the

church is a body composed of many mem-

bers, each of which has his special office
work. The province of one may be to
exemplify Christ in the home,
.

and

that

n

not

simply one

and be exemp'ifies him,

his

work,

How great then

5.

‘ Andlo,I

am

with

you

al.

As already implied the work com-

mitted to the church is perpetual. Though’
the workers, one by

one,

go, to

receive

their reward, the work still remains,
It
will not fatally or even seriously languish
for the want of supporters.
In an army

the Christian!» We

may

all.

He

who

form

some

Every

movement

of

the

enemy

is

ceeds

rg

he dawn.

:

Glorious things are

ih

V

:

<

———

thing is

secured.

his ‘active

The

band,

farmer

plows

the

moves

“field ang

strews corn in the furrows, but the ip.
crease comes from the Lord, Many colq
nights and hot summer days intervene
between the sowing and the
man hand can not dollect the

ing. HuIS ZT

nor yet avert the hail. The Lord pre.
serves the tiny kernel in. the, bosom of

the earth, protects the tender’ shoot and

the ripened corn.

Fear not. He has been

with us. Having secured God's blessing,

everything is secured.”
Now the third sheaf toskup the dis.
course. *‘ They that sow in tears shall
veap in joy. With a sad. heart a son went
out to sow. Alas! his father had died and
his bereaved mother was weeping ar
home, for the hard-hearted

barns.

A

creditors had

compussiondte

neighbor lent him the seed, but tears fell

es-

in

the

hands of God in successfully foundinga
Christian church,or even in aiding in such
a work, does one of the greatest and noblest of all services,

Every Christian can

ave a share in it. The great Builder of the
spiritual temple, recognizes and remembers even the contributor of a brick for

the walls or a nail for the inish.

You,

On

the

8.h

of September,

1851,

this

church was organized in what was then
known as Canal Market Hall,as the Third
Freewill Baptist church of Providence. In
1867, its corporate name was changed to
that which it now bears. At its organization it was composed of sixteen members. Its membership is now about one
bundred
The progress made has
Leen slow, but we (rust that it has been
sure. Oar financial burdens, heavy at
any time, seem still heavier at this critical period through

which

our

country

is

passing. he
are, doubtless, many
chugches whp are prepared to sympathize
with us. Exercising faith in God, main-

taining fidelity to principle, and laboring
for the welfare of humanity, we go forward.
Sri
This is an hour of pleasant and cherished memories.

Thoughts of the labors and

straggles of by-gone years
on you.

Each

crowd

of you to-day.

in up-

I believe,

love the church in proportibn as you have
sacrificed for it. It is not always well to

think of the labors and trials of the past.
There is, doubtless, behind you sunshine
as well as shadow. God has been with
you and blessed you. It has been your
privilege 40 enjoy the companionship of
god'y men and sainted women, some of
whom are now in glory, and look for you
‘to persevere and rejoin them. You have
prayed and sung together, and have rejoiced as you have seen souls experience
the inception of the new life. Yon have
instructed, perhaps, thousands of children
in the Sunday-school, the results of which

can be safely left in God's keeping. It has
been through your instrumentality that
the gospel of salvation through Jesus

Christ,

on the conditionsof repentance

and faith, has been proclaimed as accessible to all. The primitive mode of
baptism has been practiced,and the Lord's
children of every name have been welcomed Lo his table. Purity of heart and
life have been insisted upon as indispensable. You have sought in everything to
promote the right and oppose the wrong,
It has been through your instrumentality
that,

for

twenty-five

years,

been a Bethesda inte whose

there

has”

healing wa-

ters the spiritually diseased of every kind,
could step and be healed. So you continue

and I trust will continue

for years, nay

even centuries,to come. 1t is no slight
consideration for you to-day that you have
a position, on this beautiful hill, as the
representatives of the most advanced and

free evangelical

sentiments.

** Holding

forth the Word of life,”

you can not only

say, ** come and live;”
say, “Come and go
will do you good.”

bul you can also
with us and we
:

a hundred-fold for the Lord has blessed
bis harvest. They that sow in tears shall

reap in joy.

They go out apd weep and

bear precious

seed, and

SERMON OF THE SHEAVES.

cate; for such sacrifices are well pleasing
to God.

Could

we

BY A. T, 8:

over the silent fields.

and

extended itself,

Then a sheaf arose

hold a harvest thanksgiving to the Lord
under the calm night sky.” And all the
gheaves arose and by their confusion
awoke the larks and quails that were
sleeping in the stubble "near by.
The

first sheaf began

his discourse.

* Bring

praise; for he

is

endureth forever.

He maketh his sun to rise on the evil
and on the good and sendeth rain on the
just and on the unjust. All eyes wail

upon him and he giveth them

man who yesterday drove
blessed

should

open

into

the

the poor reap.

the Lord has

his hand

that

he

may resemble Bodz who exercised mercy

toward the pious Ruth. Forget not to
do good and to communicate !" and the

quails cried out aloud over into the vil
lage as if they wished to awaken the slumbering hearts, |
And
the fifth sheave closed
thus,
“ Whatsoever a man soweth that shall
he also reap. He that soweth sparingly shall reap sparingly; and he that
soweth abundanly shall reap abundantly. Why wonder that tares stand among

the wheat!

Had you sified the seed be-

fore vou strewed it! He that soweth
weeds shall reap toil. Whosoever soweth
to the flesh shall of the ilesh reap corruption: whosoever soweth to the spirit shall
reap life everlasting.” And all the sheaves
around
bowed themselves
and
said,
‘“ Amen, Amen.”

APHOKISMS.
The Apostle Paul says repeatedly
** God raised him from the dead.” Therefore “I and God” must be one
(gad the
same Person. Both Christ and
expressed an exact and identical trut
Christ used language to express
ideas.
*“ This do in remembrance of me."”. That
is all. The keep-sake of ‘that dear absent
friend, is too simple and sacred to ad-

mit ot explanation.

So this memento of

Christ.

in sympathy,

The « heart,

Jgss,

interprets

it,—in

it it

with

sees

only

ny.
Who desire, aught have a right, all
eligible to remember Christ ? Every believer ** This do in remembrance. of me.”
Isit “irregular” to obey this Divine

command?

Irregular obedience!

Many good

Christians feel they are so

weak they can do nothing to save others.
If they are very weak, as weak as water,

then are they God's chosen agents.
* ‘Hath

not Goi chosen the weak things of this
world
to confcund the things that are
mighty.”
“Love is blind.” There is but one thing
blinder,—Selfishness.

A selfish man stands

in his own light; is engaged

in a devas-

ting war upon his own interest.

No labor of love can, by any possible
combination of unfavorable
circumstances, be lost. ‘‘Forasmuch as ye k#ew
your labor is not in vain in the Lord.”
We may not be able to see how ‘‘all
things work together for *’ our good. God
does not require us to see it, but to believe it. The mother sees for her child.
God for her.
God is an economist. He will not let
the light burn *‘ under a bushel :” it must
be as a * candlestick that it may give
light to all who are in the house.”
If in any church, each member should
weed his own garden, then in that Church

there would be

none

but

weedless gar-

dens.

What a church that would be !
M. H. ABBEY.
Racine, Wis.

Divine

knowledge

spiritual activity,

4

fills a man

with

IL.

Be. as the little child who eats and sleeps
and grows,

God gives you the best nour-

ishment, although not

always

the sweet-

We call it our duty to leave to the world
its gayety and its thoughtlessness; but
too often we leave to it also its grace,
and gentleness,

and courtesy,

;

“Then the choir of larks sang a thanksgiving-song. And another sheaf said:

and

self-

control.— Helly Bowman.
Iv.

He who runs along the
pathway of
Christian principles and activities, runs iu

a groove cut by the hand of God,

and

must run’ more steadily
and smoothly
than he who drives his Men along the
ruts of sin.— Waterman.
Y

Remember

these

three

Learn

to love; Jesus

you.

3rd. Learn to deny

Learn to give; Jesus

Jessons:

loved

gave

you.

himself

1st.

2d.

for

yourselves for

others; Jesus denied himself for you.

food in its

ered its harvest and prepared ils food,
The Lord has ever decked his table and
millions have been satisfied. His good.
ness is new every morning. Bring to.(be
Lord honor and praise.”

this

er from his field! He whom

“Let us

cried out over the field:

shout

houses of therich who are now filling (heir
barns! Could we call to that hard-hearted

III.

The hot summer day was past; A beausummer's night had

joy

After that a fourth continuegl
to speak,
*“ Forget not to do good and fo communi.

[From the German. |

tiful

return with

and bring their sheaves with them,” '

est to _the taste.— Madame Guylon.

both- anticipated and successfully met, season. Thousands of years have passed
Victory is finally attained. - So will it be over the earth and every year has gathwith the church of God under the leadership, of Princé Immanuel.
God does not
leave bimself without witnesses.
The
places of the fathers are filled by the children. There is a man for every emergency. The darkest hour often just pro-

-

emplied their

understand

is an instrument

under
a skillful leader, in the conflict of ‘to the Lord honor and
battle, as one soldier falls so another
good and bis goodness

steps forward to take the place made vacant. Shattered and weary columns are
supplanted by those full
and fresh,

ou

« Having secured God's blessing every

is the dignity and value of the work of with the corn in the furrow. Now he reaps

serve all things whatsoever 1 have com-

bor in vain,
:
2. There is need not simply of a
witness of the truth, but of witnesses
of the truth.’
It is scarcely .in the
power of a single
individual to illustrate the work and excellence of the

While

that

does

to ob-

tended.

for all men the same work in the main, in

God,

He has Christ's mind, he

name of the Father, and of the Son and
of the Holy Ghost, teaching them

may be, he does not run in vain nor la-

gospel inall its phases.

of

Christian, but every Christian is, or
should be, the representative of Christ.

my brethren, who have rendered your
willing, and what may have sometimes
word of life” is. Let it nol be under: seemed sacrificing, service, have not laborstood as’ affirmed by this assertion that ed in vain. The reward is sure.
the church in any age is possessed of ail
7. To-day we pass in review an effort
the truth which the word of God is capa- made during a period of twenty-five
ble of imparting.
Itis otherwise.
New years, in *‘holding forth the word of
truth, or at least new phases of truth, are life.”
In this period, great changes have
constantly, from age to age, shed from. been wrought. The succession of imthe pages of Scripture.
In this respect portant events have been rapid. There
Luther was in advance of the early Christ- never has been a time in which it was
ian fathers. None of them had such cou- more glorious to live.

then withdrawn, but the presentation is
perpetual, as conveyed in the words,

gospel

something which is simply presented and

Word

as unessence
by the

only in eternity that we, shall

truest representatives,

4. The church is also efficacious in
publishing
the gospel throguh its ionstrumentalities and ordinancies.
The instrumentalities of the church may be designated as its ministry, its social wor-

ing, is the

ma and what is implied in it
sound; and
yet it is the very
of Protestantism as sustained

lives of its

kngw of the doctrine,” Of all men Christiavs best understand the mind of God..
The belief of the true church in any age
affords the best embodiment of truth to
be found in that age. Certainly, God bas
not made it thé duty of the church to hold
forth *“ the word of life” without giving
it the needful knowledge of what that

of life.”

Now we as Protestants reject this dog-

timate of these things here.’ It will be

. ! Doding

forth the word

dogma to the effect that the Pope of
Rome is Christ's vicegerent on -earth.

is not simply Christianity as a whole that
can be best known by the characters and
doctrines can be best learned from the
views held by these same representatives.

'
-

It

may be added that it is the work of
Christians to communicate these things

A SERMON, preached at the Quarter-Centénnial
Anniversary of the Park Street Free Baptist
Church, Providence, R. I., by its pastor,
v.
J. M. BREWSTER.

to repent of his wicked
desire, and to temperament and susceptible of another
pray to God. So should all detection of class of temptations.
So it takes the
sin in the heart lead us to do. Peter does whole multitude of the saved to exemplify

not assertthat God will forgive Simon,but
. Seddid.
not know the doctrine of redemp- hopes that God will. Probably he meant

God and show them unto Christians.

uttered by Christlieb, *‘ Christians are
the world’s Bible,” is significant,
But it

Sincerity is revealed by con- that it saves them, it does for each indi-

«dlid mot make clear to him the nature of ‘sciousness. Henceif one is a hypocrite
ive gospel. He believed that Jesus of he knows it. (5) Peter calls on Simon

* Wazareth was the appointed Messinh,
. Tee wwas unjustly slain, that God bad
«ad from the dead, that he was able
%e give proofs of supernatural power;

Tommanmacations.

ness and death are prevalent.
As learned from other portions of the Word of

he was fallen upon none of them.”
Itis
claimed that evidence of the power of the
apostles alone to confer the Holy Spirit

of the Spirit of God to take thé'things of

best embodiment in the highest type of
Christian character and life,
The truth

is in these words an implication that sick-

a con-

ihe deen of Peter at Jerusalem.
No
Mewubt Jesus was remembered at Samaria.

self.

give

to

jeeture.

- discourses of Philip at Samaria,

silence of Luke is usually thought to be
decisive against the thought of his repentance. But we may regard the request of Simon for Peter's prayers, asa
promise that he would pray for him-

*“ For as yet

Comforter,

therefore an act of faith on the part of the
apostles, a faith that saved it from being
an empty sign alone.

was

quences. We have no further account of lishing the gospel, because it is the best
Simon, and are at liberty to infer as we medium, thorough which its it are
will that he did, or did not repent. The interpreted. It is one of the office-works

the Samaritans might receive the Holy
Spirit. Notice how soon Jesus heals the “ Ye are the light of ide world,” * Ye
enmity of ages. These apostles, a few are the salt of the earth,” and ‘‘ye are
years ago, would bave shunned Samaria ‘as lively stones,” are utterances so disas a upas tree. Now they. treat their old tinct and forcible that the impressions
enemies.
as brothers,
and
pray
(hat which they produce are neither slight nor
Jesus will give them the Holy Spirit. transient. The text belongs to this class
The apostles had no power of themselves of passages, and presents unmistakably
to communicgfe the Spirit, they prayed to an important element in Christian work.
God, in the name of Jesus, believing in ‘* Holding forth the word of life”! There

early church
person,

{i

:
bitterness
fuB theth Scriph

and every kind of this work are clearly
and fully presented.
! ch passages as,

The two apostles first prayed that

the communication of the Spirit, and was

a divine

Th

self.

with more

sapposed he claimed to be the Logos, the

TL

needed to instruct the disciples more perfectly in the things of Christ.
(2) Peter
was not supreme pontiff of the disciples.
They sent him, not be sent John and him-

ritans converted without the influence of
eredulity of Samaria and led ‘them by it the Spirit? Evidently the Spirit of God
at bis will.
¢ Bewitched,” says our watered the word of Philip.
They al{ tramslation ; but not literally, only in the ready had the usual offices of the Spirit,
semse which has just been named.
He but not his extraordinary powers,
For
imposed upon them, and gained sway the supernatural and striking gifts of the
~over their minds. It was not hard to do Spirit the apostles prayed. Thus the Comthis. They believed in magic.
It was forter came to Jerusalem on the day of
ome of the superstitions of the day. (38) Pentecost, thus subsequently to Coririth,
Simon gave out that he ** was some great and now to Samaria.
The miraculous
ome.” The credulous people said, ¢ This powers of the Holy Spirit none of these
moan is the great power of God.”
Some believers yet had received. The apostles
writers think he claimed divinity. Ne- prayed that faith in Jesus might be conander supposes he pretended to be the firmed by-signs, like those witnessedat
literal instrument of .God in creation. Jerusalem.
(3) Then they laid their
This, however, seems to be too extrava- bands on them, and they received the
Zant a claim for even a magician to put Holy Ghost.” The laying on of hands
forth. By the language of the people is was nierely symbolical.
"It represented

meant that he was invested

54

The word of God is especially rich in
expressions illustrative of the Christian
character and work. By means of these

Jat no reliable history.
(2) Simon had
their lineal, official
- aoguired great influence in Samaria. He or in endowments
Jong had practiced his arts there, had put
.and laymen. But
. facth pretensions seemingly substantiated tles prayed at this

«dazzled it, the ear and charmed

AND THE

received the truth which God spake of his

magi were men who at first studied phi- bis promise of the
fosophy, astronomy and medicine, but ‘them the Holy Spirit.

afterward
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tyor of wealth, of ‘spoken of the church in the fudure. May
bave proved worihy of the ordinance.
git
The modern custom of questioning the often standing im conneetion with sin, as | another to do this in, the workshop or their coming be hastened!
sincerity of these seeking baptism, Philip a symbol of it. Jer. 2:19; Rom. 8:14; place of business with all its. perplexities, \| 6. Inthe lights of these truths, we can
The * bound of iniquity” while still another may be commissioned not fail to be impressed with a sense of
subsequently began. Perhaps his expe- Heb. 18:15.
means
that
he
was
controlled by iniquity, to do the self-denying work,though grand the dignity and value of the work of
rience with Simon led him to speak to
the Eunuch as hedid.
(6) Simon was enslaved to it. His was iniquity that he and glorious, of proclaiming publicly the Christians, They are an epistle, knowa
Each one doing and read ofall men. They are as lights
| especially impressed by ‘the miracles of could, by sincerity and faith, put away, trath as it is in Jesus.
(6)
Simon
“hesought
Peter
to
pray.
for
his
share
in
the
work
aids
in publishing’ tbat shine, and as salt that preserves.
Philip. In the arts of magic nothing ever seen equalled, or could conipare with. him, ‘(hat none of these things ye have the gospel message, and will receive his They are both witnesses and revealers of
;
the truth,
They are labbrers together
the wonders he saw Philip perform. It spoken come upon me.” - This indicates reward.
3. The church is efficacious in pub- with God.
is evident that the signs of Philip were that he felt his sin, and feared its conseThe Catholic church has a
"

VI.

There

are

doubtless,

who do not know

many

disciples

themselves such,

and

this is not the
worst of calamities;
it is far more dreadful to suppose we are

Christians when we are not.—Rev, 4. I.
Park.

.

.

:

iy
:
VII.
It is the uniform doctrine of the Bible
that -none will be saved but those who
persevere in a life of holiness,
;

-
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GCFOBER 11, 1876,
ticular crisis of ‘the Jeet tug 8: For he
sags again: '* When singing is introduein a prayer-meeting the hymns should
be short and so selected as to bring. out

Selections.
,
the winter glosming
between;

They Sila. fire burns bright ers,
One has passed sevenly summ
. The other just seventeen,
silence

eepen fast ;
Too iy AY
One lives in a coming future,
Aud one in a long, long past.

drea
ered low;
Fath in uestion bisp
bear it this evening,
will
One

ant singer, who, when'the aim is to produce a deep conviction of sin and to secure earnest supplication, strikes up,

“ Ovne heard it long ago.

* When

of » loving husband,
For one the joy is coming
For one the joy has flown.

hold their own, and in the case
jance.

title clear,’ toa

we

place,

‘He was afrald of substituting a religious
sentimentalism for holy principle, by

scenes in other denominations which re‘sulted in many spurious conversions; and
this effect was largely due to singing sin‘| ners into the Kingdom—exciting their
feelings, rather than securing an intellient submission of their wills to the au-

es

" SINGING-REVIVALS."

faith in

thority of God and a saoctifying

The eighth of Mr. Finny's ‘* Lectures
on Revivals of Religion” is devoted to

the Lord Jesus Christ. Probably his own
logical turn of mind and augumentative

The third bead

style of preaching increased

“ mentions several
of the discourse
things which may defeat the design of a
The eighth subdivisrayer-meeting."”
jon is thus given: ** A great deal of singing often injures a prayer-meeting,” and
iut the fellowin the discussion of this
never knew a »
ing remark is made: *

We are not compelled,

accord-

ngly, to borrow discouragement on this

point this year.
The vital matter is not how to make
the supply of ministers equal to the demand, for our churches are not actually
suffering from a lack of pastors, but how

it With
and reconcile
thus expressed, efforts
of Messrs. M
success of the

his. fear of

the unduly emotional effect of the singing, and made him prefer prayer and an
inquiry-meeting.
his study of the ideas of so noted and

sdccessful an evangelist may serve as a
caution against certain dangers which be-

of Mr. Finney.

of

preaching

pungent

and

instructive

the

God's Word; as also the increasing use
of sentimental, namby-pamby rhymes, in-

and Sankey, and of Messrs. Whittle and
Bliss, and with the general and acceptable
increase of singing in religious meetings
The remark in
from eny distaste

stead of bymns of reverence, dignity,and

lasting power. But let no one undervaline the wise employment of singing in

question did not spring
for singing on the part

a revival, whether in the

solo

utterances

of Messrs. Sankey and Bliss, in the chaste
and solenn music of a well-trained Christian choir, or in the full-tide praise of the
whole congregation.
It is God himself
who has attuned the human ear to melody
and harmony, that through it the beart
might be reached ; and there are bymns
and tunes which are adapted to all the

He was himself a -sing-

er, was fond of sacred music, and sought

to.bave it artistically good,as ‘well as
spiritually éditying, The lust eveving of
his life, not being able to sit in the church,
he walked toward it to enjoy the sound of
In these revival lectures he
the singing.
defends the use of hymos, as well as of -emoltions that may need to be expressed
psalms, of instrumental music and of or produced.—W. W. Palton.
in
choirs. Praise was a part of worship
which he greatly delighted, in private
and in the sometuary ; and to this resalt
WHITE ALREADY.
his voice, his capacity of emotion, and
Beautiful were the fields amid which
his high Christian character all contributour Saviour stood and - cried: ** Say not
ed. Consequently, one is the more surprised that h& should have expressed bim- ye, There are yet four months and .then
self quiteso strongly against a singing- cometh harvest? Behold, I say unto you,
Litt up your eyes, and look on the ficlds;
revival.”
And then his own experience as a pas- for they are white already to harvest.”
tor and as an evangelist must bave shown That there need be no four months of
him the value of hymn-singing as an waiting for spiritual har vests, our Saviour
rayer. could point to the Samaritan woman and
auxiliary to preaching aud to
The relation of human nature to religious her companions as
gathered sheaves to
truth remains substantiall the same from
prove his words.
bite already! It is
age to age, and the

talities

principal

true to-day.

instrumen-

do not change, except into slight
That which the Wesleys
modifications.
found to be a great power for good could
hardly be wisely depreciated by Mr. Finney or its asserted value be contradicted
by his experience. The Methodist denomination owes as much to its singing as to
its preaching. Mr. Nettleton m e great
use of revival hymns among Congregationalists and Presbyterians, aod compiled the once famous collection known as

brethren in the ministry, that the various
benevolent o rations, and especially the
prevalence of revivals, which are so char-

nis

new selection of hymns.”

demand

«

city, or the capture of a certain opposing
army, everything is made to converge on
that single end. It thus easily might be

souls

spar-

revival and as
rt of the measures which
‘he found himself able most wisely to employ.
Every man has his own method of

working, according to his education,
temperament, and experience. Mr. Finney was marked and peculiar in his genius and in bis tactics as a spiritual general. His revival success and his style
of revivals might not depend much on
hymns and singing, but might rest almost wholly on the preaching and pray-1
ing. Yet it might not beso with cthers
who labored with different powers and in
adifferent age.
:
Next, it must be borne in mind that,
as far as the Christian people were concerned, Mr. Finney laid his principle
stress on prayer,

as his revival-lectures
show. His aim was to secure

e

hinder-

ed the development of this intense mental struggle.
Thus we find him saying,
previous to the remark above quuted
about * a singing-revival”;** The agonizing spirit of prayer does not lead people
to sing. There 1s a time for everything;
a time to sing and a time

to

pray.

But,
birt h for

if I know what it is to travail in
souls, Christians never feel less like it
[singing] than when they have the spirit
of prayer for sinners. Singiug is the
natural expression of feelings that are
joyful and cheerful. The spirit of prayer
is not the spirit of joy. It 13 a spirit of
travail and agony of soul, supplicating
and pleading with God, with strong cryings and groanings that can not be uttered. This is more like anything else than
it is like singing.” Shortly after he rehen : beople feel like pulling
marks: ¢
men out of the fire t ey do not feel like

singing,

I never knew a singing-revival

amount to much.
Its tendency is to do
away all deep feeling.” It thus appears
that it was the effect on Christians which
he deprecated, and at a timé when he
sought to deepen the feeling of agonizing
prayer. His views both of prayer and

singing in this relation are open to some
just cr icity; for ‘Which there is not now
space.
It would seem probable that,

after

So

New

England

It is of the greater

Said Norman

Macleod

and

our

personal

We

suffer

accounta-

bility.
koaction now isan encouragement to spiritual jdleness. We steep our

_ ing use of it at the particular crisis of a

would avoid, therefore, whatever

then

bed.

mentalities,

that Mr. Finney should enjoy singing, and
social

ty

and

their dying

in actual

abundantly
united and earnest prayer, of the
which
he called = ** agonizing.”

say,

of his friend Campbell of Row: ¢ He
Shoke not much of religion when dying.
His silent death was, like bis life, an
Amen to God's will.”
Postponement of work also means
slothfulness in the workman, forgetful
ness of the effectiveness of human ipstra-

war, in which, a specific object being in
view, such as the ca ure of a certain

;

our

and

consequence to prepare men for life.
Then they are ready for death. We need
not hunt up an audible testimony from

In considering Mr. Finney's meaning,

in
] argely use it in the family and
an pablic worship, and yet make

Moody,

are uyofit for life!

a

one must remember that he treated revivals somewhat as a specialty,and that he,
consequently,
ave directions for them
which he would not apply to other religious scenes, le used a revival as a gen-

eral does a particular campaign

work,

churches may stand with the grain thigh
deep about them and reap? Lett
Church of Christ sharpen its sickle today. ‘* White a'ready !” cries the Savjour.
What does postponement of earnest religious work to-day mean? It means the
neglectof human needs.
Men need reformation now.
Hearts~are miserable
through sin. Wills are bound in the fettersof intemperance. There are chambers darkened with fresh sorrows, graves
strown with fresh flowers.
How many
-are unfit for death, and how many more

to that book is principally occupied with
remarks growing out of that fact, and in
it he observes that *‘ be concurs in the
opinion; yer generally adopted by his

day,

Are we not making a mis-

take when we defer

many months or weeks, and then will
come the Week of prayer or the great
religious gatherings
in Boston under

** The Village Hymns," for use in social
meetings and in revivals. The prefacé

acteristic of the present

Star? It is a helper

to make

the supply

the

very

° best that

others are called into it, which remark,
if correctly published, was doubtless bas-

had reedof

which
men
make
here and” there as
preachers. If this is a new way of dis-

caught the most animals, and the
est animals
got away from the

*“ once a minister,always a minister,” possibly it is the true way, because it pres~nts the question to the preacher asa
matter of duty—whether, upon finding

Be

ed upon

long observation of the failures

claiming the force of the old rule that

all,

Mr, Finney was chiefly disturbed by the
lnappropria‘e selection of hyms at a. par-

in sloth.

harm.

The

rust on the idle sickle will eat into the
band holding it back. We lose sight of

the efficacy of human powers.

We dwarf

our influence. God has rot left us in this
world like a lot of old iron wheels lying
idle in a back-yard lot, but we are, or
should be, wheels in motion, moving on
other wheels, starting up the souls about
us in a better life. We
forget also our
accounlability. We stuff our ears, and
are deaf to that plain blast from Ezekiel's
vigorous

trumpet

when

he

shouts:

‘ When I say unto the wicked, O wicked
man,

thou shalt surely die;

if thou

dost

not speak to warn the wicked from his

way, that wicked man shall die in his
iniquity, but his blood will I require at

thine hand.”

)

]

And postponement of effort for souls
means the belittling of the power of the
Holy Ghost.
Ss Spirit comes vety
near to souls. The book of Acts lifts the
curtain and reveals the plenitudes of the

divine presence.

That

presence lies all

about us. These forcible words
as they are forcible ;

are true

¢ God is never so far off
As even to be near.’

He is close about the soul. He isstirring
us up to work,a mighty motive power behind {he wheels of Christian effort, and
that is why they move
successfully.
Without the-divine, the human element

of activity would be mean.
ing othersalso.

Close

down

God

is mov

to human

necessities, to the sorrows, sicknesses and

temptations of mun, does the

divine pres-

ence come, folding us all in, if we will
have it so, in his omniscient care.
Close

it, and

developed

for prey.

22.

For, behold, the

dred young

Some five or six bun-

preachers of all denomina-

the Star.

In

doing

so, we

the subscriber

more

than

tions graduated from our thirty

work.

any other per-

:

for vne legitimate reason or

another,
but

how many will withdraw from it from a
secret feeling that they have totally, mis-

taken their calling?

Judging

sake of the Christian
not to be any.

cause

experience, there will be some.
Whatever the doctrine

from past

For the

there

may

case, the true aim would seem

ought

be in the
to. be that

shall aim to have correspondence
fresh and timely,
This will include letters from the principal centers in this

we should go train up a ministry that it
shall become a fact that once a man isa
preacher he will be a good preacher, and
always remain a preacher. - How we'are
ever to biing about this fortunate state
is a problem not likely to be solved to

swift
most
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gress, and in Philadelphia next sammer

to picture the great Centennial Exhibition,
As the denominational organ, the Slur
will aim to be the fair and impartial champion of all our interésis, to upbold our
faith without being dogmatic, to give the
latest news from all the churches, and
contains, in addition to the usual Calemdwsr also to include whatever may be of cur the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, sv
ranged in their appropriate Quarterly
and Yeaaty
rent interest among all denominations.
meetings, with their statistics; the names of alk
" Said a pastor to his congregation, on ministers and their post-office addresses, offices:
our benevolent societies, an account of ems.
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the fi rst Sabbath in January:
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23. And as types were differentiated,
weaker types continually disappenr-

ed,

the

OHUROH DEBTS,
The object of contracting a church debt
is but too often the desire of the builders
to pamper their own pride and vain-glory.
They seek a costly church, with elaborate
fitings, which they claim as theirs.
Now, putting aside every other consideration, we believe that it is not held to be
particularly creditable among right-thinking people to shine in borrowed
plumes.
No lady would wish to appear in church
with a shawl or a jacket which she had

reading

matter

for

the year, let

dozen; $7a hundred.

me ad-

Psalmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, exbew»sively used, printed on both white and tome
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00 ; Morocce,$2.09;

Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.00. Postagem,
9 cents each. Small, Morocco,
85 cts; postage, £:
cents,
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and severaf
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings... 3%

which be-

longed to some one else. We fanzy that
very few clergymen would care to hire
their surplices by the quarter. Yet the same
people will’ sit very
comfortably in a
mortgaged pew and kneel upon unpaidfor hassocks, and tread upon a deeply infull satisfaction, but doubt has been ex- debted carpet, and enjoy the dim, religpressed in various quarters whether we, jous light that comes through panes of
are doing all that could be done toward which forty per cent. belong to the church
filling the profession with superior ma- creditor.
What is worse, they do not
terial.
Especially
a disposition has mean to pay for their luxuries, but to
cropped out, of late, to charge the fac- get the cost of them .out of posteriulties of our theological schools with a ty or the public. If it were a quespart of the responsibility in the case. Not tion only of time, and all concerned were
that the schools lack facilities tor thorough sincerely anxious to pay by installments
training—for in this respect most of them the cost which would come heavy in the
are constantly improving—but that they lump, there would be less to be said
fail to exercise a careful scrutiny as to the about the matter. But the thing is not
Mmortzaged
fitness or unfitness of candidates under so. The congregation of a
their charge for the pulpit or for pastoral ‘church mean to throw the burden
of paywork.
One semicary, we understand, ment on the ‘ eloquent rector,” or the
does assume this respousibility by giving ‘unrivaled choir,” and meanwhile to enjoy
advice to doubtful - students, and recom- their fine building and et ceteras ate half
mending them fo choose some other call- the just price. This is not creditable to
ing. This is a difficult and delicate task, their gentlemanly and lady-like feelings.
it must be confessed, but as long as it —Churchman.
:
S-0-O-0-b
would be for the candidate's own
benefit
"+o
as well as for the advantage of the church,

cents;

postage, 2 cents.

The Choralist
Fe
is a larger book of hymns and tunes finan
the Sacred Melody. 050 cts; postage, 6 cts..

Have you any West of going to California ?
going
West, North, or North-West?
Are yon
You want to know the best routes to take ?
The shortest, safest, quickest and most com
fortable routes are those owned by the Chicago
and North-Western Railway Company. It owns
over two thousand miles of the best road there is
ow you
in the country. Ask any ticket agent to
time cards. All ticket agents can
its maps an
sell you Shrough tickets by this route.
Buy
your tickets via the Chicago & North-Western
Railway for the West and North-west, and for

SAN

Postage, 2 cents per cops...

The

vise you to take the Morning Star.” And
we rejoice to know that many pastors are
successfully urging the Star upon the attention of their people.

The Book of Worship
only a few copies left.

All

Postage, 10 cents.

gilt edge;

$1.4»

:

The Tribute of Praise

is a Hymn

and Tune book,

one, denomination, and

is

prepared fox ma

well adapted

to social

worship or congregational singing. Price §Lip
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty
or moze:
are taken. Postage, 8 cents,
»

FRANCISCO,

enneSalt Lake City, Ch
Butler's Theology
Tuffs, Y. ankDenver, Omaha, Lincoln, Council
St.
Paul,
Duton, Sioux City, Dubuque, Winona,
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions:
luth, Marquette Green Bay, Oshkosh, Madison,
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
Milwaukee,an d all other points West or North
West of Chica
.are those generally accepted by the denominatiom.
1f you wish fhe best traveling accommodations, $1.60 postage, 12 cents.
ou will buy your tickets by this route, and will
Butler's Commentary
ake n 0 other.
This popular route is unsurpassed for speed,
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, cam-~
comfort and safety. The smooth, well-ballasted
and perfect track of Steel Rails, Westinghouse tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
Platform and Couplers; other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians. MN isa
Air Brakes, Miller's Safi
the celebrated Pullman
Palace Sleeping Cars, the excellent help for Sabbath schools and familly:
8, the
perfect Tel raph System of Moving
regularity with which they run, the admirable ar- reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.
rangement for running Thro ugh Cars from ChiThe Treatise
We believe that there is far less of en- cago to all points West, North and North-West
it would seem to be a clear duty.
We
secures to Jatcengels all the COMFORTS IN
contains a brief statement of the doctrimes:
are not certain, however, that this rule vy in the mipistry than in any other pro- MODERN
Y TRAVELING.
RAILW
held by the denomination,
and our genexal
would work adequately, as it could not fession ; in medicine and in Jaw it is far
PALACE CARS
usages in church-building. It 1s published by aw~
reach all cases—some men
becoming more rife. Nevertheless, there is enougn are run PULLMAN
on all through trains of this road.
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pes
good preachers and others poor ones,con- of it among ministers to prove that they
This is the ONLY LINE runnin ¥ these cars _be- tage, 1 cent.
are
encompassed
yet
with
human
infirmity.
Chicago
aod
St.
Paul,
Chicago
and
Miltween
trary to expectation—but it brings up the
or
Chic ago and Winona.
The History of the Freewill Baptiols
general question ‘how far our faculties Should they refuse, in all cases to hear, waukee,
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the Over
covers the first half century of ourexistemew,
nion Pacific Railroad for a
and Sleepers on the
can or ought to exercise supervision ov- without question or rebuke, criticisms adfrom 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
of the Missouri Niver.
er students. The fact thata large num- verse to their brethren, should they al- points’'West
On-the arrival of the trains from the East or detail, the early events of our denominatiessal’
ber of candidates
are educated at the paut ways heartily rejoice inone another's | South, the trains of the Chicago & North-West. history.
75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
bY
success,
should
they
heartily
support
one
as follows:
ern
Railway LEAVE CHICAG
expense of our churches is to be taken
The Memorials of the Free Baptiste
.
another,
except
in
those
rare
instances
For Council Bluffs, Omaha and Caliinto consideration. Shall the money be
give the rise and progress of this body ef
Two Through Trains dai iY: ii Pallgranted to everybody
and anybody, re- where there is real incompetence or moral fornia,
Room and Sleeping Cars Christians in New York, till the time of their wm
man Palace Drawin
gardless of their qualities or obvious fit- turpitude, they would double their influ- through to Council Blufs.
ion withthe Freewill Baptists,
$1.00.
ence for good.— Waichman.
ness for the ministry ?
For St. Paul and
A
Minnea
is,
Two
The
Minutes
of
the
General
Confevewss through
trains
daily,
with
Pullman
Palace
This whole question is an imporiant
attached on both trains.
are published in pamphlet form at the ede: one; more so now than ever.
Ina cerIn Spain religious toleration is of a
For Green
Bay and Lake Superior,
of every session, and the bound volumes embsmacs
tain sense, to be sure, every
man
and
Two Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars at-.
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions, B®
woman is called to preach the gospel very mild description. From forbidding tached, and running through to Marquette.
signs-of
non-Catholic
worship
the
govwithout being called to the pulpit, but
For Milwaukee,
Four Through Trains cents; postage, 9 cents.
this only implies that those who do enter ernment has proceeded to forbid the sales daily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair Sabbath School Question Books
day trains.
5
the pulpit should be eminently fitted for of Bibles in the streets. Is the Bible still CarsForon Sparta
and Winona, and points in
are for adults and children.
il. What the country needs, its growing a non-Catholic book ? Queen Isabella is Minnesota, One Through Train daily, with Pull
LEssoNs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage 02
rs 10 Winona.
sections, especially, are not only preach- present in the capacity of a claim agent. man
Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
Fo r
STORY of Jesus,
.
R
JI,
Ho
ers, but the best preachers we can raise— She wants 40,000,000 pesetas,- equivalent trains
daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
If the whole
urbon
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,
“
Ox
men of soul and power; and the question to $8,000,000.
For
Dubuque
and
La
Crosse,
via
Clincomes home with ‘force, whether the court could be hired to emigrate for that ton, Two 1hrough Trains daily, with Pullman The Biographies of
Cars on hl train to McGregor, Iowa.
Christian family, the charch and the sem- amount the riddance would be cheapl
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Dewi
But ex-Queen Christina BL
Two
For 8 0 ux City and Yankton,
inary are doing their whole duty in urg- purchased.
Jackson are extensively read by their friemds
Trains daily. Pullman Cavs to Missouri Valley
‘lows
with
a
claim
of
36,000,000
pesetas;
ing forward, encouraging and supporting
and several copies are still on hand.
and no one knows how many more are to Junction.
sach men.—Chris. Union.
Fo r Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.
Marks,
$1.00,
post, 10 cents
4
| come.
Kenosha,
For
Rockford,
Sterling,
Burr,
JI5
»
Janesville, and other points, you can have from
Jackson,
50
”»
(5
THE NEW SCRIPTURE.
wo to ten trains daly.

1. Primarily the Unknowable moved
upon cosmos-and evolved protoplasm.
2. And protoplasm was inorganic and
undifferentiated, containing all things in
potential energy; and a spirit of evolution moved upon the fluid mass.
3. And the Unknowable said, Let atoms
attract; and their contact begat light,
heat, and electricity.

4. And the Uncounditioned differentiated the atoms, each after its kind; and
their combinations begat rock, air, and
water.
5. And

there

went

;
out a spirit of evo-

lution from the Unconditioned, and work-

ing in protoplasm, by accretion and
sorption produced the organic cell.

ab-

6. And cell by nutrition evolved pri.
mordial germ, and germ developed protogene and protogene begat eozoon, and
eozoon begat monad,and monad begat animalcule.
7. And apimapjeule begat
ephemera;
than began creeping things to multiply
on the face of the earth.
8. And earthly atom in vegetable protoplasm begat molecule, and thence came
all grass and every herb in (he earth.
9. And animalcules in the water evolved

fins,

tails, claws,

and

scales;

and in

the air wings and beaks; and on the land
they sprouted such organs as were neces-

sary as
ment.

10. And

played

upon ‘by the environ-

by accretion

and

absorption

Sacramento,

The Morning Star.

After fifty years of efficient service, the
Morning Star now enters upon its second
Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose full of hope.
The

WESTERN

continued

DEPARTMENT

will

be

in charge of Rev. A. H. Hvu-

LING, not so much

Ogden,

SUNDAY

under a separate head

as heretofore,
but as a part of the whole
paper. The paper will have more unity,

SCHOOL

LIBRARIES.
changes with other publishers can furnish

Rainy

Day

Mrs.

LdAberal

schools

Thoughts

Bright

Day

Series,
Series,

Lectures

Miscellaneous.

1. D. STEWART,

We offer the following inducements to |
our patrons :
:
Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,
can have the two copies of the paper for

Dover. N. H.

[Rs

-

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excels
lent book for all who would *‘ search (we Serip-.tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mosh fmm portant points of Bible study $1.00; postagey, ¥.

Send for a Catalogue.
Offers.

Thownght

is an experience and am argume.ut, fon veliei
the folly of close communion is clearly andi able,
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptidw.
clergyman, 25 cte; postage, 6 cts.
.

Series,

Starlight

upon

is a reprint of 130 pages from: su English. ’
edition, and considers the responsibility of mam.
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, Saba..
Close Communion, or Open Conmundons. -

Series,
Child’s

Church Member's Book

is a'valuable little work, and every Christus
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage
3 ots,
.
’

Prize Series,

agsistance is now engaged,

ample and competent.

The

with the best of Libraries at wholesale prices,
quite as low as.can be purchased anywhere.
Among our own books are,

will be fully represented.

Editorial

Memoir of George T'. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ses:
mons and Lectures, Price $1.50 and $1.80; pos: .
age 10 cts.

The Printing Establishment has published quite
a number of Sabbath School Books, and by ex-

but every locality, East, West and South,

ots.

Guide to the Saviowr,
is a little book intended

IS KEPT ON FILE

OFFICE OF, -

in the way of salvation.

y
to asmst

25cts;

mquivess.x

postage. 3 cta,

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few:
years, and we can furnish only the following:
cts. per dozen; 50 ots, per hundred.

one year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING

Denominational,

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at

God came the radiata and mollusea, and mol- $2.00 each, strictly in advance,
laid lusca begat articulata, and articulata beWe will furnish the Star, with, other
life. gat vertebrata.
11. Now these are the generation of periodicals, at the following rates :§, +
presthe higher vertebrata, in the cosmic peSTAR and ¢ Wide Awake” (the
find riod that the Unknowable evoluted the
popular new juvenile magaa harvest wherevey there is a soul, The bipedal mammalia.
ZING) geesnsrsnsssssssassesces $4.00
church need not wait until the opening of |. 12. And evéry man of the earth, while
¢
and
Harper's Magazine,
the year that it may get in its wheat, The ‘he was yet a monkey, and the horse while
Bazar
or ‘Weekly....
5.75
he
was
the
hipparion,
and
the
hipparion
bookof the Acts of the Apostles was not
¢
and ‘“‘Arthur’s Home Magmeant simply to describe a single section before he was an oredon,
AZINE
ii yerrrrinnsiiieces
4.50
13. Out of the ascidian came the amof the history of the church, but it was in5.70
tended for prophecy as well as history, phibian and begat the pentadactyle, and ¢ ‘and “Scribner’s Monthly”
¢
and ‘“New England Fare
and to show how their might be succes- the pentadactyle by inheritance and se|
MET? cevnssrsoserisacscece
470
sive chapters of wonderful achievement lection produced the hylobate, from which
¢
and ‘Smith’s Bible Dice
in the volume of (providence, Too often are the sitnjad® in all their tribes. .
tORArY? veivrvicscnisesee
4.60
14. And out of the simiadee the lernur
our record is that of *¢ apostles” without
¢¢ and ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
the‘ sets,” We have on the garments prevailed above hig fellows, and produc.
Paul”. iceeeiicsisiiessense
4.60
ed the platyrhine monkey.
Xi
of reapers, but our sickles are hung up

down to men's outeries is the ear of
held, and his tender hand is directly
upon them, moving them to a new
Such is the fullness of the Spirit's
ence,
With such a God as ours, we may

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully ilustested.
Both papers are of the same size,
but the Rares:

shall have a special correspondent in
Washington during the session of Con-

men ; wherefore the slow animals were
eaten, and the slow men starved to death,

borrowed for the occasion, and

The Little Star and Myribe
are Sabbath School papers, printed aliemmate:>

We

or forty

Of the former, a certain proportion will,in
the course of time, drop out of the pulpit

Western Department, should be addressed
to BF

ver, N. H,
Terms per year «
«
83.9%
“
inadvamce,
+
+
+
»
Bree
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid :
One old and one new subscriber,
1Fo)
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sub»
scribers, each
.
.
.
Postage is paid by the publisher.

shall benefit

fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal
and progressive, alive to every good

capacities

secured

is a large religious paper of eight pages,im it
fifty- first volume. It is able, literary: and pee
gressive. The publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, but all communications, save fox Sho

And we may commend it with con-

son.

swiftest, men

weak and the foolish, and
survival of the fittest.

The Morning Star.

Let us all make one grand rally at the
opening of the semi-centennial volume,
and induce every Freewill Baptist to take

24. And the earth was_fill:d with viohimself unfitted for his professiod, he
ought not to leave it for the sake of his lence ;- for man strove with man and tribe
Master's work. The remark quoted has a with tribe, whereby they killed off the
practical bearing.

PUBLICATIONS.

that can not well be

digpensed with,and we appeal to you, servants
of the Master, to introduce the paper wherever it is not taken,

20. And by inheritance and patural selection did
he progress from the stable
aud homogeneous Lo the complex and het-

ap unwise use of hymns, as regards seminaries last spring, and as man
‘to much.’ | set
singinz-revival
tune, kind and number. There is reason: more, if not a larger number of i
opinion
the
How shall we account for
to regret any substitution of them for the dates have just entered upon their studies.

of late?

tending the circulation of the Morning

the troglodyte, the autochthon, the terragen.—these
are the generations of
primeval man.
19. And primeval man was maked dnd
not ashamed, but lived in quadrumanous
Innocence, and struggled mightilyto harmonizs with the environment.

of two or

Treewill Baptist:

Will not pastors, and all interested im

Christian work, exert themselves in ex-

be-

gat the anthropoid ape, and the ape begat the longimanous orang, and the orang
hogat the chimpanzee, evoluted the what-

amount

to

monkey

singing to come in the place of can be furnish
r. Leonard Bacon is rogeneous, for the weakest died, and the
public and personal in- credited with saying that some men are strongest grew and muliplied.
J
: Tw
:
21. And man grew a thumb for that he country, and from foreign lands.
struction, He had witnessed revival- as urgently called out of the ministry as
allowing

eetlp+
CR +l
—

the platyrbine begat. the ca-

tarrhine, and the catarryhine

three show a decided increase in . at'end-

may suppose, in Mr. Finney's thoughts.

which dream is the brightest?
Knows whichis the best?
and joy are mingled,
the end is rest.
=~ Parlor Mag.

« Meeting for Prayer.”

I can read my

runaway minstrel tune.”
One other consideration had

alone;

Each dreams of a life of gladness,
Spent under the sunny skies;
And both the hope and the mem’ry
Shine in the happy eyes.
Who knows
And who
The sorrow
But only

15. And

O church

which

PHILADELPHIAPA., _
us
kan filimale om

ek

contains

a brief notice of our
ily and institutions,

a

historical

statement,

mmf"

doctrinal basis,churcly pai

Doctrinal,

or Scripture quotations
doctrines.

befores

rue

in proof of impentmed

' Our

Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of fwith and mde...
sirable church covenant.
.

ot+

THIS PAPER 1S ON FILE wa

~-

brave Roast hers

how

yet.”

of Gud, lift up your eyes! The fields are
white already! Reap !—Congregationalist.

tunes thrust in, pellmell, by some exuber-

music,

ms of a rush of

We walt for the harvest,

something solem::. Some striking words,
such as ‘The Judgment Hymp,' and
THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS.
others calculated to producean effect oo
16. And the what-Is-it went into the
Statements made oocangialy to the
sinners, or romething that will produce a |effect that the number of young men en- land of Nod, and took him a wife of the
deep impression on the minds of Chbris- tering the ministry is gradually
decreas- longimanous gibbons,
:
tians ; but not that joyful kind of singin
17, Aod in process of the cosmic
ing, or at least not sensibly ‘increasing,
thut makes everybody feel comfortable appear not 10 he borne out by the facts period were born unto them and their
and turns dif the mind trom the object of reported from our fincipal seminaries Shiitren the anthropomorphic primordial
the prayer-meeting.” Any minister will this fall. Andover, Yale, Union, Prince- ypes.
a [paves the annoyance of hymns and ton, Oberlin and several other schools all
18. The homunculus, the proguathus,

YEARS APART.

in a happy

on the wall,

crying, ** Four months
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is a briet historical statement, &c. Publik.
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tuitous distribution.
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business,

. As might have been expected, the
promulgation of that doctrine has arrested the attention of scientific and religious thinkers. - Just now the feeling respecting the appearance of“ the learned

beg

11, 1876.

professor

Editor.

qui

ietters on

——

us, and

his

work,

methods by which the present
things came into existence.

2

designed for publica.
tothe Editor, and all

remittances

among

of money,

order of

It must be easily apparent that this
theory
and testimony presented, are
strongly, and even strangely, at variance with the simple and yet intelligent
teaching of the Bible. Besides,it robs us

&c.,

THE CIDER SEAFON,
Perhaps you had n't thought of it, but
2 is a fact that a person is almost as like-

of the comfort which that faith

'y to become a drunkard

Let

us in life's

from drinking

new cider as he is from drinking old whis-

sey. And just now would be an excel-

lent timeto think about it, for apples are
plenty and cheap, and go will cider be,
zoom, if it is not already.
:
Jf the cider would always stay new,
‘here would be ne difficulty. But in the
soon becomes

old,

devel-

jping on an average nearly nine per
emt. «of alcohol in every glass that is
Irank, is where the danger lies.
Its use,
and the .easy feelings of people on the
<ubject, are a great, if not a

le to temperance reform.
.n the

church,

the

chief, obsta-

It meets

you

school,

the

Sunday

family, and the whole community.
* We
vill notsign the pledge with the cider
danse in it,” say these people.
* We
ikeit"—the cider; “‘it doesn’t hurt us; and

while it is new ave are going to drink it.”

And so they talk, and keep drinking, and

sven while they are about it the cider has
ecome old, and somebody has picked
‘hem-out of the gutter,—or observed that
bey. acted very foolish after drinking it,
“0 say the least.
re
if any kind of testimony on this. subject
‘es worth anything, it ought to be that of
the men and boys who make up the Reform ‘Clubs throughout New England.

And their unvarying word is, that the use
of cider as a beverage

is

manifestly one of disappointment.
He
has thrown but little or no light upon the

Editor,

«spuld be addressedto the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

“act that it so

is just as bad in

‘ts effects as the use of ale and lager; that
. “t does unmistakably create a thibst foy
stremger drink; and that a temperance

pledge with the cider clause omitted, is
about as good as no pledge at all.
+ Wemust believe that it is because peo-

whe
do not think enough about this subject

us

labors,

ever

changes

recollect

affords

and

trials.

the

Bible,

that

overworked and underpaid, it is

isterial class.

min-

There is nothing go d or

helpful that he isn’t expected to say or
do during the week, and almost nowhere
that he isn't expected to go. Just as varied and diverse as are both moral and
physical ills, just so varied and diverse is

his service,

And after all the working

week comes. Sunday, the hardest work
day of all.
We are not writing this as though there

were not a rich reward in the very doing

of this blessed work. We understand all
about that. But that neither feeds and
ject of careful thought, of honest investi-’ clothes the minister and his family, nor
gatien.~end of candid and truthful ac- educates his children. He is doing just
Zion?
right,as a general thing, to ask all that
Will not our readers

make

this

a sub-

he can rightfully get the church to pay.
And the church is wrong, as a general

400-0
roe

REVELATION AND HUXLEY.
the beginning

God

THE AMERICAN BOARD.

New

The American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions held its 67th annual
meeting in Hartford, Ct., last week.
Among

the exercises,

besides

the

reports, was a sermon by Rev.

usual

Dr. Tay-

lor, of New York, and addresses, papers,
&e., by other parties, among

whom

were

Rev. Dr. N. G. Clark on ** A Century of
Christian Progress,” and Rev. Dr. Treat
on.
‘“The
Missionary
Consecration
of Pastors.” There were also special
meetings
of prayer,
addresses
‘on
various

phases

of

farewell ceremony

the

work,

and

over departing

a

thing, to withhold a single

created the

cent

of that

compensation, or even to keep him wait-

The exhibit is considered a good

L. Harmon, of Portsmouth,

furnish the best
lowest prices.
‘mony of those
Harmon that he
gains fhan they
in making their
borne in mind,
churches, that

one

Rev.

L.

continues

to

of church organs at the
It is the invariable testiwho purchase of Bro.
gives them better barcan get elsewhere.
And
purchases it should be
especially by our own
nearly

-all the

profits

of

Bro. Harmon's musical business go to
assist in our Educational and other benevolent

enterprises.

Just

now,

with

the times pulling against him, he needs
the help of numerous saleste aid him

in

| paying-off pledges to these institutions.
Organs will be sent to all parts of the
country.

than last, ’, Visitors who go there in good

them with their own imperfect attainments they stumble in the way. We have

health, and observe the reasonable

long noticed that Carist's

.

pre-

cautions, will incur no unusual risks.
The measures taken by the city aathori-

ties and the citizens to'guard against the
prevalence

of disease

have

been

as

thorough as their preparations in every
and

they

are. entitled

make known its wants, stating’ what kind

of its proofs

of elements make up the church
and
and especially the testing of its value as
community,
what
salary
they
expect
to
a sapporter amid the ills of life. Any,
‘heory or system, which tends to over-' pay, and other important items, and then
from his knowledge of the available minthrew it, is looked upon with a suspicion
isters, he to recommend the one who
amounting,
in some cases, to dversion.
seems best adapted to the place.” ¢Much
Yet as candid inquirers, we are bound to
useless candidating,” he thinks, and

« meeeive truth and acknowledge it to be
such, let it come from

whatever source it

may. We do well always to remember
what each and every ineffectual “assault
pon the word of God strengthens the
{ Towndations upon which it rests.
i Doubtless Prof. Huxley's recent lectvires have suggested thatline of thought to
wmany persons.
His theory is that the

_smsterial world, as it now exists, was by
-amatural process evolved from a pre- wieusly existing state of things, the be: .gmning of which process is wholly un, mown. This theory stated in the first
. Zseture, and presented in contrast with
ther theories nearly if not quite obsoi Jeve, As sought to be defended in the sec:

. omd and

third lectures.

For this pur-

1 ;powe-the alleged evidence derived from
. fossil remains is presented ; and there is
glee added what is termed *‘ demonstrative evidence.” The examination of this
| last &igd of evidence consisted in select-

img, for convenience, the particular case
.afthe.

horse,

and

its

tracing

ment down" through successive

| firem a'different type.

Said

develop:

forms

the Profes-

sor , in conclusion: . ** The doctrine

~sveolution at the present time rests
~@xsctly

as

«Oopermican

secure

system

a

foundation

of

the

of

upon

as the

heavenly

“bodies.”

its" attendant

evils

avoided,

the

and

would
right

thus
man

be

would

still observed by many of the descendants of the Jews according to the instructions given in Leviticus 23:

34,

wis

bes

gun by, the Jews in Boston and vicinity
the first Sundayrin October and continued
through the week, special exercises be-

ing held each “day.
mony

was

held

An

Monday,

imposing

cere-

it, being

Confirmation” of a lad 13 years old,

the

at

nat so frequently get into the wrong
place.” For it seldom happens that
a very intelligent judgment is form-

which age the Jewish youth assume the

in asingle visit.

forefathers dwelt in tents.

duties and responsibilities of manhood, so
far as the church is concerned. It is a good
ed, either of the man, or the community, ‘thing for the Jews to remember that their

“And then a little sensible advice from
such a source would frequently be very
valuable, for the confidence with which

gome small church will send for, a renowned minister to come aud’ see them

with a ¥iéw of éngagenienty

Yah then

wonder that he does not instantly respond * yes’ to their liberal offer

of $250

a year, is scarcely less remarkable than
the way in which some

inferior

minister

will sometimes try to inflict himself upon
sorpe church needing, and ready to pay
for, the best talent.”

apis

Now we have quoted these remarks in
nersl way, just as they used to give
quinine in the army, to white and colored
troops alike, to rebels as well

as Union

soldiers. That is, the remarks are good
and worth taking, but'they do not apply
to our own denomination any mere than

to most others. . We trust that our own

oftener remember that
ship in comparatively
and that they had the
of the Lord there, it
good thing.

If we would

ours used to woras humble places,
glorious presence
might be also a

——THE
HEALTH
OF PHILADELPHIA,
The reports of ill health in Philadelphia
seem to have mainly grown out of incau-

tiousness and physical weakness.

Per-

sons who go there to visit the Exhibition
should naturally expect to be ill if, when
exhausted with a day’s sight-seeing, they
eat a full dinner at a late hour of the day

or in the early evening.

The word

reliable

have

physicians,

who

of

recently

visited the city, and took pains to observe

its sanitary condition, makes it safe to
say, that the general health of Philadel:
phiais as good as ever, and that the
average is better than that of most American cities, .The annual mortality rate

will appropriate and daly consider its for the week ending Septémber 9 was

own part, and that the ethers will do the
Bama.
as

20.15 to 1000 of the population.

The rate

and contrasting
on

nomination is widely felt.

I judge

from the prompt responses al

this

made

by so many churches to appeals
Made by
our agent, by the readiness of churches

of

pardon.

and

‘peace

since, ** I have observed, that the

gradu-

would

“be to

abstain from eating and drinking while

through Christ, but they have
as willing to testify . that they
profitable

servants.

/
——Tue

WAY

THEY

ARE

Pious

cant is not

holy living.

~
BRIEF

The American Board last week,

IMPROVING

RoME. Anne Brewster, in one of her
letters from Rome to the Boston Advertis-

5

NOTES.
at its meet-

ing in Hartford, discussed the Indian

and

accepted a report

question

which declared the

ments that are going on in the dey :
The city authorities and building socie-

whole treatment of the savages wrong.
If ‘every College in the country would

exer-

cise the moral courage that Williams has,

haz-

ties aré proving themselves to be as

Sophomore class was
that offense.

er, thus speaks of some of the .improve-

ravagers as were the hordes of northern

t

barbarians who ruined Rome in the early

ages of the Christian era.

Itis distress-

ing to see how regardless they are of history ; how recklessly they are destroying
valuable memories 8" ‘past time and

ing

would

soon

be - abolished.
expelled

The
last

whole

week

for

in re
the B
in electthg
But as for

famous artists. The picturesque Monte that, all the class orators have been brown
della Giustizia near the rail way station men.
.
is fast SiSappear ng. A crowd of excavaEvery right thinking citizen, whether he
tors, with pick and spade, like so many
ants, are destroying the old mound rap- lives in Massachusetts or not, will thank Judgé
Hoar for consenting to run for Congress in the
idly.
7th district against Butler. No intelligent
But there is some compensation in this, voter ought
to hesitate Jong between the two
for now one can see of what the mound
men.
was composed.
Miss Brewster says:
The editors of the ‘North American Review
It is cut away to the, very center and. have retifd from its management on account
discloses ruins of masonry, arches,
2 of a difference of opinion with the proprietors

mass of old and undistinguishable

build-

ings, that were heaped pell-mell together
when fire and flood, earthquakes

and

vasions swept over the devoted city,

in-

and

buried its wonderfully beautifpl buildings

in hopeless ruin and confusion. Very
deep quarries of sandstone have been
found in this Monte, identical with those
that were found in Macao or Castro
Praetorio

quarter,

on

the

boundary

of

which it stands. Foundations of buildings
are there, but no architectural form.

——Tue

INpIANS.

Rev.

Dr.

Townsend

contributes an article to the Congregalion-

list in which he urges Christian philanthropy towards these ill starred natives

of America.
ing

spectacle

It is a sad as well as annoyin ‘this

age,

when

we

imagine that long strides have been taken

as to the political character of the October num-

ber. Whicli,judging from the Review itself,we
should call more creditable

to

the

pioprietors

than to tlie editors.
The Japanese educational commission, after
having spent four years in examination of the
various systems of education in Europe and
America, has selected the Boston system as the
model which it will represent at home: a collection of furniture, diplomas, maps, blanks,
globes, text-books,
ks of reference, in fact
a specimen of everything used in the .schools
from the lowest to the highest department.

to be non-exi-tent save

in history.

If

such is his condition, still, as it seems

to

us, Christianity can not allow him

be,

to

Christianity
deserted by the church.
calls upon its followers to seek the redemption of every human being. Because a man or nation is sick, or dying,
is no reason for withholding
effort, nay,
is an additional reason for extending
help.

But things have not quite come to ‘the
gloomy pass which is here allowed.
Christianity has made headway among
the Indians, and numerous examples

movement is to be ‘found,

however,

not

go much in the large crowds attending on
the meetings as in the entire unanimity
with which the pastors of the various
churches have entered into: the work. It
seems to be fully settled that one vigorous, protracted and concentrated effort is
to be

made,as

break the power

never

made

before,

to

of Satan in Chicago.

Already fruits are appearing.
noon-day prayer meetings at

At the
Farwell

Hall the spirit of solemn inquiry daily
deepens, while the evening meetings at
the Tabernacle are not only large ‘but
visibly moved by the earnest appeals of
Mr. Moody and the persuasive songs of

Mr. Sankey.

Let all Christians pray for

God's blessing on this work.
——MODERN

PrARISERISM.

}
It is report-

ed currently in our exchanges that Rev.

Mr. Inskip, the leader in the National

Holiness Association movement, has add-

ed to his heretofore profuse

oid

of

80 thoroughly and irrevocably good * that

tirely-contrary to the

spirit

of Christ," but fatally

and

teaching

disconraging to

young Christians who still feel as Paul
felt thut when I would do good evil is

for Boston the same week was 23,88 ; for” present with me.” Hearing such ‘confident

there

ap-

delinquences, the

author of it is known

to be

a relentless

critic. The latter part of the remark,
however, has led me to recur to the records, and
I find, that
ates from the school

of all the gradu.
during the whole

period of its existence, of thirty-six years,
only two or three, so far

as my

certain

knowledge goes, have left us, and gone
to other demominations.
And one of
these, at least, wits néver with us in doc-

But I had no fntention of

arguing—1I felt it duty to state the facts.
These have weight, and will be appre.
ciated, I do not allow myself to doubt.—

J. F,

Et

(nf

Rio Grande College.
In accordance with the announcement
made at the dedication of the main build-

ing, the first term of Rio Grande College
commenced Wednesday, Sept. 13.

The Freewill Baptists of south-eastern
Ohio and W. Virginia naturally took
great interest in this event, to which
they had been looking forward for the
last five years.
Several from this vicinity have been
educated at Hillsdale, some of whom

have become strong

men,

but the

dis-

$5,000,000) for the founding of public institutions in that city, were at first consigned to a
board of trustees, including a son in Pennsylvania. Je afterwards
revoked this
action,

safest to be your own executor.

It is thought, therefore, by many that
the liberality of Sister Wood is wisely
directed, and that the strength and usefulness of the: denomination will be increased by the present arrangement fally

It is doubtless if the wishes of the

would-be

benefactor, James Lick, who died Inst week in
San

Francisco,

large

donations

are

ever

which

carried

he had

out.

made

The

(about

ad

If subscribers should receive their
paper next week and thereafter a
ittle

later than

usual,

they will

un-

derstand that it is because we go
to
press later in the week.
This
will enable us to serve our patrons
in two ways, namely, get the Star’)
to their
homes
nearer
Synaay,
when the most of them will’ more
enjoy the reading of it, and also give
them later and fresher news,
secular and religious.

Denominational Helos.
Bates Theological
School.

as much as by any
of the gift. -

J

different . application

The new college

is now under some

disadvantages, among others

its lack

of

an established fund and the delay in the
completion of its boarding hall. Therefore
the number of its students is not large.
The prospect is however that these disadvautages will be removed,

and

a

new

R. R.. in process of construction will
‘make the college more easily accessible.

The terms are,” Tuition and Incidentals
$8.00 per quarter; or $25.00 per year
when paid in advance. Good board can
be obtained for two and one half dollars,

At the opening of a new academical
year it seems desirable that the friends or for less, in clubs.
The students at present in attendance
ei/theological education among us should
be apprised more fully than at present of are mostly adults, a large proportion of
The classes
the condition of our schocls as to the whom haye been teachers.
needful aid afforded in the past and in range from the first year of the preparaprospect for the future to the young men tory course to the Freshman year of the
in them preparing for the ministry. college course. Several of the students
Though “the prompt
response to our are young men who have already deteragent's last appeal enabled us to appro- mined to engage in the ministry.
Those who have the special charge of
priate the usual amount as compared
with the preceding terms - of the year, the college desire the prayers and symstill what was appropriated to eagh stu- pathy of the denomination at large and’
dent for the entire year was less than for of all the friends of Christian education.
the previous year. ' And we could not
have done even as well as we did had
ama
—
not a portion, of the students who are enVermont Yearly Meeting.
tirely dependent on their own exertions |.
Vt. XY. M. held its last session at East
for the support, generously relinquished
their appropriation,
and so preached the Randolph, Sept. 7—10. The attendance
more to make the deficiency good, of delegates was smaller than usual, but,
though decidedly to their own disadvan- as is usually the case, those” who did
tage so far as their studies are concerned. come seemed to have the good of the
The incoming class, when all ‘are in causeat heart. ‘During the conference of
who are expected, will be somewhat business there were no new steps taken
larger than the average, and promises to nor measures adopted except to see what
be a good one. So that I ,am sure, that could be done toward holding a Minis’
unless there shall be a prompt .and gen- ters’ Institute withinthe Y. M.
The reports
from
the
different
Q.
M's
erous supply of funds forth coming from
9
i
the ghurches, that have adopted

the

reg-

brought some words

of

cheer,

but

While

we “can

not

ular contribution plan, and others that
contemplate doing so, as well as from

without their shadows,

generously

and their union to our numbers, we have
‘to mourn the loss of some of our minis-

minded

individuals,

there

must be a reduction even on the last
year's appropriation. I am equally sure
also that this would be regretted by
every considerate man in the denomination.
And I trust, whether pastor or
layman, he will say so by urging on the
Quarterly collections so as to furnish the
required amount for the first appropria-

rejoice

over

the

conversion

ing, bringing

his sheaves

The Lord sent them out
mission,

15th of November.

land.

no doubt,

would have been at least once and -a
half larger, if I could have given to all
applicants for admission to the school
the first year of its opéning here.
received this very week aletter

I have
from a

young brother, living hundreds of miles
away, inquiring to know the probable
school expenses, what aid may be expected, and in fine requestingto know if he
can come so far, and succeed financially
in obtaining a requisite education, of

which

he feels

a painful need, after

preaching a year
tors and friends
me what reply [
quiries, of which
I Yeel the more

or two. I want the pasin the churches to tell
shall make to such inI am in frequent receipt.
free and persistent in

with

him.”

the

com-

with

and has called them home from

the harvest field to gat

The incoming class, I have

of sinners

ters. We expect they know what is the
fulness of the saying, ‘‘ He that goetn
forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed,
shall doubtless come again with rejoic-

tion, which should be in hand here by the

‘holiness the boastful assertion that he is the encouragement we were able to give
the devil would n't know ‘what to do with
him if he had him.” We refer to this because Mr. Inskip represents a class of perfectionists whose teachings and influence
‘are exceedingly harmful in a double
sense. Such extreme professions of holiness not-only cultivate in the individual
a perilous state of self-righteousness en-

because, whenever

pear real faults and

tance is a great hindrance to many, especially to those of -small means; and
parents understand also that expense is
not the only obstacle to sending children
far from home to form their habits and
make their plans for maturity.
Also in
a section wherea minister who is capable
has about four churches to care for, itis
felt that there is special need of influences calculated to draw out and develo
young men who, under the direction of
the Holy Spirit, are capable of ministerial work.

towards the universal brotherhood of
amended his bequests and appointed a new
man,to find it necessary to plead for ‘board. Before his death he vainly tried to inChristian treatment of the Indian. As duce his son to relinquish his claim to trusDr. Townsend says :
teeship, and now it is said this son will conLet us allow that the condition of the test the whole matter in the courts. It is
Indian isthe worst imaginable; that his
degradation is fated, and that he is soon

testimony

trinal belief.

Those Princeton College students did no
much disgrace American manhood
to sit with a colored student, as
University seniors have honored it
a young colored man class orator.

A

iL

best saints

pressing this question, because I Know
the importance of the séhool to the de-

earth have always been most careful not to accept preachers and pastors from the
to put their saintliness on exhibition. “school, and by individual testimony and
Such men have been willing to bear cheer- confession.
Said one of our venerable
ful testimony to: the possession of a sweet ministers in a public meeting not long
conscionsness

to

hesven and the earth.”
This opening
may be gathered to attest this fact’ by
ing very long for it, whether it be for
<leclaration of the inspired volume finds
OQURRENT. TOPICS.
those who wish so to do. At any rate
regular pastoral work or only for an ocsupport-en nearly every page which fol——MiINISTERS AND Poritics. Most peo- one duty is left us and that is, ‘as they
casiondl supply.
ple are ready to agree that ministers of
ews. “This
germ of truth thus supBut our
correspondent
speaks
of the gospel would generally better not ‘pass from view behind the unseen mountported - stands opposed to every false
ains, their ears must continue to hear, as
¢ The injunction,” he mix promiscuously in politics. Their
-heory respecting God and the material ranother thing.
says, to young ministers who feel that first business is higher than that. At the already hinted, not the war-whoops and
mmiverse, whether ancient or modern.
the din of arms, but the confident assur‘to ‘go same time not many will be able to agree
The God of the Bible is thé Creator.
He, the churches underpay them,
ances and glad hopes of the gospel of
and
build
up
new
interests’
loses
its
force
with the essayist at the last week’s Bos- the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.”
moreover, is not simply he - who . created
sriginally and then ceased: to ‘care for when we consider that already there are ton Baptist Ministers’ meeting, who took
his works ; but he, though maintaining’ many ‘ more churches than ministers.” strong grounds against the clergy taking ——Mooby iN CHICAGO. After nearly a
distinct personality, is an all-pervading “Here are the naked facts in this matter,” any important part whatever in politics. week of experience the prospect seems
‘Hundreds of churches are t There can be but little doubt, if they
presence.
He institutes every change’ he adds.
good for an’ extensive work of graee in
hunting
for
pastors, and scores of wouldand saperintends the execution of each
took a more active part, always in a con- Chicago under the leadership of Moody
law. Xe watches over man, especially be pastors are hunting for churches, and sistent and orderly way, politics would and Sankey. The opening service at8
rested anew, with the most tender in- the results of the failures are that the be in a less disgraceful way among us o'clock on Sunday morning was attended
terest. He numbers the hairs of the churches die and the ministers find their than at present. We are glad to Motice by about seven thousand people, while at
to help that Rev. Dr. Pentecost and others took
head, and causes all things, even the way to other fizlds.” Andthen
the 4 o'clock meeting in the afternoon fulseemingly adverse, to work together for to remedy the evil in our own denomina- opposite ground to the essayist, but we ly twenty-five thousand people turned out
good.
He hears and answers prayer. tion, he asks if we might not, say in were Sorryto notice that Dr. Pentecost to fill the Tabernacle, which at its utsaid that he had not voted for twelve most eapacity can hold but ten thousand.
Through the-mediation eof his son, Jesus each Yearly Meeting, appoint ‘a man,
into whose make-up two qualitieghave spe- years. It is'moved that he make an exChrist; he forgives sins.
About three thousand’ of the overplus
cially entered, namely, sound Miao,
ception in November.
“This faith of the Bible, warm and comcrowd filled Farwell Hall, where a highand quick preception of the fitness of
‘orting, learned in-childhood is strengthly interesting meeting was conducted by
things, to whom the needy church may ——THE FEAST OF THE TABERNACLES,
«=ped in riper years. This comes as the
The feast of the tabernacles, which is city pastors. The hopeful feature of the

veeult of the accumulation

very queer Christians,

some

been quite “ates of our school generally are riot only
the full credit of their wisdom and fore
* stand in true to the cause of Christ, but to the dethought. ' An excellent prevention of ill- jeopardy every hour,” and at best are un- nomination.” = 1 adduce this individual
other respect,

comparatively exhausted.

ing the year the receipts
frem
the
churches have been’$458,511, a decrease
of $10,000 from the year before, compell-

professions. of entire sinlessness on the

27.73;

part of older and, to say the least,

dur-

that

by the friends of the Board.
li
17%" In spite of the hard times

24.79; for Chicago

ness on the part of visitors

sionaries.

The statistical reports show

York

pes

for Worcester 32.57, With respect to
typhoid fever, there is absolutely and
relatively less in Philadelphia
this fall

mis-

“instead of making some soulless, unknown law the power of development;
recognizes the Divine energy in every inga slackening of effort. The debt of
$44,000 has been reduced to $31,000,
part and at every stage of the process.”
and the pumber of missiens 1s unIn contrast with Huxley, the scientist, changed—eighteen. There are
eightywe can not but venerate the Christian six stations
and 517; out-stations,
ordained
missionaries,
the asscholar who sees in both the book of 155
nature and the book of revelation traces sistants, physicians and teachers bringing
the total of employés up to 1488,
ofthe same omnipotent, omniscient and nected with the missions are 237 churches,
unerring hand. Following his lead in an increase of fourteen; 12,871 communithe interpretation of both these books, cants, an increase of 1638. The educaand looking for and expecting agree- tional department includes eleven training and theological schools, with 365
ment rather than dissension, our prayer students,
and 600 boarding and common
shall ever be, ‘Let there be light.” schools, with nearly 24,000
scholars.
The pages of printed matter for the TurkI
(Se
SS
ish missions aggregate nearly seven and
one-half millions. The following misPAY PROMPTLY, AND ALL.
sionaries have died duringthe year: Mrs.
What led us to deliver that admonition John T. Gulick of North China, Dr.
was the statement of a correspondent to Henry S. West of Sivas, Western Turkey,
HE pflect that a remote church had, to his" and the Rev. M. R. Peck of India. Twenknowledge, recently invited a theological ty-seven missionaries have returned to
this country for rest and improvement of
student to supply its pulpit, agreeing to health, ten of whom have closed their
pay his expenses, which the church aft- connection with the board. Twenty have
erwards did only in part. Of coufse the gone back to their work, and twenty-two
preacher felt that he had been misused, new laborers have been sent out. The
and perhaps the church felt ashamed of work in Turkey has not suffered, though
great caution has been necessary. There
itself. It ought to have felt so, at least.
are now over 12,000 young people in the
1t is a misfortunate_ thing, to state it Christian Sunday-school in Turkey. The
mildly, for a church to do that way. The natives are beginning to help in their
burden thatit imposes upon the young support. . In India and Ceylon there has
amarked interest in the work among
minister, who generally has a hard been
women.
Progress has been made in
enough time of it, is not the least deplor- China, particularly in education, and
able thing about it. ‘We can hardly be- in Japap4
the number of communilieve that more than oneichurch—and cants has ihcreased. In Micronesia the
that was the one that our correspondent ‘number of churches has increased. In
Africa and among the North American
wrote about—ever treated its supplies so Indians but little
. gain has been made.
shabbily.
In papal countries the year has been
The fact is, if any class of people is successful, especially in Mexico and
Spain.

that there are so easy convictions on it.
Parents allow the cider to be drunk in
» .beir Families, many professed temperance
men do not rebuke its use, even if they
lo not practice it, soon it has established
‘teelf as a harmless thing in the Sabbath
school and the home, and all the time the
alcohol is increasing in it, and by and by
has done its fatal work,—like the partially
“razen serpent {hat revived and fatally bit
the farmer who had sheltered it in his

“In

LS

the

good

‘We will not complain,

not good unto us ? and

who

finite will attempt to find

of the

for

is

among

out

he

the

the infi-

nite?
:
The anniversary exercises on Friday
afternoon were more than msually interesting. They had reference to. the benevolent institutions,church interests and*
moral enterprises of the day. The subject of Temperance was quite earnestly

and thoroughly handled,

and the topic,

Papacy, drew out an essay by the Rev:
W. L. Noyes, which was asked for by"

conference, and will duly be forvarded
to the Star for publication,
The

prayer

meetings

were

quite

of God

dnd of

labor.

interesting, some of them very full ‘of
the good

spirit,

The preaching was well calculated to interest both the mind and heart.
We

-

va
caf

from abroad by

were favored with aid

Itisq

ssible we, hyve madg

for to err fs

Revs. Fernald, Burgess, Dexter, Osgood,

Snivtakes

hospital

to

we

Flo” dolegatioh

uite

human,
but eur desire has been to lnrge, and the session
+ interesting, » The

build up a strong F. B. church in Boston.

po

NSNCLeC.

JOR

| Hontley—W

bili

a

wl

of our denomination in Boston.

asked for a share in the'gifts of the De.
not £

nevolent ; and if he wag

ful as desired by many it

SPAY OF Sat
SRRSRRRSLIAARAD

his

not

Home

C.

and

1st.

That,

a lit
1
$s an-

Star for
J.

people

different

churches,

A request was received from Laurel

Run

Rev. D. C. Wheeler, Clerk;

The Associatioh' granted the re-

quest. Laurel Run was selected as the
plaee for holding the next session of the
Association.
Devotional exercises were
as follows: Friday evening, preaching
by Rev. W, Colegrove; Saturday, at 9,
A. M., prayer meeting; 11 1-2, preaching
by Rev. Benj. Bailey; at8, ». M., preach-

ing by Bro. Boyd; Sunday,at 9, A. M.,
prayér meeting; at 11, A. M., preaching
by Rev. W. Colegrove and ordination
at 3,

of

».

M.,

preaching by Bro. Flythe.
This anniversary
was a
success.
Everything went off harmoniously, and
in a Christian manner.
It was largely
attended. - The prospect is better for the
future.
The people of this State are
ready to receive our doctrine if we were
only able to send out ministers to preach

‘Desiring

THE

that

BOSTON

‘our position

may

Hand
D.

Fellowship

St,

and

moved

our church
up

town

to

be

fully

Bennett

worship,

it

was with expectation, which had been raised
by the assurancesof some of our leading denominational brethren, that such a step would
be generally approved; that is, would put us
ina position where the denomination could

«nd would aid us in building up a F. B, church,
which ‘would compare favorably with, the
churches of other denominations in: the
But in this we have been disappointed.
tenomination has not been able, with
claims pressing upon it, to give tangible
ance, we have felt that more sympathy
have been bestowed without cost, and

city.
If the
obher
avsistmight
have

been grieved that it was withhéld.' We have
felt that our motives gave ud’ this claim upon
cvgry one’ interested in our denominational
work and mission.
The monéy we received for the sale of the
No. Bennett 8t. ¢hurch, we'have safely invested, and used it only for the best interest of the
church and denomination, as it ‘seemed to us
We have sought
upon careful consideration.

advice from those ‘who seemed to us most
worthyto give counsel, ' We have been will
ing, and

have: solicited

the

privilege,

to

put

ourselves and the funds we have into the hands
of the denomination, that they mightdireet us
in building up our ¥. B. interest in the city.
We have not had nor could we have any self1sh end in view, but have labored for the good

of our chosen and beloved denomination.
We have been convinced for many years that a
Strong church here in Boston , would be of

more importance

to our denomingjion than

any other of her many interests, though these
are important, To realize this object we have
labored with an entire singleness of, purpose
made quite equal to any that we could haye,or

could have held, for any personal end or inter

by

Rev.

this cause both of time and money, sacrifices
which we have felt, It would have been far

more convenient for us to have imitated the

example of others who havé.come to, the city
and entered the wealthy churches of other denominations, rather than try and build up

our

British
to Vic-

of

New

nearly

all

En.

The leading

Armitage and McArthus,

are

Church,

ister of the

is Canadian;

Baptists,

the new

Fourteenth-street

pected to be the next step in the
institution.
i

Business

This old mother church is now in the midst
of a precious revival.
God be praised fer his

care and

blessings

to

these

dear

old

land-

marks.
DP. C. WHEELER,

Q. M.—Held

the Bristol church.

its last session with

The attendance was good.

Preaching by Munsey, Davison, Willis, Erskine, Runnels and
Calley was excellent. The
gocial nieetings were interesting and spirit-

ual,
Next session will.

be

held

with

Campton church, Oct. 27—29,

the

West

E. H. Prescott, Clerk.

4

clerk pro tem.

A

large

number

of delegates

was present and all the churches

MORNING

represented

except the Oneonta church.
The letters read
from several churches were soul-cheering, especially so from the Franklin and West Ouneonta churches, both of which have had additions
to their numbers.
The eause of Christ
is advancing in our Q. M., and it was frequently remarked that the present session was the
best we have ever had in Otsego.
The presence of several young converts and the wili-

itual tone has always been high.

If we

now existing in this’ country
the anti-slavery: cause at its

held

The

Freewill

Baptist’

denomination

greatest strength in New Hampshire,
great multitude of its ‘members
were

OTISFIELD

Q. M.—Held

its Sept.

session

interest

was

manifested,

especially in the prayer and social meetings.
Our earnest prayer is that it may result in
much good to the church in that place.
Next session is to be with the ¢hurch in Har-

risen the'first Wednesday
November néxt.

and

Conference

Thursday

in

at 8 o'clock,

A.

M., Wednesday,
The church cordially invites a full attendance, and that all may come
imbued with 2 spirit of enrnest work.
A. P. WHITNEY,

Cle.

i

Morning

It. was the

and sent John

Senate,

‘ago.

It is: somewhat

no other church in

the

twenty-five miles of it.

| isolated,

there

Q. M.

within

But we

found

bein

influence

Star, more than anything
P. Hale

to

the

Causes

hearts, and willing hands, ready to extend their

dren!

Hotices and Bypointments.

time,

if not
:

has

the

death

hold

its next

taken

of thousands

of

The South Wakefield

Free

¥

Nov. 3,
Clerk.

Baptist

aud Advent Union Soclety will dedicate their’ house
of worship on Oct. 13, Instead of Oct.
20, as announce
ed last week,
WEARE Q. M. will convene at North. Wilmot, Oct.
24-26. Tl D. I. Quint is expected to preach the

opening

sermon.

F,M, RICHARDS, Clerk,

CUMBERLAND Qi M. Those coming to this Q. W.
will find teams at Meehgnic Falls, at 8, Pi m,, Oct. 24,
meeting,

Hill, Palandy

the place of

JOHN PINKHAM,

Letters Regelved.
H

E Alden
Barrett—~

Bacon=B F Bulen—F A Bldagett's

Brooks<+F H

Bubar~H

Blake B~0 'W

jamin—H 0 Rowen—F H Butler—A M Chase-G W
Colby—), E Dibblee=W HH Davies—J M Emery—T
Evans—E E Bacheldcr=!{H Green—E J Howes—C

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

AL

Terms,

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST. |
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY /
FIRSTIMORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REA!
ESTATE.
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTH?
. MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECU

$1.50

it or

Dgr.SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM
Infantum

even

per

forfeit

Week.—
$500.

New

given

away

season.

with

Hoover’s Peerless American

OFFER
Eight

Home

fruit,

Lake Lucerne, Virgin Vesta &c.
four

chromos,

THAM

$3.00;

8

& CO.. 419 Washington

Chro

including

2};

feet

long,

Mounted

chromos,

TORS AND TRUSTEES.
DIRECTORS.

of the

£10

Guest

$5.50.

St., Boston.

aptfit,
J.

L00IS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER.
JAMES M. HALSTED.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

LA.

BANKRUPT SALE
OF MILTON
GOLD
JEWELRY.
We will send you on receipt of Fifty Cents, one
Pf elegant engraved Sleeve Buttons, one set Spiral
tuds, one Collar Button, one ‘beautiful €oral

Scarf

Pin, one
gents’ Watch Chain, and one LA
edding
Ring. Above lot used to retail for $5.50. Four
lots will be sent, post-paid, on recejpt of $1.50 and
12 lots for $4. Address,
« W.
& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SUI

WANTED FOR HISTORY

ENTEN'L EXHIBITION

It sells faster than any other book. One agent
sold 73 copies in two days. Send for our extra
terms to agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CoO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
4t38
—The choicest in the world—Import-

ica—staple article — pleases everybody — Trade
continually increasing — Agents wanted every
where—best inducements—don’t waste time—send
for Circular to

ROB’T WELLS, 43 Vesey St;, N.Y.

P.

1287.

O. Box

Sm

AGENTS

WANTED

for the CENTENNIAL

GAZETTEER
yxireh Stas,
showing the grand results of our first ' 100 years.

ver rody buys it, and agents make from $100
to
$200 a month.
Also, for the new historical

boys, Indian war-paths, camp-lite and sports. A
book for old and young. No competition. Enormous sales,

free.

Extra

terms,

J.C. MCCURDY

f(llastrated

& Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
338.

double their money
Chase’s
Improved
ing House

circulars

Selng “Dr.
(8¢)
eceipt

Book.”
Address Dr,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Chase’s Print.
52129

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

is warthe

sufferer
greatest care.

he
will bring
Inventors

1ts effects are

"
"Male
or female. No capital,
V
J
o-give steady work that
you $240 a month at home day or ev’g.
Union, 187 Greenwich St., New York.

FITS AND EPILEPSY

3
The worst FOSHY
cases of the the 1 longest standing,

bh

DR. HEBBARD'S CURE > ~~ "018

IT

HAS

CURED

THOUSANDS.

And will give $1,000 for a cdae

it will not

benefit.

A bottle sent free toall addressing.
¥

J

E.

DIBBLE,

Chemist, Office

.

Entire

Mtock

as wonderful and

gray

or faded

1564

of Pianos

and

satisfactory

N.

Or-

as

hair to its youthful

color.

It removes all eruptions,

itching

and dandruff;
and clean.

As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual,
or desirable.
;
!
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts, days, of it:

**Iconsiderit the

best

prepara.

tion forits intended pnrposes.”

Buckingham's
.

1353, Brdwar,

REMOVAL~=150 PIANOS ANDORGANS
at half price. The Subscribers will sell
their

ever.
It rogtores

and the scalp by its use becomes white

i

/

FOR

THE

-

H

D

Dye,

WHISKERS,

This elegant preparation may be relied on to

eans, new and sedond hand, of six first

change the

sic books, of HO PER
Reevious to removal

other undesirable shade,to brown or black, at
discretion. It is easily applied. being in one’ prepara‘ion. and quickly and effectually produces a

class makers ; sheet music and 8.

8, mu-

CT. off. for
{0 heir new

cash,
store

0 EAST 14th St, UNION
SQUARE,
Oct. 12th.
Ilustraréd catalogues Mull
| od.
Monthly
Installments
received.
(Agents Wanted. Special inducements fo
the

SONS,

trade.

HORACE

Manufacturers

Broadway,

N.

and

WATERS

Dealers,

&

481

MASON& HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

Jor WESTERN BORDER

a complete and
graphic history of American pioneer life (00 YEARS AQGCO-—its. thrilling confliets of red aud white toes, exciting adventures,
captivities, torays, scouts, pioneer women and

ire)

after

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES Kl. MORRISCN.
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DODD.
WILLIAM 0. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOCK.
HENRY 6. MARGUAND.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

LOUIS FITIGERALD, PRESIDENT.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PresT

Si

6yl

chil-

Price, 26c., 500., and $1 a Bottle.

‘session with the

church at Woodstock, Nov.4, 5.
Conference
atl, P.M.
JOEL BPOONER,
>
om

CORRECITON,

Clerk.

| EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, N. Y.

been reduced to skin and bones.

E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

W. M. JENKINS,

SpIemmes

Profits

Infantum

ranted to cure Cholera

NEw DURHAM Q. M, will hold its next session with
tho Deerfield church,
Oct, 24—26, Conference, Tues
day, at 1 1-2, p, M.. The churches are requested to
send by delegates the annual assessments, long since

LANSING QM. will hold its’ xiext 'eéssion with the
Grand Ledge church, Noy, 1012. Opening sermon at
2, , F Pr. M., Oct, 10, by Rev. 1. P.. Bates. Subject, The

rem.

mot

disease has run for weeks. and the little

O Bowman—G-Bickford—I-ysaker—M Bens
some | Karber—C
warm

stands

AE

Cholera

4t398ow

CENTE

GREATEST
AGENTS!

mos

If the diveotions are strictly follotved, We soar=

States

Lis

{

«er’s prices—Largest Conipany in Amer

rant DR. SETH, ARNOLD’S BALSAM to cure
Cholera Morbus in any stage of the disease, beforo the patient has lost his senses.

to come be as beneficentas in the past.

due,

Agents’

Cholera Morbus.

of the

p

articles are just patented. Samples sent free to all.
Addrets W. H, CHIPESTER, 218 Fulton St, N. Y.
13t38

TEAS

»

place.

else,oper-

United

of

BALSAM

edies have failed, if mortification.

and as
identi-

2.50
25
vd order,

J. S. FLINT, Bridgewater,Burks
2638

Will prove

of her par-

to cure.Dysentery before and after all other

May its influence in the half century

to take them to White

ELLSWORTH
Q. M.—Held its last’ session
with the Great Pond cburch (Plantation No.
83) Sept. 16-17, This is a small church of
eleven members, organized four or five years

home

~Dr. SETH
DYSENTERY.
ARNOLD’S BALSAM is warranted

fied with the ‘Democratic. party
'in thé days
when that party was most subservient to the

with the church at West Paris, The churches * Christian Sabbath,
were nearly all represented
by letters and
L1ssoN Q. M. will
delegates. The meetings were quite well at-

tended and a good

the

to care Chronic Diarrhea ina short
over 25 years’ standing.

had it.

Sa

pei WH FSV FRY

Exhibition.—time,45 minutes.

Cer

Died

Chronic
Diarrhcea.
ARNOLD'S BALSAM is warranted

hered to it. without compromiseor wavering
to the end. In doing this it exhibited a _courage altogether jure . in the history of sects

with

on Saturday evening.
The cry from Meredith
is, Come over and help us.
May the Lord revive his work throughout this Q. M.
8. DARROW, Clerk pro tem.

i

Dr. SETH

which espoused
nning and ad:

Froita. rg

VISITORS Te ne
60

$00,

Ring's Ambrosia,

IR GMNTILE TI,
COMPANY, "Rls,

. | .40 | 4.00

T.8. HUBBARD, Fiédonga, N.Y,

$57

W,

to curg récent Diarrhoea in from one to three hors.

are

.

doz.

A
HA
100 yards f om depot. Frequent trains to and from

- DIARRHCEA.
Dr. SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM is warranted

not mistaken, 1t'is the only religious journal

.

.

O THE

Mr.

unrivaled for the cure of BOWEL COMPLAINTS.

ating upon its: Démocratic readers, that revolutionized that State on'the slavery
question,

the Meredith church, and Eld, 8. Darrow was
appointed to ab ach the offening discourse,
and Brother
M. C. Brown, the Q. M. sermon

Munson,

will Baptist
denomination, completed, with
the close
of 1873, the fiftieth year of its exist.
ence. No religious paper has had a more honorable history. It has, at all times, been an
able expounder
of evangelical - Christianity

slave power.

Sheep. Not five minutes of wastetime can be
reported. All the time was
occupied in

B.:8.

ExM.TUBBS
3

6m33.

er day, includiig railroad fare to and from Cen-

Has been used for nearly forty years, and

Its, moral und spim

|sh

nd Stamp for Price and Descriptive

ennial. Address
Co.,
0.y Pa.

“

MANCHESTER, N. H.

INY_ HOUSE—Schenck’s
Station
and NLT ork BR.R. Beautiful place, {

Treas.
;

DR. SETEL

success, it has been * characierizedby a sympathetic and fraternal spirit toward: Christians

recs Rat

BW.

BY

Proprietors of

.10c| $1.00
. | .25 | 2.50

Brighton (red), Elvira and Lady (white), .

00

ents, Mrs. Nellie
C. Smith, wife of E. A. Smith,
Dover, N. H., aged 22 years 8 months and 10 days,

while it has served a sect’ with’ fidelity -wnd’

Vines.

Martha, Agawam, Wilder, Creveling,
i
Arran

of Providence, and Mrs. Mary

.

PREPARED
|’ "~~

' BY MAIL.

Eumelan, Croton, Talman or Champion,

the

Rev.

Me., Sept 28 at

.

:

Gra

Aloo

Prive a5%ts,
pov Bolle,

.

[26t25eow

Concord, Ives,
Hartford, Catawba, Iona,
Delaware, Salem, Rogers, Nos. 1.3,9.19,

1,00
1,00}
3.83

vy

ARNOLD'S

ingness. of all to co-operate with the ministry,

profit to all present.
Sunday, was one of
my witnesses,” and
spoke of the Lost

3

:

®

Bel's, Chimes, nnd Peals ol Bell.

-

11,00

The followingis from the Christian Uuion of last January :
The Morning Star, the organ of the Free.

rendered it a time of great
Bro. Stephen’s sermon on
reat power from ‘* Ye are
ro. Joy in the. evening

prayer and witnessing for Jesus,
ext session of the Q. M. will be

ad

In Turner,

BELLS

Illustrated Catalogue sent free.

In Strafford, N. H Sen 4, by Rev. E. Smith, Mr.
Hanson Tuttle and Miss nrah E. Leighton , both of S.

to say that in her opinion * the Star grows

of every denonupation,

given to Church

25

MeLaughlin, of Btica, N. Y.

A Congregationalist lady in Maine writes

such healing,

made Troy celebrated throughout the world.: All
Bella warranted satisfactory. Particular attention

In Olneyville, R.I., Sept, 30, by Rev. A. 'L. Gerrish,

Mr, Francis E. Counter,

STAR.

both in its doctrinal and practical bearings,an

OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Exeter church, commencing on Sept. 22,
The hceling Was orgunized by choosing Eid.
R.W. Joy,
Moderator, and
Eld. 8. Darrow

50
5.00
20.00
341
7.00
4.05

N. BROOKS,
500,
-

+
{

In Strafford, at the residence of the bride’s parents,
Aug.
16, by Rev. 8. C. Kimball, Mr. Albert C. Fos
and Miss Lillie E. Tasker, both of S.
'
In Contoocook, July 26, by Rev. J. C, Osgood. Mr.
Charles E. Clough and Miss Ella F. Leach, ' both of
Weare.
Also, by the saine, Aug. 15, Mr, ‘Hamlet Corser, of Webster, and Miss Mary, Isabelle Holmes, of
Hopkinton.
In Boston, Sept 14, by Rev. ®. Rand, Mr. William
H.Oaks and Miss Georgianna Slade, both of Somerville. Also, by the same, ¥ept. 21, Mr. John I. Stewart and Miss
Frances A. Fox, both of B.
In Lebanon, Me., Sept. 27, by Rev. E. Tuttle, Mr.
Frank E. Kimball, o
Middieton
N. H., and Miss
Martha A. Garving, of Townsend, Mass. Sept. 30, Mr.
James
Brock, of Rochester and
Miss Julia A.
Young, of Dover.
In Philade!phia. Sept 2, by Rev, Mr. Muchmore, assisted by Rev.J.Mrriner, James B, Robinson, M. D "
of M Jjineapolls, and Misw 8. A. Everett, ofP.
i
On Block Island, R. 1.,
Oct, 3, by Rev. Geo. Wheeler,
Mr. Lovell H. Dickings and Miss Nancy L. Mott,both
of
R. I.

;
better each year.”
A prominent Freewill Baptist’ in Western New York says: ‘ The Morning Star
gives the very best satisfaction.
1t never
gave better.”

Clerk of Council.

1 Johnson Northhampton Mass
Montville Q M Me per M Ulmer
A
r old minister Grand Detaure Ill
Friends of Missions
Libble Cilley
W Clark
Paw Paw Mich on note
Chas St ch Dover N H per E W Ricker

*

by

HE JONES & CO. OLD ESTABLISHED
TROY
SELL FOUN DRY. Troy, XJ
cobsinug to
manufactiire those
supnrior
Bells which
have

16.40
750
5.00
1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00

i 8.1. Alen snd Miss Frank E. Way, both ‘of

Publisher's Hotes.
THE

.

their proper treat-

and

diseases,

ment, and you will bless the remedy that brings

430 3teow) | 36 Bromfield St., Boston,

| | ROY

Edgeconrb bi M Me per E Robinson
Western R 1 Q M
per G C Brown
West Compton N
per A Cook
M O Boynton Thorntongore N H
Mrs Sarah W Leach Raymond Me per A Phiney
Annie W Leach
.
“
Abby Phiney Casco St ch Portland Me |

per R E Loomis

describing above

y

SBE]

:

10,00
7.00
16.80
33.20

i

i

REY

Toothache,

Are alleviated, and in most cases cured, by the

month.
Agents séll from 25 to 100 per week. | use of this PAIN ERADICATOR. It is an inAGENTS
WANTED in every ¢ nrell and vil: | valuable Family Medicine, affording relief before
a physician can be reached. Procure our circular,
lage. For Terms and Tenilo, 3 iy

6.00
26.62
6.75

15003
Treas.

R. DEERING

In Raymond Sept.7, by

Fotices.

woes FR Ap1cATORrs

MOODY'S.
SERMONS
Moeting Talks at the N.Y. Hippodrome, from the 7'ribune verbatim reports.
11,000 ordered the first

8.22
12.08
3.35

Joseph
Whitham, of Epping, and Miss Mary George,
of Deerfield.
In Warren, Vt., Oct.2, by Rey. J. W. Burgin, Mr,

7

pr

Elder Benjamin Randal, the father of our denomination. And near this spot, took place the
first baptism this side the old Kennebec river,
some ninety odd years ago.

15.01

Married

FRANK MILLERS HARNESS OIL received: the
highest and only award at the Centennial Exhibi
tion,

ASTHMA sami
ite tp GALok

o Pest on Earthi Trial Package FREE.
2
C.A.

State Mission Society.

Manchester, N. H,

future of

& CO., PUB’S.

steow3s

90.94

fluence. There are now. only nine theological students in the University, and
recognization on an evangelieal basis is ex

Price $1.00 per Bottle.

14t26eow

Greenwich ¢h Prov Ri perv A Bickford

Rationalism at Heidelburg : University,
after years of ascendency,
has lost: its in

D. LOTHROP

POPHAM'S

Treas.

Sophia H Stanford Middleville ‘Mich
FA Staptord
{
I
B¥rry & Allegan Q M Mieli per F A Stanford

is

It4l

MPLOYMENT with good remuneration for
very Christian man and woman of
nergy and perseverance. Apply to
aux, Snore, 36 Bromfield Btreet, Boston,

8.00

QM 9.47 Aroostook Q M'5.54

Ladies” Miss Sherburne N Y

Canadian,

C.

5.75
4.50
1.50
25,00
10,00

FL Batchelder

min-

Church

BOSTON:

Society.

the

to a beautiful auburn or
to the dark, lustrous colors of youthful tresses.
Humors, Dandruff, Itching of the Scalp, and
Falling of the Hair, are at once cured by it.
Where the hair follicles are not destroyed, it
will cause the hair to grow on bald heads,
1tis perfumed with extracts from fragrant flowers. All who use it praise it.
3

Choice Books by Popular Authors—Just
Ready.

2.

.

a fw applications

of

Jo.

ELLIOT

Fine Art Dealers, Boston, for *‘ Tne Beautiful
Home,” (Art Hints, and list of more than 2420 En- .|

Foreign Mission.

Canadians;

i AIR

lls

+E

,

i

RED

LAN
g

“Two Fortune-Seekers,” and other stories. By
Rositen Johnson and other famous writers. - $1.50.
“Young Rick.” By Julia A. Eastman. Both parts
“The Cooking
43, 00 | complete 1n one voiume. $1.50,
CURTIS, Treas,
Club of Tu- Whit Hollow ”? $1.25. ' “Four Girls at
Chautauqua.” By Pansy. $1.50.
4

Mission

Portland,Oct. 4, 1876.

Hall is an Irishman;
Taylor is English;
Hamilton is Scotch;
Ormiston, of the
Dutch

him-

orig

Samples FREE

to L. A.

CENTS

TEN

$

P ADED
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P.O. VICKERY, Nugusia. Haine.

oN

SEND

o

RA.
candidate.
.
Asthmp
and Catarrh.—See Dr. Langell’s
The church in Woolwich ovér which Bro.
advertisement.
Atwood is settled as Pastor is one of our oldest
a
.
churches, being the fifth organized in our beFRANK MILUER'S LEATHER PRESERVATIVE an
loved denomination
and
in
some five
Water-Proof blacking received the highest and
years of its centennial, organized; I learn, by only award at the Centennial Exhibition.

est, if not greater. We have made sacrifices
for

QW,

Charge

countrymen

pastors

present

glish or Canadian.

Burr; Address to the church and welcome; ' by
Rev. Mr. Thayer, Cong.; Benediction by-the

SANDWICH

at No.

and

orthodox

York City are at

Quarterly Feetings.

the denomination, we have
by
understood
thought it best to make a statement of our past
:
cfforty, and future plans.

When we sold

The leading

after which a pub-

of

2

CHURCH.

Ah For the, Christian Chinaman

Reading of Scripture and Prayer by Rev. D.
C. Wheeler; Sermon by Rev. E. Manson;

A Statement
BY

of Nevada,

Diocese

make !

at the

Ordaining prayer by Rev. H, Atwood;

of the

Episcopal

1.

\

LIGHT

Pha)
os NN

an
RSL RE
¥
6
Fiton. Harti,
Lonn
ydarliord,
P.
rg

gravings, &c.)

Ch Bresque 1sle 1.02 Ch Ft Fairtield 2.20
Ch Dexter 6.29 8t Albuns 5.85
88 W Paris 1.60 Ch W Waterville 1.85
Ft Fairfield chby J WC
Rev M Ulmer 5.00 Rev M Gerry
1.00
Penobscot Y M 23.11 N Montville ch 3.51
8 Montville 6,76Col by Revd) 8 B
| White Rock ch 6,00 Little Falls 4.00 to cons Rev
W T Twart LM
2nd Buxton 2.00 Otisfield Q M 5.00 /
Dover & Foxueroft ch
Portland 28.20 Steep Fal) 5.00

toria. What a fine introduction to our
missionaries to China such facts must

lic examination of the candidate took place,
which proved satisfactory, and the brother
was set apart to the work of the gospel minis.
try in the following order;

J. A, Wa®sON.

rtd.

met

Whittaker
Missionary

Protestant

jected that he ill remove to the
He will probably go
possessions.

F. B. Parsonage in Woolwich and organized
by the choice of Rev. D. C. Burr, Chairman;

thurch for a council to examine, and ordain Brethren Geo. Boyd and P. T.

and form churches:

see

na

318.06 |

:

for 8

Jo Spe,

a Weekto Agents.

$55:877
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L.A. DEMERIT(E,
hy

¥or Maine

Waterville

in Virginia City, has been so discouraged
by. the persecution to which they. are, sub-

late a student iA our
council

ay
w | Wo
“ee
880 | wanted.
Address
20100 — 37

GRAY

RK

if

id

:
LADIES A GENTLE

MEN.

NTS

54.7
.
Dover, N. H.

=

3.

SILAS

F.B. Woman's

Conference

re

1

1

Hin

'1y2eow.

6.00
:

Woman's Miss Soc Wash St ch Dover
N H
do & Williamstown Vt per Mrs F P Eaton
yo
do 2ad ch Corinth Vt do
do Haverhill Mass per E F Bachélder
do No Sandwich N H per C A Morrison
Mrs 8 Dittrick Springfield Mo to cous Gisela
sen Buttrick
LM

a monthly

and

‘The

who has been so useful to his

At the last session of the Edgecomb, Me.,
Q. Meeting, a council was appointed to ordain

pointed to represent the Associztion in
the next session of the Ohio River Y. M,

These

a printing office

"According to Bisseip

Ordination.

Theological school.
On the 28th of Sept. the

Concord NHiLID

chester, N. Y., with $20,000; and has ‘two
one of t
chairs in’ Rochester University,"
ology, filled by Prof. Rauschenbush, the
other of languages, filled by Prof. Schaeffer, under whom twenty students are annugly studying.—Cor. Baptist Weekly. .

the labors of Bro.

to
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Relknap
QM NH per J G Munsey
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Use at once

Boston.
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Rev B P Parker N Beérwick

General

a triennial

= o

h

ure

Manuel

Ome

No. 84.

, Treas.

g
Education
North Strafford eh N H

has also established a Student's Hall at Ro-

(H.
B.)
has been

the waterside

Brother C. B. Atwood,

churches,

papér.

school

Sunday

tian fellowship and worship until such time as
a church may be organized.
They are main
taining the secial worship with good suceess,
and the work is still going on.

grove was elected treasurer, and J. A.
Watson, Clerk.
R. G. Cathér was ap-

lwrethren Boyd and Flythe;

J.

longto be remembered. There being no F.
B. church in this place, Bro. Ward had them
sign a covenant for the maintainance of Chris-

which reported favorably, with several
accessions during the past year. F.Cole-

Flythe.

at

and

that issues a weekly paper,

eighteen of these happy converts follow their
Master in baptism.
The occasion was one

———

the

.assembled

oneor

western,

Eastern

hundred

two conferences form

W. H. Ward of the Bates Theological School,
who spent the last vacationat his old home.
The Lord manifested his power gloriously in
the conversion of over thirty precious souls,
and the reclaiming of many wanderers.
On
Sunday, Sept. 24, a very large concourse of

The West “Virginia Free Baptist Association held its last session at Flemington, W. Va., Sept. 8. Rev. W. Colegrove
was elected moderator.
Letters were
from

Rev.

CANAAN,
ME. A
correspondent
writes that a precios work of grace

publication.
W. Buran, Clerk.

one

many ministers ard 8,000 members,

seeking to extend his acquaintance in thé denomination, which is a wise thing, for the
East and West are really one.

going on in Canaan under

The

comprising

Conference, which owns
from

=

Ger-|

Ch

and

worm,”

*¢ Irodden-upon

43,7, S5ubblat, N.Y. | asserted her rights.
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E10 Dickey for Preednian

The work has grown into two

conferences.

J. Hall, of Waterloo, Towa, a brother of zeal
and faithfulness in the Master's service.
He is

West Virginia Association,

received

and Ehurches,

WE received a call last week

to

5

five ministers representing ten

preSent.

presence of the Holy Spirit.

cach of the above named families, and to

théy pay

|

Hj battinic oCiliaren,

X08

|

doms Dncknd In

27.00 | No. 75.

salar- | X, Mool

In
the.

churehes,

Rev.J. Malvern is settling into work at
Newmarket, and the church is praying for the

resolutions

+8082

t conference met in 1851, « There were

J.J. BUTLER,

Ministers

collected
colin Vermont.

pioneers were , the lamented Fleischman,
Prof. Rauschenbush, and Eschman. ,, The

partment at Hillsdale.
In behalf of the Com.,

tian ministry.
:
3d. That we pledge our prayers and
sympathies to the several families in af-

d th

'

des,

or Taine.

Course of the First Year in the Theological De-

may be called of God, to enter the Chris-

the Morning

;

Shaw

19,50

Kennebunk and Kennebunkport church Me

b

to

Utah claim
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property, and

English Literature,

recog-

Clerk,

‘

BPHING THR.

the providence, feeling that it is of God.
2d. That we feel our-help is of God,
and therefore we will reverently and
carnestly pray the Lord -of the harvest
that he will send forth laborers into his
harvest, and that in every appropriate
way we will encourage young men who

Y. M.

ba

They have two schools at Salt Lake City | nsstock tn
88, by AM Ams~ J
Hardwick
:
den & Walcott
There
one at Ogden and one at Logan.
ch ch colcol
Jolmsbury
hool | Et
95 000 zwor th of 8chool
"re
Nowth Danville
are 757 scholars, $25,

or Day.

Whately

.

Butler's Analogy.

svelfare of our churches from the loss of
such ministers, we will meekly submit to

be forwarded, by ‘the

:
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Rhetoric,
:

nize their faithfulness and efficiency as
pastors, and feel deeply concerned for the

fliction.
4th.
That a copy of these

ne’

JUUND.

The Episcopdlians in

Whately, Jerons, or Tappan.
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Mental Philosophy,

alto-

have been removed from this YX. M. by
death during the past year, therefore,
Resolved,

FALL TERM.

‘

providence of God, our
Rev. Gilman Sanborn,

Peaslee

$29.00.
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nee

and still there is a demand for more
earnest work.
The following resolutions
are for publication :
Arthur

to

ree,

Beligions

list

for the coming year, report the following

chored imsGod while we stand on the
“solid rock.” The spirit of the moral
«enterprise of the age, gains in the Y. M.

Whereas, in the
beloved brethren,

fre

.

;

-

choice of text-books for con-|
of
mmbors:
VetiienatStudies of with

hearts, and prayer wings

gether there seems tobe a getting
Our
fa
r faith
tle nearer the throne.
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recommend a Course.of Study to its members

port from some quarters good results,
from others not so good, while some

our desires to the mercy
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for Foreign.
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“THE MORNING STAR, OCTOBER,
“ Bro.

Poetry.
.

Our’s the pain, and-her’s the joy;
“Our’s the mourning and the weeping,

Her’s the green fields and the gardens,
‘Where the angels enter in.
Her’s the little feet that patter,
Making music as they go,
Thro’ the golden streets of heaven,

Angel of the Lord
to lead.us... ...
Where we’ll never lose her more.

creed—is more to usthan he is.

O---o-b
Rh
dn on on

GONE TO HER REST.

brethren, is there any vight, is

——

[Rose Jeffords Wilson passed sweetly to her
heavenly rest, Supday evening, July 81, 187%,
at the residénce of her parents in North
Parma, N. Y.]

Sweetly and peacefully

¢

Passed to her rest,
On the soft hush of the holy day ;
Tenderly prayerfully,
Over her breast,
Loving ones linger to weep and pray.

the

‘before us.

white

Silently, blushingly,
Closes the flower,
Sweetlyto rest on the breast of even;
Smilingly opening

Thus in the gathering damps of death,
Thus in the evening’s hallowed breath,
Closed this sweet flower of human life;

Over the billows, beyond the strife

Ever to bloom in the air of heaven.
[A dispatch from Northfield, Minnesota, states
that at two o’clock on tbe afternvon of the uth
inst.,, eight mounted robbers rodé up to the

entered,

the counter, and ordered the cashier,
aywood, to open the vault. Although
eld to his
be refused to
a knife was
‘The robbers then shot him throtigh the
obey.

eM,

head, the assistant cashier was wounded, but succeeded in escaping. The alarm was at once

and attacked the
given, the citizens collec
band, two of whom were k ed, after which the
others made their‘esca pe. Owing to the heroism
of Mr. Haywood nothing was. lost.]
AL

And few the lays

That bear a here’s honor down
Untarnished to latest days!

among us.

Faithful to trust, and in that hour
Summoned he laid down life, bequeathed
And with great names his name enwreathed.
low,

His sterling voice till then unheard,
He kuew and dared to answer ¢ No!”
‘Whole volumes spoke in that one word,

And duty could no further go.

Raisins

table,

till the

next

regular busipess meeting of this church,”
said Mr. Watrous. The motion prevail

ing to them

She has declar-

‘communion Sabbath’ declined to admwinister the Lord's Supper.
Deacon Myers, wife and daughter, and
Mr. Follett, wife and son, withdrew, ask-

ing for letters of, dismissal which were
granted them, but good old Fathér Wilwhich

had

been his church-home for half-a-century
hesitated.
:
‘Stay

with

us

Father

Wilson,”

Dr. Burns, as he observed the old gentle’
ex-

The quesiion 1s simply this—

ney read a sermon

to

them

instead,

but

front, accepting his resignation, and call- then, they secured a *‘ supply” for a few
ing to fill his place, some one of more months, in the person of a premising,
liberal views. But we can not go back, young, theological student, who had
and rescind our action in Bro. Courtney's been unable to continue his studies on
account of pecuniary embarrassment.
case. Our consciences will not allow us

to do that.

We believe Bro. Courtney to

be in the right. We occupy the same, or
more heretical ground than he does. By

Or in the gaze of favoring men

Does Duty call, but when the shield

[To be continued.)

|

voting to expel him, we virtually say, we
have uo right here, this is no longer our

Of secrecy protects, or when

Our dearest hopes to her must yield;

A SISTERS LOVE.
The following is clipped from one
Margaret E. Sangster’s ‘‘ Sermons

of
to

Girls,” and will not hurt the boys if they
church home. - I deny the Deacons as- also read it :
:
sertion that we make choice by our action
If
I
were
addressing
myself
to boys
between the two brethren. It is not. so.
there
are
many
things
I
might
say to
.
doctrines
'
two
We choose between the
them ; but this being solely to their sisters,
speaking
and
chosen,
already
have
We
T will adhere to my text. “Am I my
the convictions of our minds and hearts,
brother's keeper?” says a thoughtful girl,
ground
g
occupyin
| have found Bro. Foster
incompatible with the teachings of the looking up from her beok and her cozy
seat by the evening lamp, as the hall-

Not oftenest does the martyr gain
By sacrifice his righteous fame :—
And this man knew it, stood the strain

He prized the name

Of truth, and kept it free from stain.
If he betrayed not, death was sure;
Before him stood the murderous thief :—
He did not flinch. . . Of one life fewer
The angels turned the blood-sealed leaf
That night, and said: ** The page is pure.”

Master.

To please him, shall we retract?

O simple faith and loyalty!
If each true heart like this were strong
The nation’s ancient majesty
‘Would rise again with joyous sons,

sball

words?

shall we eat our own

we

shall
bide-our * light under a bushel
we grieve the Spirit ? shall we deny the
Master? No, my brethren,God forbid, but

Her beauty shine o’er every sea!

York Tribune.

Circle

afid down the pavement. How they ring
through the silent streét! Mother with
and a shade of uneasiness courses ber placid face. Where does Ned spend his even-

Father

Wilson,
open

rising,

communion

The next thing you'll be turning
of the church, and, indeed, you

CHAPTER XIX.

‘the stoop,

where he bids us walk, though,~-as our
Pastor said to us a fortnight since---we
have to ¢ cut off a right hand,’ or ‘ pluck
out a right eye.’ ”
:

church of this, Bro. Burns, what are you
going to do with us close-communionists?

BY MRS. ADA KENNAN.

footsteps on

she

her knitting in ber hand bears them foo

« if you have made an

FROM DAWN TO DAYLIGHT.

hears his quick

her brother, and

pleasing Christ first, we will go forward

«« But.” said
|Copyright secured.}

door shuts upon

us out

might

as

when does she not hear her boys step?—
ings?

grapes.

There

are

surface features, perhaps, which

The dif-

observed,
but the deeper

cut away.

of ruisins,

the

THE

grapes

Nobody inthe hofise really knows.

They imagine that he goes bere or there,
but no one likes to ask him; aud so long

as he returds at a resonably early hour
the'young man hivise)f feels that nobody
has the least right to inquire. He would
be likely to regard the most delicate in-

ELECTRICITY.

has just

obtained

salts” in its originality, for
whales by means of electricity.

catchin
By their

With

If any of the readers

think

that “the

In

has

‘tendered us his resignation ;
And whereas, we believe that we can
rescind
the action
not conscientious!
ro. Courtney's case;
taken by us in
therefore, ,
.
Resolved, That

we

are

is resignation,
led to acce
we deplore the necessity of it,
ateful memoand shall ever cherish
and faithful pastorate
ries of bis lon
with us, with a ctionate regards for him-

i

©

0

self and his family.”

=A motion for its adoption having been

ofa

"the

and the question

brought before

church, Deacon Myers arose.

changed

from

thirty to ninety days, 1

Bible

think it would be better for all concerned ;

England,

A little child was dying, and called her

other minister, and bim, time to suft him- mother to ber bedside. She had a cross
gelf in some other pastorate, I would and unsympathetic parent. *‘ Mother,”
move as an amendment therefore to: the said the child, “is there room for me in

rosolution now before us, that we request
Elder Fosterto change thirty
days in his resignation.”
The amendment

being

to. ninety

seconded,

und

carried, a call was made for the *‘ question.”
0
J
:
“ Let it :be a rising vote,” said Mr,

Pearson, * I trust you will not need urg-

heaven?

lest little salary of
this

Sy
li
it

a

a il.

i

—————————

What king was killed by his own sou?
hen did two sticks miraculously unite

and become one?
@ 100. What was typified by this?

[Answers requested from younger readers.)
‘

Answers.

Daniel6: 22.
Will I be in the way there P” | 88.
89, Acts12; 8,
’
And the poor mother wept bitter tears
90. Exod.8: 5; Joshua 5: 18—15.
as she said, * Yes, there will be room for
T. A. Carpenter, of Attica,
Ohio, sends
answers to Nos, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86 and 87. He
you there.”

The domestfe affections are the alphabet
of love.

also points out a mistake which crept
into the
answer
of No, 76, which should be Gen, 47:
>, instend fy Ai: vi > it Wis ub) shed.
a
.
e, of
Orangeville
0, an

swors
Nov. 85, 86 und 87. | 0

2

Ohos

of

England,

France.

It

is

and

the

illustrated,

quite certain about the price of the ‘‘ Genera!
History,” for while it is stated to be $1.25 in
the History itself, in one of the other

volumes

it is said to be $1.50. - We naturally’ incline tov.
the former

figures.

Dip.

By

Emily Huntington

Miller, author of ** Royal Road to Fortune,”
and * Highways and Hedges,” Chicago:
8. C. Griggs & Co.
($1.20). .
This is a genuine book, for children,

will find recognition,

which

we believe, beyond

Little Corporal, possesses

the

that

rare

insight

the genius for revealing those mysteries to her

They eome forth from the darkness, and their

anditors in a way to charm sud elevate, which
ranks her among
“ Pansies” of juvenile
literature. The book before us affords a series of pen pictures of what Tommy did, depicting the endless cunning freaks belonging

wave
wells,

Gaze at the
gaze.

tower, and

vanish

8

while

to that debatable period of childhood wherein
the first provocation of the. “ old folks” to
scold is speedily followed by the incontrollable desire to laugh. It is asparkling little’gem,
well deserving the tine setting given it by the

they

The’ mariner remembers when a child,
On his first. voyage, he saw it fade and
sink;
And when, returning from adventures wild,

publishers.

He saw it rise again o’er the ocean’s brink.

Heavy Yokes.
By Javet H. Hadermann.
Boston: William F. Gill & Co. pp. 131.
Paper. 8vo. (75 ots.)
OUR DETACHMENT.
A Novel. By Kather-

Steadfast, serene, immovable, the same
Year after year, through all the silent ‘night
Burns on forevermore that quenchless flame,
Shines on that inextibguishable

_ It sees the wild winds

Smites it with

ine King.

kiss

of

lift it in their grasp,

all the scourges

mother was not dead, but insane, and had recovered.
Delphine’s friends gave ber up to

of the rain,

And steadily against its solid form
Press the great shouldersof the hurricane.
The

sea-bird
wheeling
round it, with
din
Of wings and winds and solitary cries,

the stranger, though not satisfied with ber appearance. She objected to Delphine’s lover,
and he investigated matters, and discovered
that the stranger was an lwpostor who had
taken care of the true mother und started with
her to seek her child, but the true mother
died on the way,and she studied lo assume her
character and secure her money. The impos-

the

‘Blinded and maddened by the light within,
Dashes himself against the glare, and dies.
A

new

Prometheus, chained upon the rock,

tor confessed, and then everything

Still grasping in his hand the fire of Jove,
It does not hear the cry, nor heed

the

shock,

But hails the mariner with words of love.
“Bail

onl” it says, “sail on, ye stately
ships!
)
Aud with your floating bridge the ocean

. bpan;

:

Be mine to gard this light from all eclipse,
Be yours to bring man nearer unto man!”

And here, too, is Kingsley’s sad ‘“ Sands of
Dee,” which we can
out stopping to read
pass the dead form
without stopping to
quote it:

never come across, with.
it, justas you can never
or the grave of a friend
look at it. And so we
4

*¥ The cruel crawling foam,
The cruel hungry foam,
To her grave beside the sea;
But still the boatmen hear
home,
Across the sands of Deg.

her call

the cattle

tragic, the festal, the

woes and fMials.
A supplement to Barnes’s “ One Hundred
Years of American Independence” ig occupied
by a history of the Centennial Exhibition.
It
presents the origin, progress-and

condition. of

the great Fair up to the present time,

giving

illustrations of the principal buildings,ofsome

of the most noteworthy exhibits, ‘with
tics and brief descriptions of

each.

statisMore

the same line will doubtless follow this

plement.

variety

in

and

so

far are

student-life, the

superstitious,

the

tiful and the grand, in rich variety.
two volumes, we know, are books

beau.

These
that a

in

sup-

It gives those who have not visited

the Centennial a good idea of its dimensions,
and will help those who have visited it to revive their recollections,— New York: A. S.
Barnes & Co.

(50 ots.)

A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago, publish ‘A
Guide to Church Furnishing and Decoration,”

in

which will be found to be a really serviceable
book,

It covers the: whole range of the sub-

ject, adding illustrations Of pew-ends, settees,
chairs, pulpits, organs, fresco, wall-paper designs, &o.,to the text, thus enabling one to
compare different styles, and make a selection

without visiting the

manufactory

or sales-

room. There are intelligent and useful arti-:
cles in it on the canon of taste in church building and furnishing, on Christian symbolism,
and the constructive uses of wood, etc. It will
be popular with building committees. —~Paper, 60 ets,

SHEET MUSIC: * The Beautiful View” (for
piano). Composed by C. Ed. Pathe, Phila. :
“The Lord
Juued by
&

:

is My Shepherd” (alto solo). ArHattie A. Hale, Boston : O, Ditson

Co.

ranged by Prof.

they from being strictly confined to geographi¢al pen-pictures, that they treat of battles

successes, disappointments,

out

“To Our Redeemer’s Glorious Name,”

They are full of the best poetic

descriptions of the best poets,

comes

beautifully, of course,
.
"¢ Our Detachment” is sent to a little town
in Ireland, where the officers have nothing to
do but fullin love, and they improve their
opportunity, The story is occupied with their

J. E. Ditson & Co.

These by no means indicate the

the volumes.

New York: Harper & Brothers.

pp. 141, Paper. 8vo. (60cts.)
~The first of these stories is about a young
lady, Delphine, whose father died, leaving her
to the care of a former friend.
Little was suid
about her mother, and it was supposed she
was dead. But after a time, a woman fron?
France appeared, claiming to be Delphive’s
mother. Then the story came out thatthe

light!

1t sees the ocean to its besom clasp
The rocks and sea-sand with the
peace;

The illustrations are plentiful and,

excellent,

They rowed her in across the rolling foam,

Questions.

way here.

"
"

You always said I was in the

93,
09.

age

of

their silent welcomes and fares

only seven |

[Answersin three weeks.)

ROOM IN HEAVEN,

thus giving us a chance to secure some

age

subject. They all ought to read it. And so
they ought the other two. And then they are
80 cheap, for so good books! Only we are not

*

well now that you have turned out our quiries an improperly “trenching on his item of salary the income of the bishop of
ly
.“
e
nk thee, watcher on the lonely tower,
manly prerogative of independence.
Rochester, who has just been appointed to
pastor.”
;
THE SANDS OF DEE,
.
For all thou tellest. Sings he of an hour
It may easily be that the sister in Ned's “the new see of St. Albans, looks moun‘When etrof shall decay and truth grow
«We are not going to ‘do anything
“ 0 Mary, go and call the cattle home,
tainous. It will amount to $80,000.
rong
with you, Father Wilson,” replied (he case has done all she could do to make
And call the cattle home,
And Right shan rule supreme, and vanquish
A
carat
js
a
pame
Sven
to
the
fraction
: rong
ys
Doctor, ** if you choose to remain in the home attractive to her brother, pay, faciAnd call the cattle home,
¢¢ He sings of brotherhood, and joy, and peace,
nating. There are brothers who Will not 1-24 thus: gold of 22 carats fine is a gold
church,---and
I
sincerely
hope
you.
will,
Across
the sands of Dee.”
'
Of ddys when jealousies and hate shall cease;
of which 22 parts out of 24 are pure, the
all of you---you will be at liberty ito do be charmed, charm you never so/wisely. other two parts being silver, copper, or The westera wind was wild and dank with
‘When warshall die, and man’s progressive
mind
foam,
so, and retain your close-communion but, we may usually safely affirm that other metals, The carat, in speaking of
Soar as unfettered as its God designed.”
And all alone went she,
views,” he added in an undertone, “if sisters have jt in their power to keep
diamonds or other precious stones, ia
The Friday evening, to which the bukj- ‘you can.”
brothers interested, happy, and even gal- weight of a fraction less than four grains The creeping tide came up along the sand,
;
ness meeting of the 1st Baptist church of
lant in their company, especially while troy. The term or weight carat derives
And o’er and o'er the sand,
« Bro. Moderator, I have.an amendits name from a ‘bean, the fruit of an
And round and round the sand,
L—— was adjourned, having rolled.
the
brothers
are
still
on
that
enchanted
ment to offer to that resolution,” said Mr.
Abyssinian tree called kuara.
As far as eye could see,
around, found the entire membership. of
ground of youth, which is so bright, so
“1 do not like the idea of
Eastman.
The new cotton factory at Atlanta, Ga,, The rolling mist came down and hid the land;
the chureh present, with the exception of
flower-sweet, so glorious with pictured
And never home came she,
those unavoidably detained. Mr. Pear- Bro. Foster's leaving us so ‘suddenly. It mirage, and floating rainbow haze, and is one of the largest in the world. It will
is
such
an
inconvenient,
unpleasant
time
contain
21,500
spindles
and
500
looms,
After an
son was called to the chair.
so cumbered and beset by snares for the and when in full operation will give em- “Oh! is it weed, or fish, or floating hair,—~
A tress of golden hair,
ening prayer offered by Dr. Buros; Mr. of year to make a change, and we as a unwarry feet. A girl, if she set herself ployment to over 500 operatives.
A drowned maidens hair,
a
Watsons presented the’ following resolu- church do not wish to be without pulpit to the task, with gentle .persistence and
The Canal du Midi is talked of to con- . Above the nets at sea?
.
|
services.
And
if
the
time
intervening
bewomanly wisdom, ean establish Her sway
tion.
tween the date of his resignation and the over almest any boy,-for whom she cares nect the Bay of Biscay with the Gulf of Wus never salmon yet that shone so fair
Among the stukes on Dee,”
Lyons
:
¢ Whereas our pastor, Rev. Wesley
date when it is to fake effect, could be enough to make-the effort.
Foster, in view of our action as a church,

in the case of Bro. Albert Courtney,

the golden

and there ure dutes, ete., to help the resder.
“The
English literature” might safely be
the young people’s trusted authority on that

"

The startled waves leap over it; the storm

comparisom- with

V.,

golden

WHAT Tommy

of this

precentor, sexton, ell. ring.

varied duties the i

historical, with a touch of the legend-

and romantic account of the golden age

of Greece, the golden age of Rome, the dark
ages, the age of Leo X., the age of Chafles

splendor in the

And hold it up, and shake it like a fleece.

er and churchwarden, all combined in
one, receives for thé performance of his
about $306.

unearthly

IN

aud a half minutes in its delivery. Two
seryices are held every Sunday, and this
rector, clerk,

ical and

sails
Gleam for a moment only in the blaze,
-And eager faces, as the light unveils,

His sermons are very

short—a recent one occupying

strange,

They

has the smallest church in that country,
and it is a very diminutive affair. It bas
but eight pews, and yet is capable of accommodating double the population of
the district. The rector opens the church
himself and rings the bell. Then be dons
his ecclesiastical robes in the presence of
bis congregation. There is no musical
instrument in the church, and the minister

leads the singing.

presume

into the mysteries of childhood,combined with

‘them read this:
in

Rome, the

swells,
And ever joyful, us they see it burn,

meeting-house

parish

giving

average books of this class, The author, who
for many years constituted the sunshine of the

big churches they read of in cities, let
a little

They are

thing for all

"And the great ships sail outward and return,
Bending
and
bowing o'er the billowy

where theygo on Sunday is small and
they are rather apt to think it doesn't
amount to much in comparison with the

Westdale,

and wise, just the

pecially for the young people, as we

Upon the brink of the tempestuous wave,
Wading far out among the rocks and sands,
The night-o’ertaken mariner to save.

alyze the animal, so that the small
boat
may advance and despatch him at leisure.

column

LIGHTHOUSE.

Like the great giant Christopher it stands

complete the circuit. The charge is expected to be sufficiently powerful to a

ENGLAND,

in-

Not one alone from each projecting cape
And perilous reef along the ocean’s verge,
Starts into life a dim, gigantic shape,
Holding 1ts lantern o'er the restless surge.

*‘old

MEERTING-HOUSE

the same name.

Middle Age, dealing with feudalism, chivalry
and the crusades, Italy, Germany and France
in their various national aspects, Spain, Scan.
dinavia, Russia, Great Britain, the United
States, besides containing maps and charts,—
and the remarkable thing about it is that so
much is 0 clearly sald about each country.
* Scven Historic Ages,” which is meant es-

glare!

poles run down to the paints of each set
of harpoons. When the whale is sufficiently near two harpoons are thrown as
nearly simultaneously as possible, and
when imbedded in the flesh of the monster

SMALLEST

under

to epitomize the history of Greece,

Beams forth the sudden radiance of its light

plan every whale-boat is provided with a
galvavic battery. Wires from opposite

THe

achieved

a good deal of information in a little space
about the Aryan and Semitic races, proceeds

And as the evening darkens, lo! how bright,
Through the deep purple of the twilight air,

a

to

bringing

terms to help the younger readers, and

In the white lip and tremor of the face.

patent for a method, sanding

in

classes of persons who wish to read for knowl
edge and not be confused by flourishes. The
* General History,” after defining a few

things
For

been

clear, concise

Even at this distance I can see the tides,
Upheaving, break unheard, along its base,
A speechless wrath, that rises and subsides

Last week we mentioned an item in regard to the taming of horses Rk elostrida.
Here is am item, illustrating
Mother use,
to which electricity is to be tried :
firm

many

eyes.”

one

ary

long. These are picked and heaped up
in piles to dry together in the sun, and
they become so stuck together that they
have to be dug apart in order to be packed in casks.
:

London

see

later

But we were speaking of the books.

poet saw. For, as Mr. Longthe poets are the best travels

“They

the

The Lighthouse lifts its massive masonry,
A pillar of fire by night, of cloud by day.

where that kind of grapes grow. The
grapes are exceedingly small and the

A

beautiful

und

the other two are, gives a story-like ,biograph-

properly another kind of rai<in. Itis socalled from Corinth one of the chief places

BY

ourselves

are two

The rocky ledge runs far into the sea,
And on its outer point, some miles away,

are picked off the vines and hung up in
the sun, or are placed in heated rooms,to
dry. While drying they are sprinkle
with,or dipped into, lye. This makes the
Sweet juice come out all over them and
makes a sort of varnish\witlt which they
are covered and also the sugary deposits.
he * dried currant,” of commerce is

WHALE-CATCHING

have

and

we

the way, unless there

the American Tract Society out of debt could

servers of uyjpve never detected :

After the sun has dried. them

kinds

book-making

the poems

more

By

Arthur Gilmans, which we understand there
are not, we hardly see how this success in

stance, Mr. Longfellow has seen many things
ina lighthouse which the most frequent ob-

they are taken off the vines and packed in
boxes with sheets of paper between the
Jafers. There is less of sugary matter
on this variety.
In other

and

that are invisible to common

The

clusters not more than two or three inches

said

man’s hesitation, accompanied by an

the public.

between

For we find in them not only the minor

Malaga raisins are considered among the
best. These are sometimes called ‘sun
raisins” from the manner in which they
are dried. As soon as the grapes are
ripe the stem of each cluster is purtially
cut off and the leaves which shade it are

for the last time on their

son, both to leave the church

are dried

the different ways of drying them.

[**At the ‘next busivess meeting, the

no

of sympathy

that were inspired by the places we have seen,
and reading them with an always new foterest.

ference in them is owing in the first things which the
place, to the difference jn the variety of fellow remarks,
the grapes, and in the second place, to. ing companions.

ing, the meeting adjourned.

us, or, whether we shall present a united

Not oftenest on war’s glorious field

Family

the

& bond

shall find ‘ourselves turning first to

many different kinds of raisins.

whether we shall rétain him as our Pas-

To all good men his good deed’s power,

G. P. Lathrop, in the New

are

us

of

on

“is

experienced the truth of that, These volumes
will make it still more apparent to us, for we

About Raisins.

aged pilgrim remained.
_ For two Sabbaths they had no preachin their chureh; though Deacon Courting
among:
tor, with dissensions and divisions

Yet there was one but now who breathed

Of silent trial.

ed, and laid

remarks,

BY E. A. 8.

'| division is already made ; and if we should cessive use of bis pocket-handkerchief.
try to plaster over, and heal this breach, * Stay with us. We shall not object to
ye should find it still an ever-festering your ‘ disseminating’ your close-communsore, for there could no longer. be. any ion sentiments, and who knows but you
And the
harmony, with such a note of discord may reconstruct us again!”

Unfo'how few the fadeless bays
Belong! How few the iron crown

For tell me not his place was

so

FAQTS.

creed, we are at liberty to cherish those
views, being, each and all, * Baptists,’
I
would present this
resolution
to the

ed in favor of liberty, and no future action can make her again a close-communjon church. There remains this stubborn fact,—the fact which causes Elder
Foster's resignation, the reason he can no
longer be our Pastor—we are an Open
Comthunion church. I shall regret Bro.
Foster's departure. . I esteem him highly
as a Christian'winister. Iam sorry that
he can not look at this question from a
different standpoint. But the line of’
separation bas already been drawn, the

ON A FAITHFUL BANK CASHIER.
dismounted,

Even though

higher, hroader ground.

Over the shadows, beyond the even,

Of virtue wear!

gether the dying love of Christ; proceed-

any

longer in sympathy with him; at least preamble and resolution relating to Artitwo-thirds of us approve Bro. Courtney's cle XIII of the Declaration of Faith was
« conduct’ and would ourselves do- like- adopted by a vote of thirty-five to nine.
And so the 1st Baptist church. of L——
wise in similar circumstances.
For,
took
liberal ground, though Elder Foster
though there are some of you, my brethdeclined
to serve them any longer than
ren, who cling to the old landmarks yet,
the
first
of
February, and though preachoccupies
church.
a
as
to-day
the church

Morning’s first breath in the face of heaven:

Mr

Now,my
there

we should re-

Pastor, at least two-thirds

Another hour,—

them

are

and

series will, in this respect, be like them,

+ Mamma, if you had three butterflies those who have no other poiut of contact. A
and each butterfly had a bug in its ear, vague interest surrounds the man whom we
how many butterflies would you have?” have met if a foreign land, and even reserved
and silent’ people become communicative
The mother is still at work on the pro- when the cosfversation turns upon the coun.
blem,
;
; tries-they have seen.” We have all, doubtless,

to read thus, * And that the Lord's Supper
isan ordinance instituted by our
Lord
Christ, in which Christians by the use of
bread and wine, are to commemorate to-

scind the action taken in Bro. Courtney’s
case and refuse to accept Bro, Foster's
resiguation, thus retaining him as our

throne.

of

they

people are trying very hard to get vid of
them. The crops of the farmers are terribly injured, and the rabbits are becom-,
ing thicker and thicker every year. The
latest plan is to send out some weasels

in Bro. Foster's place, and look at this
question from his standpoint, and I see church, to be acted upon ut our next reg:
no possible way out of this dilemma, ex- ular business meeting.”
** 1 move that the resolution be acceptcept the one proposed in the resolution

Over the stream,
Sped the kind angel, that led her on;
Softly and radiantly,
Fell the clear beam,

Three

Zealand

thick, and do so much damage, that the

After the announcement had been made

« Bro. Moderator, and brethren,” said
I have tried to put myself
Dr. Burns,

Cheerfully, joyfully,

Oy:

the island of New

will delight to own

POEMS OF PLACKS. Edited by Henry Wads- FIRST STEPS IN GENERAL HISTORY. A Suggestive Outline. "By Arthur Gilman,
M.
‘worth Longfellow. England. 2 vols. Bose
ton: James R, Osgood & Co.
16mo, pp.
A. New York:A, 8, Barnes & Co. 16mo.
250—264. (Each $1.00), . .
IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
The, peculiar interest which most persons FIRST STEPS
Same author and publishers. 16me. pp. 283.
retain in places that they’ bave visited, bas
1.00
here found expression in a collection of poems,
?
ISTORIC AGES. Or, Talks about
Kings,
Queens und Barbarians.
Sume auThe present volumes
confine
themselves
thor and publishers. 16mo. pp. 144. (£1.60).
wholly to Englagd, and are the initiuls of a seWe do not know why Mr. Arthur Gilman
ries in which the’Editor proposes to take the
‘reader on *‘ w'vdyage round the world,” thus. has changed his publishers, unless it be to aid
making it a popular and almost universally in- Messrs, Barnes & Co. in increasing their list
of excellent books.
The three mevtioned
teresting series.
above have had an—we were about to say
No ove could better edit a series like this
than Mr. Longfellow,
He has the feeling enormous sile, and we do say it. Edition
adapted to the work.
He shares largely in after edition has been run off, and still they
thut * pleasant memory and tender regret” of are called for. This is because the public likes
traveling which he says remains with the good books. Consequent!y their great sale is
aged. *“ To have visited the same scenes,’ he creditable first, to their autbor, and then to

not thick enough here in the United States
to do very much harm, but away off on

will

ed always by solemn sell-examination.’
justice, in such an’ action as this? We
I offer this resolution that it may -rebe
we
Shall
Foster.
owe much to Bro.
guilty of such base ingratitude as to turn move all that can ¢ offend’ any of us, thus
bim adrift in mid-winter, with no pre- leaving the question, as to who are encious warning or preparation; with " titled to admission to the Lord's Supper,
p to be decided by each individual mind;
prospects of a settlement elsewhere?
and whether we hold ‘open’ or ‘close’
gratiof
sense
| trust not. I hope your
tude, of justice will prevail, and you will communion views, there being no positive assertion, favorable to either, in our
refuse to accept his resignation!”

BY J. W. BARKER.

sprang

this,

persons

to réad,'and we have no doubt that the whole

They are

that the motion prevailed, Dr. Burns
arose, saying, *‘Bro. Moderator and
brethren, 1 have another resolution to and ferrets from England and it is hoped
that io this way the land may be freed
offer for your consideration :
Whereas, the majority of our member- from the troublesome creatures.
tt
I —ee
ship ton 10 longer conscientiously
subA lady who had been teaching her little
HI of.
at clause ‘in Aiticle
be
our
claration of Faith which states four year-old the elements of arithmetic

seven years away from us, thus becoming
weaned from the old land marks, and the
fundamental principles of our church

Hep’s the little hand that beckons
Ever from the Radiant shore,

Bank.

favoring”

but

that ‘baptism is prerequisite’ ‘to the Lord's -was astonished by his running to her and
who has spent the greater part of the last Supper’; therefore,
propounding
the following
problem:
*
Resolved, That said clause be changed

And where living waters flow ;,

from

dreamed,

the church and him? You make choice
to-day, my brethren, between the two.
By adopting this resolution you say ‘ notwithstanding our Pastor has stood by us|
through storm and sunshine, in adversity
and prosperity, blessing our infants, burying our dead, marrying our childten, and
baptizing our converts; yet this boy,—

Her’s the city pure and golden;
Qur’s the earth-life, stain’d with sin;

those

creatures,

sometimes very troublesome.

1esolutions,"—reading

please rise.”
There were «0 few remaining in their
seats, that it was a mere matter of form,
or courtesy to call for a negative expres
sion.

time, because that boy had come between

Her’s the bliss without ulloy ;

aod

them—** All

baptismal waters, that he would be obliged to offer his resignation to us at this

Our’s the loss, and not our darling’s,

twilight,

preambles

Rabbits are very pretty

great many

- Waternry Bebieto,

RABBITS IN NEW ZEALAND.

ing, but will all vote. It has been moved
and seconded, that we adopt the following

he

when, fifteen years ago, he buried that
young stripling, Albert Courtney, in the

PR

BY O. W. GRIFFIN.

the dim

brethren,”

of years, and who would have

[On the death of Alice May Osgood. |

Through

and

said, “I hope you will carefully consider
this resolution before voting upon it.
Bro. Foster bas been with us for a score

GAIN AND LOSS.
—

Moderator

L.A. Lull, from the

Ar-

‘ Shep-

berd Boy,” by G. D. Wilson, Same publishers.

“Vesper Bells” (for piano), Composed by
Georges:-Lamothe. Sume publishers.
“Sweet Rest beyond the Btars.” Sacred
sohig. Words by Arthur W. French, Music by

Gomer Thomas, Same publishers,
“ What Did He Say to You?” Ballad, Words
and music by Jeauniggl.
F. W. Helmick.

Turner,

Cincinnati:

>

reir

we

J

Wve
A

i:

nessa

ST
vile

!

ta bate

"ow
Be

Witepfry Whacellany:
Ya

vy

+

was forbidden to write er speak further of can niention only a fow of (He promised
the doctrine of the movement of the earth, books. There are two volumes by the
Cardinal Bellarwino sent for him) and at Rev. James ‘Martineau, ‘one ‘entitled
his palace, in the presence of several * Endeavors after the Christian
Life,”
Dominican monks, admonished him to the other ** The Attitude of Materialis
m

[

Ines TO REMEMBER! |
ses.
ale butlesv
Deeds #Fe fruits, word

the world only what he
a bas he must get by ex-

Ae

Wg ay JS

ral

~ Dr. Deems.
iperience.lev.

being is intended

human

Every
’

what

to be

r of his own,

to have a
other ig,

no

piv vie 10 other can do. Channing.
become sharp by being rubbed

abandon the condemned opinion, and for-, toward

Ahan a
ms to me more unhappy
Ll
seem adversity has i

svi th :
Ei mtlibe
ey
for ‘the ev
thivk to atone

Seneca.

a

good they intend to do, und

donelby the
n may

,

in the prospective.

are only virtuous

us well expect’ to grow strong.
reads

as wiserby always

oy
ing.~— Collier.

And = of other

Tay

Mnghiio
ern Saints

hear a great dea) about ourselves that has
never been spoken by mortal tongue.

of Sr
Meiigal and
a
racles, not, ab uno

- @bituaties.

lish the results of his studies, and again

on Shakespeare, ‘which
have interested
select nudiences in many eities, are to be

‘THE TRUTH ABOUT GALILEO,
A

book

has

just

been

published

in

Rome which is the result
most finteresting studies in the secret archives of
the Vatican,
It treais of the trials of
Galileo before the holy office of the inqui-

sition in the years 1616 and 1613.
Although various works on the subject have
already been written, they are all either prejudiced
in favor of the ignorant and fis
natical

priests who instituted

that

trial,

and give a partial or imperfect account of
it, or else the, authors

have

not

had ac-

who

Vatican,

cess to the original documents.
The researches,
of -Professor Domenico Bert’,
has

studied in the

throw

new light upon the subject, us it is the
first time that ‘the original papers have
ever Woon published.
i
These papers have had a varied and singular history. Daring the French occupation in the first years of this century
they were taken from the Roman archives
and transported to Paris, where - they remained about forty years.
There they
were read by
many learned men, and

Napoleon I.
ordered them to be printed;
but for some reason the publication was
never made.
Rome made repeated re-

quests to the government

for their restoration, but

sult, and when

Louis

of Charles

without

Philippe

X.

any re-

succeeded

to the throne she renewed her solicitations with such pertinacity that she at
last obtained possession of them. It was
natural that she should desire to hide in
her mpst secret places papers so damaging tosher reputation for common sense
as these are. Pius IX., after their restoration, kept them

in his

several years, and then
to-

the

secret

archives

where they still remain.

own

hands for

consigned
of

thé

After

them

Vatican,

two

cen-

' turies of controversy and laborious re.
searches a correct notion of the facts was
still wanting, and this publication is the

first authentic account

ever published of

those celebrated trials. “The original documents are contained ina book
with a

faded green cover, and are the records of
the two trials, seventeen

years

which Galileo was subjected.
of their anthenticity they agree

‘apart

to

In proof
with the

letters ol Galilep, with all ‘the facts

of his

1ife, with documents which have been dis-

religion.
alileo was threatened with torture,
and the decree for its execution still ex-

iste, but as no record is found

of the act-

was

not

really

inflicted.

saying of Galileo,

The

famous

** E pur si muove,”

which he is said to have uttered immediately after the torture, remains, therefore,
unauthenticated. The whole tenor of his
life, however,

responds

to

the

as,

idea,

tion at St. Petersburg,the same gentleman
who has lately revealed the horrible details of Turkish cruelty in Bulgaria.

in German.
terest of the
was 100 great
of souls and

She took great interest in the indenomination, and no sacrifice
for her to make for the salvation
upbuilding of the cause. Her

Her

wus

*¢ Private

of the Inquisition or that they
taken toother countries.
ty-seven volumes were

have

been

In 1849 seventaken or stolen

from the libraries of Rome, the greater
part of them from that of the In pistion,
- These were purchased by (he
uke of
-Manchester and then resold

to

the

Mr. Gibbings who after studying
sold them again to Trinity College,
lin.
Galileo, after the publication

Rey.

them
Dub-

of his first

book, the ** Nunzio Sidereo,” in 1610.
came to Rome, as he desired to have for
his studies the sanction of the priests and
especially of’ the ‘Collegio
ano.
Hegq
was then forty-seven years old, full of
vigor, with a noble face, ‘a fine person,
elegant manners and a clear method of
expressing his thoughts: His recent discovery of the telescope and the statellities

of Jupiter make the society sought for by
the most leatned and eminent men of the
period.
Contemporary
writers speak
‘with admiration of the ‘sumptuous -dinner

given him by Frederick Cesi, the youthful
president of the Academy of the Lincei, a
society founded at that time which still
exists. After the dinner at Cesi's villa on

and in July 1849,

bach's¢* Poet and Merchant,” and ** After

ing, if the range of choice
somewhat
restricted. There will be as many books
for sale as anybody will desire’to buy,

we presume.
And, after all, it is per se
no great evil to have the standard and ap-

proved authors presented in new

tractive styles,

if those

are

and

at-

induced

to

buy and read them who would not otherwise do so, For the book trade as a mat-

ter of business,

something

more

indica-

tive of prosperity, and of the times when
people buy books without much considereration of the question whether they are
worth haviag, “ would, perhaps, be ‘more
agreeable : but for the community at large
it may be, on

the

whole,

just

as

well,

even if a few precious works must remain some time longer in the manuscript.
Literature is a noble product, we grant,

but we suspect that there has been ins his,
as in some other branches of indusigy, an

over-production.
:
We have already noticed the announce-

ments of some of the prominent

ers; but will here give a few

publish-

additional

titles of forthcoming works that seem

to

promise well for the season of Jong evenings at home
In the department of, biography we shall have the Autobiography
Mount Janiculum, Galileo pointed - the +20 d Correspondence of George Sandy a
telescope toward San Giovanni in Later- Memoir and Correspondence of Robert
ano, and the company was able to read at Haydon, oy his son; a Life of John
H. R. Fox Bourne; a Life of
three wiles’ distance the inscription on Locke, by
its portico. He then showed them (he Marie Antoinette, by Professor ‘Yo
of
satellites of Jupiter and other celestial ob- Belfast; an Autobiography and Musical
Jeets, and allowed them to examine the Grotesque, by H. Berlioz; a Boswell's
instrument and the construction of its Johnson, condensed by C. H. Jones; a
lenses, These discoveries were s0 much Young Folks' Book of American Explortalked of that they at last attracted the at- ers, by T. W. Higginson; the Auatobiogtention of the Inquisition, and especially’ raphy of Harriet a
with a Meof Cardinal Bellarmino. The Inqulisitors moir by her friend, Mrs. Chapman; the
said that the doctrines of Galileo and the Life and Works of Raphael, by C. C. PerLogernican system contradicted the words kins, and an Autiobiography of William
of
Scripture, and from that time until the H. Seward from 1801 to 1834, edited by
In history, . the
end of Galileo's life these ignorant and his son, F; H. Seward.
bigoted
priests continued to persecute seventh volume of D'Aubigne’s History of
him.
s studies were interrupted, his the Reformation in the time of Calvin is
writtings confiscated or not allowed to be announced ; also several volumes of the
* printed,
and he himself was brought two excellent series entitled Epochs of
twice before the Inquisition, the second Ancient History ant 'Epochs of English
time being threatened with torture, at the History ; Ancient States and Empives,gby
Dr. John Lord; the concluding volume of
tige of seventy years.
Henry Wilson's History of the Rise and
After a visit to Rome, where he hoped Fall of the Slave Power in America, and
to have obtained the sanction of the Col the first volume of a History of French
legio Romano, he retired to the beautiful Literature, by Henri Van
Laun, who
solitude of Bellosguardo at Florence, translated into English Taine's History
of
where he continued his studies, - But the English Literature. In the
departments
secret myrmidons of the Inquisition of art and sciemce we are promised
the
once aroused were not so easily quieted.
long-heralded work by
George® Henry
One brother of Santa Maria
Nevella at Felt, entitled The Kaballat of the EgypFlorence preached against the doctrine of tions and the Greek Canon
of Proportion,
“the movement of the earth on the ground to be issued in ten parts,
with hundreds of
that it contradicted the Biblieal account illustrations in color
and wood cuts; a
of Joshua's stopping the
going down of series of seventy-two etehings after old
the sun. In answer to this Galileo wrote masters,
by William Unger, with text by
a clear and forcible letter on the relations C. Vasmaer;
a work on the Wild Flowof science toreligion in the interpretation ers of America,
the text by Professor
of the Scriptures. He demonstrated not George
L, Goodale, the illustrations by
only the
importance but the necessity Isaac Sprague; the Story of Ruth,
from
of
giving the first place, not to the mere the Bible, with illustrations
alter drawWards
of Scripture, which are often not ings by Bida, and
to the series
understood, but to the observations and of scientific works additions
issued by several pubdemonstrations of science.
The letter
y
contains all the principles of modern oriti- lishers,
The list of volumes of new poetry is
. clsm, expresse

d within clearnes and force | short. It includes one by Robert Brownto which nothing could now bes adde
d.
pg. ona by
Siduey «Lanier; and ome by
The result

of the first trial of the greaty:
Rev.’
UW Cifnd wick,
In general
astronomer, In the year 1616, was that he literature
the Tist is long enough, and we

the finished work would . have to be sold
too dear to allow of its success. A Paris
paper enumerates some of the substances
used by the workmen of that city.
The
barrels of sham guns are wrought np out
of old sardine ity
Dolls’ boots are
made of the coverings of discarded purses, and their dresses and
trimmings of
the old worn-out stage costumes of actresses,

gathered from every theater, great

or smull. As for the wheels which support the thousand movable creations in
which the infantile

heart

delights,

they

would, of course, if constructed even by
toy wheel-wrights, be fn important item
of expense in the
profession.
As it is,
they are provided for by appropriating to
this purpose. the round pieces cut out
from wood or metal when holes are bor-

ed in it to allow the insertion of some oth-

er article. Such are the cruet-stands in
use in France, # which each glass bottle

stands encased in alayer of wogd.

the little pewter instruments used
houses, such as plates,
bottles and fire-irons,

* For

in dolls’

knives, spoons;
the
toy-makers

press into their service the metal belongng to old water-pipes and spouts, worn-

out roofing, and

the

work shops.
Two

things

fillings. collectedin

contribute

to the

shark’s

determinate fierceness. In the first place,
we may refer to his teeth, for of these e nFines of destruction nature has been to
im particularly bountiful
; and this

cies of bounty he has a peculiar pleasure
in exercising. If he could speak he would

prohablytell us that,

besides

bled with his teeth, which

being

trou-

he’ could not

help keeping in use, he had been gifted
with enormous abdominal viscera, and
that, more particularly, a third of his
body Is occupied by ‘spleen and liver.

The bile and other digestive juices which

‘are secreted from euch an immerse apparatus, and poured continually jnto the
stomach, tend

to stimulate

ap,

P

digiously—and what hungry~animal with
good teeth was ever {gnder<hearted? In
truth, a shark's appetile

can never he ap-

peased; for,in addilfon to this billious
diathesis, he is not a" careful masticator,
but, hastily bolting

thereby, not
gestion, but
which goad
tines to that

his

food,

‘produces,

only the moroseness of india ‘whole host of parasites,
as well as irritate the intesdegree that the poor squalus

is sometimes quite

beside bimself from

the torments, and" rushes,

“like

a blind

Polyphemus, through the waves in search
of anythingto eram down his maw that
may allay such urgent distress. He does
not seek to be eruel,but he is cruelly fam-

ished.

*‘ It

is mot

I”

expostulates

the

mun in the crowd, * that is pushing; it is

others behind

me.”

The

poor

must satisfy lot only his own

wretch

ravenous

appetitejut the constant demand of these
"internal parasites, either with dead or
living food ; and therefore it is that, sped
as from a catapult, he pounces on a quarry, and sometimes gorges himself beyond
what he is able to eontain.—dAppleton's
Science Monthly.
|,
>-O--o
*+o
>

Rockport, Mass., approptiaes the proceeds of her-tax on dogs to. the purchase
of books for her'public libraty,

other Jeopie’s matters, but

put

disease

last

internal

two

cancer.

was never heard to complain.

all expressed by suying, She

was

sisterly, not

on

a Christian.

in, German,

MRs. PoLLY

Spring Term

died

her parents

MANE

church.

its

BRrO. JOSEPH CHASE, late of Unity, died
Lewiston, Sept. 24, at the residence of his

For several

About thirty

years

since

united with

go with him through the valley of the

shadow’

His lastend was

peace.

APHAM
|

ENDAR

He leaves

years since, was baptized

by Rev. D. P. Cilley,

standing to the Nottingham church, of which
she remained an active and esteemed member

until called to her heavenly home.

She leaves

two sisters and n large circle of other relatives
to mourn their loss.
G. W. G.

March

2,

June 28, 1877.

22.

For

further

1877,

‘Winter

SEMINARY.—CAL-

Year,

death,
To him to
live was the glory of
Christ, but to die was gain.
As a citizen he
was enterprising and honest,
Tn the famil

and in social life he was very kind and genial,
A tear-stricken wife, two lovely little girls, a

brother and sister,

with

many

other

information

address

the’

i

the

ot

Yu one

N ih
Exp’

LJ

Pacit
Xp’ss.

J

x
4.00am|{12,30am
4.23 “|
6.10
5.08 ** | 7.21 *
5,35 ** | 7.50 **
8.00 **
110.20 *
Saturday and Sunday excepted
1 Daily.
|
|
|
|

@.7T.& T. A, Chicago.

H.B.LEDYARD,
,. Gen

Sup't, Delroit,

New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salle.
Chicago Trains.
Depart, | Arrive.
Mail [via main Vine) ........ *:40am|
6:10pm
Special New York Express
|*0:00a m{*8:00 p m
Accommodation «.....oi0ve
2:40pm|11:10 am
Atlantic N. Y. Exprss (daily)| 5:15
pm| 8:00
am
Night Express esac sensnannne $10°20p mi $5:40 a m

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

.—NORTH-

use

*Kal, fata.
Accom. Exp’ss.

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R. °

Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street.

Ticket Office 121 Randolph

CHICAGO

TRAINS.

St.. near Clark.

Leave,

| Arrive,

St. Louis Express,
« « « «
[*840a,m.*845p. m
St. Louis Fast Line, « « « = 8.4 p.m. § 780 am
Cairo & New Orleans Express, 8.40 a, mm. * 8.45 p,
Cairo & New Orleans Express, § 8 85 p. m, § 10 a.m,
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a. m.|* 5,30 p. m,
Springfield Night Express, = « §8a0 p.m. § 740 a.m,
Peoria and Keokuk Express, «
|*8.35 p, m.|* 7.80 », m,
Dubuque & Sioux City
Express, * $.25 a, m,|* 3.40 p. m
Dubuque & Sloux City Express,|* 9.25
p, m |* 7.00 a, m,
Gillman Passenger, = « = « « * 5.16 p. m,i* 9.25 a, m

* Express Sunday,

§ Daily.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R.
Depots fot of Lake Street, Indlana Avenue and Sixteenth Street. and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Tick
et Offices 59 Clark Street, and at depots.

CHICAGO TRAINS,

the

Leave,

Arrive,

Mail and Express,
= « « - « * 7.80 a. m, [4 740 p. m
Ottawa & Streater Passenger, ~ [* 7.30 a. m,* 740 p. m
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux Clty * 9.30 a. ui 8.40 p.

Aurora Passenger,
~
=- = - [v 315
Mendota, Ottowa and Streater
Passenger,
= - « =
« =%4920
Aurora Passenger,
« « = « (#530
‘Aurora Passenger, (Sunday)
-! 1.00
Dubuque & Sioux Citv Express, [* 9,25

friends

~LEWIS J., son of Joseph W., and Hanvah J.
Cate, died in, Piusfield, N.
H., Aug, 23, of
Fox

bY

Table.

. Ban

HENRY C. WENTWORTH,

yi

3

SEMINARY

* Mail.| Brprts
* Day

3.45 **
New Buffalo,| 4.43 *
Rlche'n City, 5.10 **
‘hicago, Ar. 7.30 **
* Sunday excepted.

J. A, HOWE, Sec.

,

Time

Detroit, Lv.
G. T. Junct'n'
Wayne Junc..
Aun Arbor, -| 8
Jackson, Ar.
Jackson, Lv.[10.45 *
Albion, - -

Maine.

‘manner

Kansas.

best Suxphonks; and by camoful attention to ¢he
wants of
sCholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons,
Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, or further information address the Principal,
Kansas City, Leavenworth, Ator,
WARREN FOSS, Secretary,
Ohison &
Bt. Juseph Express, |*10.00 a, m.'* 4,00 p.
‘| Texas Express,
: = = = = = 10:00 p. m,(* 740 p
Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.

mourn the loss of a worthy friend and brother
in Christ.
M. A. QuiMBY.
diptheria, aged 11 wonths and 2t-days.

practical

and

KETS

Golag West.

woop, N. H,
F. L. EVANS, A./B., Principal.
‘Fall Term of ten weeks, commences Wednes«
day, August 8).
Kull board of teachers.
Expenses moderate.
Three courses of study.

and

Line Controlled and Run
Gne Company
between

Sicago. Lv.
9 00am | 4.00pm 2
Michg’n
City,
New
Buffalo,
Niles, - = = | 9.
Kalamazoo. -[10.45 ** | 1.36
Marshall,
- |12.45pm 2.55 **
Albion,
*Jack’n|11.556 *
Jackson, Ar.
Exp's.
Jackson, Lv.
[5 am
Ann Arbor, 5,15 ** | 8.36 *
Wayne Junc.,| 4.45 ** | 545
** | 923 ** | 2.40
GT. Junct’n.| 5.30 *
10,00 **
Detroit,
Ar.
5,
10,15

Term

The location of this school, near the college
and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
preparatory course.
The special work of the
school is to prepare students for college, and
every effort is made to do this in as thorough a
manner as possible, Expenses are moderate.
Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston, Me.
A. M. JONES, See.

ough

ly

Golng Fast.

SULLIVAN INGALLS died in Bristol, Sept. 14,
For further particulars address the Principal, or
1876, aged 45 years. Bio. I. was a Christian
E. Tasker, Secretary.
man.
He had a hand to help as well as to
Northwood Ridge, N. H., July 24, 1876.
feel. He was a member of our church ut
Bristol, and took a decp interest i all that related to its success and
spirituality,
For the
USTIN
ACADEMY
.—~CENTER
last three months he had not enjoyed his usual
8 TRAFFORD, N, H,
health, but the sky of his mind was clear, and LN
REV.
8.
C.
KIMBALL,
A.
M.,
Principal, and
he felt that God had given him an experience
Professor of Latin and Greek. Competent teach.
of faith in Christ, which was worth more to ers
assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
him than all the money he could have earned
private families at reasonable rates. Board in
in the most prosperous times. Till some two
clubs $2. AL ly early.
»
iis
A¥~Free tuition to students who have the minis.
Weeks before his exit, he had so improved’ in
health as to be able to attend to the business try in view.
ALL TERM of 1876 begins August 15.
°
affairs of life, as usual; but a sudden attack
full courses, English and Classical.
of the lung and typhoid fever brought him to : Two
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor-

the grave. His
le-work was now finished,
and he was all ready for the summons of

ugh Tickets, be sure they

Condensed

Nicos
LATIN
S€¢HOOL.—-FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A.
M,, Principal, with

ORTHWOOD

the traveler passes
ortion of the State
Capital.

Michigan Central Railroad.

resident, O. B. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John

three Assistants.

R.R.

H. RIDDLE,
A.M. SMITH,
General Superintendent. General Passenger Agt.
Chicago, Ill.
155
Chicago, 111,

BALES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1876.
The Fall Term of the Theological School cone
nected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Aust

.
& PACIFIC

R. 1.

for the 37th Academical

Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston,

givea

Can be had
at all
Through Ticket Offices
of the
different Railways in the United States and
Canada, and at the Company’s Offices.

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

side of her

and united with the F', Baptist church, of New
Market. In after
years she
removed her

TI

Fall Term opens August 29, 1876.
Winter Term opens December 11,1876.
Spring Term opens March 28, 1877.
e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state, Terms moderate. Send for Cata
logue.
.
J.8.GARDNER, Principal.

ber sister, Mrs. B. W. Dow, of North-

4 Rev. G. W. Gould of Northwood. Miss
atson experienced religion some thirtv-nine

begins.

JTHITESTOWN

wood
Center. Iu passing from one room to
another which was a step or two higher, she

one

Term

purchasin

. Chicago

closes. March 13, 1877, Spring Term begins. June
8, 1877, Spring Term closes.
For farther particulars address the Principal, at
North Scituate, R. I.
July 11, 1876.
tf

MARTHA M. WATSON of Nottingham, died
July 29, aged 66 years and 9 months.
She was

and fell, striking

The Sy

24, 1876, Fall Term closes. December 5, 1876, Winter

VIA THE
ISLAND

When

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
nglish and Scientific, and Laaies’
Collegiate
course of Suds.
.
. 8.
STOCKBRIDGE, A.M. Principal.
Mrs. RHODA A. ESTEN, Preceptress.
ABSISTANTS.
Mrs. EMILY P. STOCKBRIDGE, Mrs. J. F. STEERE.
CALENDAR FOR 1876 AND 1877.
August 29, 1876, Fall Term begins, November

presence of the Saviour sustain and bless this
deeply afflicted family.
D.W.

stumbled

SCITUATE,

land, orto

are via the ROCK
ASLWND ROUTE.
This
Com;
have now opened their
HoWEST ERN
DIVISION,
or
KANSAS LINE. branching
off from
WILTON
STATION (on
Main Line)
and runnmg direct to LEAVENWORTH, and
ATC:1ISON, KANSAS, making this

INSTITUTE,

NORTH

.

CHICAGO,ROCK

After crossing into Iowa,
over the finest Agricultural
and tk rough Des
Moines, its

Friday, Jan. 19, 1877.

closes Thursday,

the

to accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favo: te Route to California.

For further particulars, ap 4 to the Principal,
E. C. LEW 8, See. Trustees.
New Hampton, N.H.. July 26.1876.

exthe

head on the floor, After one or two minutes
of apparent unconsciouspess she was able to
rise and walk about the houseas usual. An
hour afterwards she complained of her head
feeling bad. 1n about another hour the became unconscious.
She did not speak
afterwards.
The accident oceurred in the fore.
noon, and she died in the evening of the same
day. * Her remains were carried
to Nottingham for burial. ‘Funeral services were held
at the Nottingham Center church, conducted

loses

Summer Term

a wife, two sons and a daughter, the wife. of
Rev. W. C. Hulse, who soon expects to join
her father “ on the other shore,”
May the

visiting

address

Summer Term begins Houdny, Api 23, 1877.

infirmities of age came upon him, his hope
in
Christ grew firmer, Though never in ecstacies
of joy, he had a calm and quiet trust in Jesus,
which was an anchor to his soul, and in his
last sickness he found the Saviour present to
of death.

$150

Four terme

weeks each.

college in

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago daily
at 10 A. M., Sundays excepted: and 10 P, M., Saturdays excepted.
.
This Great Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly eqaipped with
ELEGANT NEW DAY COACHES
and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING CARS,
With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly

preparing

information,

any

:

Vacation two weeks.

pub-

an
As

to

No

Route to California.

Me.

next

$120

Instruction.

THE GREAT OVERLAND

Vacation oné week,
Spring Term begins Monday, Jan. 29,1876.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 6, 1877.

the F.

Baptist church in Unity.
His life was
ample
to others worthy of imitation.

from

students
/

work in Academic

thorough English and Scientific preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, addréss the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.

:

Winter Term

|°

Christ,

he

or other

thorough

students for

'

CALENDAR:
Fall term begins Aug. 21,187¢,
Fall term ends Oct. 27, 1876.
Winter term begins Nov. 13, 1876.

consequently did not enjoy much comfort from
licly confessed Christ, and

Expenses

.

primary instruction,
With three carefully ar.
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and English Course. We are prepared to fit

Institution will

Six regular coarses for both sexes.
of ten

but, being naturally diffident and retiring, he
did not confess Christ for several years, and
bis hopes.

ing

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A.
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight as-

ears he had suffered from partial paralysis,
Dut his last sickness, bilious fever, was short
and very distressing, which he bore wit]
great patience and resignation. His religi
impressions were of very &arly date,at

the age of eighteen he gave his heart to

year of this

sociates.

in the endeared relation of companion, wherein with unswerving fidelity she has discharged
its duties to the honor and happiness of her
beloved and bereaved busband.
The word of
God wus her guide and the hope of everlast.
ing life she cherished through Jesus Christ the
Saviour.
J 43

son, Prof. Geo.C. Chase, aged 72.

and

For. catalogues

watched with intense interest over the educa-

in

(Vacation of two weeks.)

Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for do-

D. W, C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., August 7,186.

C. Avery,

was

COLLEGE.—The

ment is furnished.

died in Enfield, N.
H., Aug. 30, aged
42
years. Distinguished by many excellent qualities, she was highlyesteemed by a large circle
of friends. A
devoted wife and mother, she

rating ussociate. But her noblest sphere

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.

Board in families,

per
ear. Aid is rendered
or the
Christian Juices.

J. WHITNEY.

tion of her children.
As a friend she was sincere, sympathetic, dane sélf-sacrificing. Spurkling with ¢heerfulness she was ever an: exbila-

ses, June 22, 1876.

commence September
6, 1876, with a full Board ot
Prolessors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand vol
umes. There is also a Theological Library.
The location is excellent, and with the new
buildings, every facility for study and improves

to render them comfort and make them hap-

of Daniel

, 1876.
5 June 19, 20, 21, 1876.

study

C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

term

\

Normal,

For further particulars, address the Sesyetaty,

principles

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Lebangn,

IKE SEMYNARY .—Pikd, Wyoming Co.,

including rooms, etc.. from $2.50to 83.50 per week.

py. Six Christian children suryive to mourn
the loss of a godly mother. May the Lord
bless this bereavemént to their present -and
future good. The minister a valuable Friend,
the church a worthy member, and the wor
wife

Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges
Spria
Term, of 10 weeks, begins May 2, A876.
all Term opens Tuesday Sept. 6, 1876.
For particulars, address the Jriucipal or

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, Raglish studies,
Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,

H3LLipALE

.—G.F. CHASE,

New Yor

ME.—Courses of

from $1.50 to $2.00 per week.

jouse was a bethel to the care-worn minister
of the gospel. She spared no pains or labor

A.,

ers,

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.

.

ACADEMY

A. M., Principal, with full board of teach

INSTITUTE.—

Moral Science.

She

EBANON

Principal,

MRS. LINDA V. JORDAN, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Jotans
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal classes,

by grace, through faith was her rejoicing and
her theme.
Her voice was always heard in
the prayer and conference room,
telling what
at things the Lord bad done for her. Her

Mgrs. BLiza

I

w.

Winter Term begins November 8, 1876.
Spring Term begins Jan. 29, 1877.
Summer Term begins April 16, 1877.
Fall Term begins Aug. 20, 187Y.
KINGSBURY BACHELDER, A. M., Principal.
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal
Department.
German, Didactics, Mental and

and sustain its finances. She was u worthy,
devoted member until her death. Salvation

an exemplary Christian,

the

?

For circulars write to the Presiden., or to the
Principal.
augls
Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.

Dec. b, 1876.

CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD,

has ever been one of its firm and faithful supporters, always ready to defend

20th, 1877.

for both sexes: College
Preparatory,
Classical, Scientific. Terms, ten weeks.
Fa'l Term being August 21, 1876.

in Lebanon,

Christian

REV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M. Principal; Mgs.
G. 8. BRADLEY,
Preceptress, with pos
com¢
petent Assis
8.
x
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 29th, 1576.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, commences Decemey 5th, 17%,
1
ok
rm
erm of 12 weeks, commences March

12 weeks, opens March 6, 1877.

Expenses are moderate.

Me., Aug. 29, 1876, aged 93 years and 10
months, She
profess
Christ more
than
seventy years ago. She was baptized by Eid.
P. Reynolds, and became a member of the

Sanford and Lebanon

IOWA.

Drachn ;=—— Teach-

For further particulars, address
at Waterbury Center, Vt.,

E. A. HOwE.

GOODWIN,

i

Winter Term, 12 weeks, opens

came to [owa, and settled in lowa Co., where
at the age of twenty-two she was married to
George C. House.
Their union was blessed
with seven children, five sons and two daughters, who are left with the bereaved busbund
to mourn the loss of a kind and affectionate
wife and mother,
She experienced religion
in Sept., 1875, and united with the F., B.
church. Since that time she has sustained a
good Christian character and we trust has entered into rest. She wastaken to Wilton for
medical treatment, where she remained till
her death. Her remains were brought back to
her home, Aug. 26, and followed by her family
and many ‘friends to the city of the dead.
Funeral service at the. York .F. B. church,

Sept. 10, from Rev, 14:13.

French and

VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEM-

LTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTI
1 UTE—~WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,

er of Natural Sciences and Penmarship; Mrs.
Nellie C.Sargent,Teacher of Primary Department;
—— Teacher of Elocution; Miss Abbie Lyons,
Teacher of Music and Drawing
:
CALENDAR:
- Fall Term, 11 weeks, opens Sept. 12, 1876,

early part

1844

e loved

joterest

( . REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY ,—
WATERBURY
CENTER, VT.— Miss
LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal and Teacher of Lat-

are

.

This Institution offers to students important
and peculiar advantages. For p
ar intoron,
for a Lircular to
ev. W.
COLEGROVE,A. M., President.

discreet

forgetful of his wants,

i

INGTON, TAYLOR CO.,WEST VIRGINIA-

Educational,

FLORA M., wife of George C. House, died
at the residence of her parents, (Henry and
Pheoba Cook), ut Wilton, Towa, Aug. 24,
1876, aged
38 years and 11 months.
The subJect of this notice was born in Maine, Aug. 26,
1837, but while she was yet quite young her

In

EST

prepared as the sheaf for the harvest and her
J. ERSKINE.
rest is io the Lord.

Com.

of her life was spent.

The
also

to the lust. The hope of her life freshen €d-as
the sun sought the western hills. She wus

She died as she lived calm as the setting of the

parents moved to Ohio, where the

and

her paper, the Star, aud read it with

years.

summer san.

in

and

in all her words. Many a servant of the Lord
bus found her a Martha indeed, sympathetic,

Although

Her merits

pure

Ul

men’s children and students relyin
on their own exertions for an education,
ved
at reduced tuition.
\
Board
from $3.00
10 $3.50 in families; in clubs
i the ower rates, and rooms furnished for selfg.
For full particulars in regard to the School
send for catalogue.
I. W. SANBOKN,
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt,. 1875,
‘
81

his people and servants, She was a friend to
| all, carrying a mild spirit and kind words with
her wherever she went, never a busybody in

her sufferings were beyond descrijtion yet she

though he seemed to yield to the decrees vant,” of which we have had specimens in
of the inquisition, it was impossible for the Atlantic, will be issued next month,
his great intellect to deny hisown inspira- Robert Collyer is represented by a voltions, and he was continually expressing ume of Jectures to young men and women
his conviction.
and by a little book
called ‘ A Wedding
A petition headed by the author Pietro Present.”
Corsa has lately been presented to ‘the +. Here, certainly, is a Food ly list from
ministry, praying that on the anniversary which the intelligent and thoughtful may
of the condemnation of Galileo, whieh make wise choice. We may be allowed
occurred two centuries and a half ago, to suggest that the choice should be the
the hall of the Convent of Minerva, where
wiser as the means are the more restrictit took place, should. be dedicated to his ed. To return to the subject of the genmemory ; thata statue of the great phi- eral aspect of the book business, and relosopher shall be placed there, and a col- garding it from thé position of the purlection made of all objects, such as manu- chasers, it is not the best economy to cut
scripts, books and instruments, that- are off entirely one's allowance of book
convectdd with his memory.
For the money as soon as it becomes necessary to
present, however, this will not Le done,
retrench. Let us not starve the mind in
as it is not convenient for.the ministry to order to continue keeping the body luxvacate that room, which is occupied by uriantly fed and attired.
What indulits offices,
A muvral tablet will be placed,
gence returns so mmch profit as the
by permission of the French government, money spent in buying books,—not everyin the Villa Medivi, on the Pincian Hill thing that passes under the name of
where Galileo was a guest during his books, but books that are books? The
visits to Rome, —N. ,Y. Evening Post.
house that has for part of its farniture a
Oot
few shelves laden with choice books,
ror
which the inmates live with and enjoy,
THE BOOKS OF THE SEASON.
can spare something of expense in mir. The Publishers Weekly, the organ of rors and carpets without loss to any true
the book trade in this country, discusses end of living. The wise father, the forein the last number of the prospects of the casting mother, if obliged to consult upon
fall business in a spirit of hopefulness. what they can best afford to do without,
summer, it says, has been absolutely will always reserve some proportion of
dead, but the leading houses have faith in their resources, however reduced, for
a brighter fall, although some distrust the books for the children if they deny themindications.
The Weekly counsels pur- selves, We know how much the public
suing a conservation
policy. The condi- library may do for a family, but there are
tions are not favorable to any but ecau- books which never do all the good they
tious ventures. The
publishers seem to can until we own them and live with
be well aware of these things. Although them.— Boston Advertiser.
|
thelr lists of announcements are almost
| aslong as ever, a glance through them
TOY MAKING.
shows that reprints and revised editions
In
Paris
there
are about 5,000 workmen
aod new books by writers. of. established |
popularity form the bulk.
There is lit- employed in the exclusive trade of toy
tle disposition to tempt the public with manuafasture. The chief essential in this
books for which there is not a reasonably art is the procuring of the 'substances—

But we are not to be left the raw ‘material—tobe used, for unless
without sufficient fresh and plessact read- these can be obtained for next to nothing,

husband

sufferings were great for the

Thirty Years,” and E, 8. Roe’s * Near to
Nature's Heart” are for the novel-readers.

Le-

her

days

of God

ever sought its worship with pleasure.
cause of Christ lay near her heart as. did

Christ, they both united with the ¥. B. church

Theatricals,” Auer-

Charles Dudley Warner's ¢¢ In the

when

She loved the house

by
ih
tsday, November 30,

Tues

“SPRING TERM begins Tuesday, March 8, 1876,
A¥Clergy

where, and in MereShe was truly a

life, spendingall her

Is service.

School Building new and com-

gan

dhe gave herself to the Lord and his

Joople in early

years and 4 months.
Sister H. accepted Christ
as her Baviour when a child of ten, and was

trayel in out-of-the-way regions will wel-

Howells's

woman.

of Music.

oY NTER TERM begins

¥. B. MouL1ON,

born in New Hampton,
dith, she spent her life,

died in Forestville, Sept. 16, 1876, aged. 68

come the
volume
on Turkistan, by
Eugene Schuyler, oor
secretary of lega-

ro fy

evils of intemperance,

SISTER MARTHA SMITH died in Center Harbor, N. H., Sept. 20, aged 68° years, She was

J

baptized and united with the C. Baptist church,
in Newport, N, H. She was mar
Sept. Ts
1829, and came to German, Chenango, N. Y.,

sute market,

demnation, and be thinks that these must
be either still in the disordered archives

inadmissible.

free jo Students,

has béen his eternal gain,

:

MRS. PHILENA N.,wife of Rev. L. D. Howe

Philip Gilbert Hamerlon, excites pleasant
expectations. Lovers of narratives on

val torment, and as the chief inquisitor
was friendly to Galileo, who was then
old and or fy the author thinks that it

el ‘that their loss

:

Miss LELIA E. ¥oLSOM,

untiring in their efforts to make his last days
leasant, and though they mourn they can but

Insure an fiosertion.
Brevity
is specially
Important, Not more than u single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary.

Verses are

the

Faculty

MR. SANFORD A.
y
Penman
With a full complement of com
t assistants,
Three complete
courses of
»=Classical
Scientific, and Ladies’ course. S¢hool first class
m every particular. Library and Reading Room

Thorugh his 1ast Jong illness his children were

:

PARTICULAR NOTICE! | Persons wishing
obituaries published ia. the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany
them with cash equal to ten cents ‘a line, 10

ame elited, ng
a
t Nortony
is to

re

. J.8. BROWN, A. M., Brintipa.
G. H, STOCKBRIDGE,
A. M., Associate.
Miss L
IAN 8.4
ress.
Miss 8,
ALMA
D.
.

E

friend to the temperance cause and did what

|
Ax

Wipe

appear. The | ig Joh Weiss's octaves

attracted the attention of the bigots, who
rsecuted in bim science itself.
Pope

!

he could to check

:

and a volume of Philosophical Essays by
he Jae Cr Charlo
memoir,
by
Charle

E

Jue 11, 1875, aged 67 years. He was born in
New buryport.and married in Boston to Hunnah
Jones.
He moved West in 1854, and settled in
Ruymond which was his home until his death
with the exception of a few years residence
in Honey Creek. He wasa faithful member
of the church, and was always reudy to give to
every benevolent enterprise. He Wasa strong

faid about himself in his absence.
In
neither case do I mean that these are real
utterances ; but, by, the aid of fancy, we

¢ Societale a
E. L. Godkin, editor
seventeen years he suffered from. the ef- of the Nation, will Dibish a treatiseon
fects of this barbarous decree.
At fhe Government ; Professor F. A,
Walker of
end of that period he was again brought New Haven one 'oh"Political Econcmy,

before the Inquisition. Unable longer to
abstain from telling the truths which tormented him so long as they were known
to himself alone, he began again to pab-

PLEIN

EBENizER HAINES died in Raymond, Wis.,

back, and the man who ‘has the disease
of always listéning to ill-natured Sings

the earth and the constitution of the’ by the Rev. F."W'. Farrar, and a volume
world.” Never was arbittary command of sermons by the late President’ Walker
more absolute, and” Campanelfs calls the, of Harvard niversity. « Aftér these we

LYSE
spR amirvTion

short week deat!
disease did their work of
transplanting
th is plant from earth to
heaven, And fond, stricken hearts now await
its bloomirg in a celestial gurden.
Com.

who has
of
always hearing
pleasant
things i) d us
melt behind his

printed.. Harriet W. Preston’s instrucrban VIII, of the Basherini fumily, was tive essays in the Atlantic Monthly will
It be collected in a volume to be called
b chief persecatorin this second trial.
therefore, alters his opinion, a fool never.)
Tis commonly said that the justest div- was the theologian who did not wish the ‘* Troubadours and Trouvers, New and
rimacy taken from the earth, and who Old,” Helen Hunt. will
publish ** Bis
idend mature has given us of her favors, is that
with other of Talk” for young folks.
of sense; for thereis no one that is not con- Feared that its equalization
The announcetented with his share !— Montaigne.
worlds would occasion the destruction of ment of ““ A Story of English Life,” by
Itis common to men to err; but itis only w
fool that perseveres in his error; a wise man

.

Christianity.”

inepy being’ meted
‘They
talk about; h
Da
a
abou
bape
roportions! But
Rink of the Siffer nce between the Iman

bade him to hold it, to teach or defend it. works relatingto religious thought, there
*¢ You will philosophize no more; you are two,series
of discourses by the Rev.
will reason no more on the movement
of 0. B. Frothingham, a
volume of sermons

sentences ‘impious words.”
Galileo
against
po A
promised to obey, but the sources of his
blades be opinions,
to
|
beof
fostend
d,
decide
more
«each pther, grow
niellectual life were closed, and for
:
!
"
«coming blunted.
Ding
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LINTON GROVE SEMINARY,
WEARE, N. H,
Winter Term begins Tuesday, December 5,1875,
H. s COWELL,

augll

Voie

JA

Pacific Night Express for Omah./410,00 p.m.
|§ 7.10a, m

A. B., Prineipal,

For circulars, address the Principal

Weare, N. H,

p.m./$816a. m
i
p,m, *955a. m
p.m. *8,60a, y
p. m, 10,10a./m
p, m.[* 7,00 a. m

'

Kansas City, Len venworth, Atchison & St. Juseph Express, $10.00 p,m. $7.10a, ta
* EX. Sundays,
tEXx.Saturday,
Ex, Monday.ly7?

a

6.
SPAR. QUEOBER. 111187
Rural and Bomestic, ter to gather. The butterthilk drawn off,

Marriage

ful in New York City and Brooklyn.
The Georgia election passed off quietly
Democratic

as far as heard from, the

Several

ma-

New

in

werg

Jersey

poisoned on Monday by €ating toad-stools

George

party died Thursday, and two others are
dangerously ill..
At a meeting of the National Gold Bank
in San Francisco,
and - Trust company,
Thursday, the capital was decreased from
o
$1,000,000 to $750,000.
Architect Mullett has
Ex-Supervising

scribes it to his mother:

been appointed to superintend the comple-

had some bread and

tion of the government buildings now in
course of construction at Cincinnatti,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Philadel:
phia apd Hartford,
Governor Chamberlain, of . South Carolina, issued a proclamation cn Saturday,
disbandmenty within three
ordering the
organizadays of certain illegal mili

some lemonade cold enough to freeze you;
then we all had a piece of birth-day cake;
then we all had a lot of ice-cream,
and
then all the little boys had the stomachache.
The big girls told us to go into
the house and lie down on the floor, and

tions in

‘that

State,

known

Clubs. If this order is

as

day party.

they

disregarded he [

dearly as anybody,

. clare that if

de-

country in whose hands I would consider
my rights safe as inmy own, that man is
Rutherford B. Hayes.”
FOREIGN.

pearing suddenly where least expected,
and heavy disertions are reported amongst
the Spanish troops.
The contract for the Cuban loan of 15,000 pesetas has been awarded to the Bank
:
:
of Castile.

sentence had not been imposed.
The Servian war minister has

The Japanese students at Berlin

ricultural instruction.

Cog-

ordered

of

there "are

now 7000 Russian volunteers in Servia,
2000 more
and
including 1800 officers,
It is reported
volunteers are enlisted.
that at Cubei the Roumanian troops refused to allow 500 Russian horsemen to cross
4
the frontier.

A despatch from Bucharest reports the
peasants in the neighborhood of Batak to

The Turkish government debe starving.
‘mands payment of tithes on the harvest,
and forbids any threshing until the tithes

are paid.
A Belgrade despatch
numbers of volunteers

says that large
are joiming the

_ Servians from Germany. Fifty
and

Prussian

soldiers

had

Bavarian

lately

arriv-

ed.
The Right Hon. E. Forster addressed
his constituents at Bradford, England, on
Derby's
Saturday.” He -suppo
action on the

Eastern question and

that the country would support it.
play

the

and

word

“back”

should

accom-
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Apothecary.
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BosTON, Jan. 1, 1874.
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Tae Excessive Use o¥ MepICINE.

When a man dethe

would
many

exercise

Very
respectfully
yours,
id
41 GILMAN, 468 Broadway.
To R. H. STEVENS, Esq.
‘
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
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All other Similar Works are
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ceipt of 75 cents. Specimen pages ree.

J.CHURCH&CO,, Publishers,
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TARRII. DEAFNESS,
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positively eared by
CONST
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DR. KECK’S new mettod,

mail. Address Dr, B. P.' Stoddard. Medical Di524
rector, 8 West 14th street, New Yor! .

MUSIC BOOKS! “MIS

cogs | TH ENCORE
excellent

KS!
Contains a: ine
collection of

much pure air as possible get to the lungs,

be

As will be seen, there are abundant materials of

possible

applied to the flesh, andps much’ healthy

quietly and rap-

idly, the same milk-maid ‘always

and 1

Beside the above there are nearly 100 pages filled with Duets, easy Part Songs and Glees for

and as

PHILADELPHIA PRINT BUTTER.

8 everywhere.
to 20 books a da oe work, It is the only complete
work published, Sentaining Mr. Moody’s Sermons
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self-righting power within her; there is a; Singing sch’l For SING'G SCHOOLS,| Pedlm Tunes
and Anthems.
ourse.
in the ‘physical
kind of wis-medicatrix
By L. O. EMERSON.

‘the

exercise as duty permits, be given to the
of the brain,

muscles,

rising

and .as early

stances allow be afforded
and .then

as circum-

for recruitment,

medicine

mato successor of + SONG
NG QUEEN.” which have bad a com:
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Sabbath Schools
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of three

inches,

placed on

an

{vith common barn-yard dung; and in po-

oak floor, tatoes the yield per acre was 471 bushels
water of a with protected manure, against 297 bush-

surrounded with cool, clear
temperature of 58 degrees. The

cream is els with the usual kind. These results
clearly show that the gain in mapure by
this method is mfuch more than sufficient

taken off in 24 hours, kept in deep vessels
holding two gallons, and stirred whenever
a new skimming is added.
A barrel churn

to counterbalance the extra cost.
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Singing
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The experiments or Lord Kennaird show- usually of stone, on a side-hill, the floor
ex» |
For 1886-:77. abundant
ercises.
ed
a result in wheat equal to 55 bushels
su
covered with running water, ‘and thereBy L.O. EMERSON.
Soren
fore always cool amd free from odors. per acre with manure which had been proBut the greater part of this new and jutportant
Metrical
Deep tin pans, pdinted on the outside, tected from the rain, against 42 bushels musical work is taken up with new
with bails for handling,are filled to a depth

Music.

"
“ THE SONG HERALDKING"

Is the k
and **

§.:0%

“1860.

“"

complexions spoiled, and how many pursMedicine
es emptied through medicine.

up the joints, to keep out the ‘weather, and
preserve the building.— Providence Journal.
,
:

and Conventions.

A great improvement upon all of Mr. Palmer's
former hin containing new ideas throughout.
Every page sparkling with

1
| Granulated 10%@.11

U. 8. Sixes, 1881

is often the precursor of after miséry, and
the poor constitution has to pay dearly for
its medicinal fillip,. Thé wiser philosophy
from toil for sleep and recreation is time of the present day js gradually delivering
us from thegg, potent, perils. Nature has a
lost. It is really the cement putin to fill
out.
time

Classes

Singing

New & Beautiful

American Gold...... a entssaels Hn

impossible to tell how
be utté®¥
have been impaired,’
constitutions

how many digestions ruined, how

$

VEGETINR alone in this vicinity.

Tuesday, October 3, 1876.

not selling out his farm by the bushel.—
these Jefferson
County Union.

means are

, 1870,

since

that I have sold at
of Jour VeuEmv) E

cam truly

for the
best satisfaction of any reed
a
complaints for which it is recomended
1 ever
sold. . Scarcely a day passes without some of my
customers Testifying to its merits on themselves
y cognizant of sevor their friends. 1am
eral cases of Scrofilvus Tumors being cured uy

..8%@. 9
Nos. 18 10 17..95 8.10
Nos.18 to 20.10% @.10%
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It has destroyed the fertility
It has introduced a vast army

It has

bined sale of over

is said to be

8 one on,

‘

Rockland,¥ cask.

of illuminating

the best soils. that ever the sun

children.
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do,
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prepared

for our
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good,

f one of

run well and long if it is well oiled. = Contentment and cheerfulness are the oil which

Missions had

that it is a noblelocation for

East&North 16 00 §21 00
0 At City Scales—retail.
Hay—oun
7] PT hasnt

remedy

Report from a Practical Chemist and

Biss.

ter.

be ashamed.

|Buckweat i He

his brains making him totally. oblivious to { Met

eight,

which they need not

The

t is a soothing

relieved and cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take; every child likes it. It relieves and
cures all «
ses originating from impure blood.
Try the VEGETINE.
Give it a fair trial for your
complaints; then you will say to your friend,
neighbor and acquaintance” **
it; it has cured
me.”

Michigan

of Congress,

a record

a never

largest

175

of 'ins@ts, which now stand ready to de‘Worse (than all,"it has
stroy other crops.
Boston & Alban
with a mental Chi., Burl. & Q
himself
struck the farmer
]
R. R
Eastern
|
Like intemperance, it steals away
blight.

thirty

have

one

rendered absolutely water-proof.
WHEAT GROWING IN WiscoNSIN. Wheat
growing has nearly ruined this section of

number,

Foreign
they

No. 2 mixed. .60

skim milk afe fed to the hogs,

and earthen materials,

work gives brain and ‘body work, he robs

The

ninety-four ministers.of the gospel ; and
when to this we add fact that here Judson
their rise, surely

No. 1 mixed.sl

of grain in Europe generally will be abun.

-Nor

Among

nies himself sleep, food, and

two, Presidents of colleges, fifty-seven,
Professors in colleges, eight hundred and

this

and

in eries of Europe,

ery means to promote life.
the head of this article.

highest hon-

educated,

the

numbering from 60 to 70.”
Tue HARVEST iN Eurork..

Great care, uniformity, and system characterize all the processes for making the
famous and costly Philadelphia: Print But.

were

pans

®
%
“

What is Vegetine?

It is a compound ‘Extracted from barks, roots
and herbs, It is natures remedy. It is periectly
harmless from any bad effect upon the system. it
is nourishiog and strengthemug. It acts directly
upon
the blood. It quiets the nervous system. Jt
ves you a good, sweet Jitep at night. It is a
great panacea for our aged fu
and mothers.
jor it gives them strength, quiets their nerves, an
gives
them nature’s sweet sleep—as many an aged
Jelutn can testify. It is the great Blood Purifier

Wonderfu

governors, five, United States senators,
sixteen, judges of Supreme Court, thirty-

and his associates

contains

@

[Ames Plow Co.)

qualities.

houses;

—
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SALT—g hhd.
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Turks Island 170
Liverpool... 170
bag, fine...2 25
Coarse fine..1 40
SEED.

GRAIN.

In Hungary and in the south of
dant.
Russia, which countries are now the gran-

needs

Cadiz

Oranges ¥ box —
Raisins, layer.2 15@2 25
Loose Musc. 2 252 40

for regular customers in Philadelphia and
New York. Prices during 1875 varied from
65 cents to $1.00 per pound.
The butter-

AND SLEEP.
most

iZ|Carolina........ —9.
Louisiana......b)g.

Ayers
Lemons ¥ box 600

taining 500 quartd. The churning is done
twice a week, each churning returning an
average of 650 pounds of butter, destined

plies

things that a man

sufferer from inflammatory rheumatism ever since
1 can remember, until commencing the use of
VEGETINE, when almost immediately alk thew
Mess. .....17 75 @1800
matic pains ceased. This statememy I vol
r
of benefiting other suffering hu
‘| for the pu
"|
manity, an You will confer a favor by giving it
.1
Very .
as much publicity as
thoaght proper,
Hams, smoked134@.1
gratefully,
O.M. SAVELS, Ashland, Mass.
Hogs, dressed 84 -@.
RICE.

his own folly. The cultureof grass and
live. That is why we were created,—to live, corn and the raising of. beef, pork, butter,
and as well as we can. Some go murmurand cheese is the remedy for our. impovering and groaning on their way, as though
ished farms and farmers., Dairymen are |
their life was a burden, and that it is piHow made in ten hours with.
getting rich,
grain-raisers are [getting
out drugs. Address i RAGE.
ety to put a low estimate on it, The
poorer every year. The profits that come p VINEG AR.
opposite is true. Aman should seek to from grass culture are’ Hot excessive, but
AT Ty
a
av
a
AGENTS
live out his days, and he cam not *accomthey are sure, and besides the farmer is’ oF THE inonGreat Batamreerand 00 184 SUC.
SANKEY
plish it in a better way than by using ev11 want it i or boo . From

port: Graduates, two thousafid three htinhavé

butter

spring

Wisconsin.

merce, but is simply just what the college
has made it, and here we have their rethis

large

milk is set in large

ors of his class in the judgment of his
He
His name is Inman E. Page.
mates.
orator and will make ‘his
is'a natural
mark upon his generation.— Providence
Press,
Williams College is located in alittle vilage in the north-west corner of Massachugetts. It has no fqreign trade or com-

of

two

high, and built of stone,

colt is fit

keep the nerves from wearing
men and women think that

ninety;

on

gives the

1 will also mention that 1 have been au acute

Wst.mess 10 50 gil 00
West. ext.1150
g12 00

F'mily ext 12 50
g13 00
Pork, prime 16 50 17 00

of them 82 feet by 4G feet, 1 1-2 stories

but to teach your colt to back at

and

selected for their

There are

his life of its full term.
Let him be cheer.
ful also. He is like an engine,—it will

dred and

report

dairy farm of Darlington Bros., at Darlingtan Station, Delaware county, on the
W. C. & P. R. R.,a very complimentary
mention.
Itsays: “The farm consists of

fortunate young man is from Washington.
D. C., came from the sophomore’ class of a
Virginia college and entered as freshman

in Brown, and has won the

commissioner

it is care, it is

Univer-

students.

The

idue from the magpfacture

history, and we

possession as

Farm.

agriculture, in his recent

is work destructive of strength. Men look
forward to rest, to a life of ease, which
to them means cessation.
from tdil and
from the care of business. They mistake
the cause of weariness.
It is not work;

believe in the history of any American

gift in their

Diary

=

be ‘instantly re- 850 acres, and the dairy herd. of 80 to 100
cows (now 123 cows), mostly of native

server of a man’s life is contentment.

paid

de

For the first time in its

all disabilities from Christians.
A despatch to the Londen Daily News
from Ragusa, reports that the losses of the
which
Montenegrins in the campaign,
amount to 400,000 killed, have produced a
reaction 'in favor of peace, and it is possible a separatejtreaty with the Porte may be
{m:
ie
made.
states that

A

Soft shell

this world are food, work and sleep. He with the exception of some wheat localidoes not need riches, homors or officeto ties and districts which have suffered eilive. He needs society because he is made ther from inundations or from atmospherfor it, He must love and be loved; his ic accidents. Italy exhibits also a good
life and happiness are promoted by com- average crop.
panionship ; mutual dependence and counDaMPXESs IN Brick BuiLpixgs. To obsel enlarge hope and stimulate courage. viate the dangers arising from dampness
Yet after all he lives if his friends die. in brick buildings, a French architect, M.
There is no grief, no form of bereavement, Sebille, has’ patented a simple and inexbut it has its consolation.
The best pre- pensive process for injecting brick, tiles

college, a colored youth, whose intéllect
An unsuccessful attempt was made on dnd acquired scholarship place him in ad- classmates, has
' Tuesday, to assassinate President Canal vance of his Caucasian
: been appointed ofrator of the class day.
of Hayti.
We do not know which most to admire,
A despatch from Constantinople says
last
the
ned
sanctio
has
Sultan
the
that
the brilliant qualifications of the selected
of the extraordinary council,
decision
orator or the manliness of his ‘classmates
looking to # plan of reforms applicable to
in thus confering upon him the highest

A Vienna despatch

the les-

sity are reported as far in advance of the tion and desire after gain that bring worn
.j.and weary feelings. All we possess we posAmerican and English in scholarship.
‘Bavaria a country of 5,000,000 inhabi- sess in life; the sooner we get through
tants, has 26 agricultural
colléges, 269 {¥ith life the sooner we reliquish our posThe faster a man
lives, the
associations for the advancement of ag- sessions.
ricultural scientific knowledge, and the quicker he reaches the end of lif. There
are three ends to life, and death is the last
celebrated polytechnic school at Munich
One end is to
contains a separate branch for higher ag- and least desirable of them.

was
The

including theremoval

he can

repeat

required,

FOOD, WORK

the purchase of 25,000 chassepot rifles.

the whole empire,

and

word of command;

The

in-

was

)

Seiatl
THIS AND THAT.

compliance.
No steady pull
upon him.
What you are
develop the muscles of your
you can pull or drag him

iim

to teachers.
Ripon College, Wis., under the administration of President
Merrill bids fair to
take a leading position among our educational institutions.

The insurgents in Cuba have lately
shown much vigor and determination. ap-

On Thursday, Count Von Arnim
convicted of high treason at Berljn.

doing
Utah
They
one in
5

been expended
more than
$10,000,000.
Thereare 13,000 teachers in the State.
$3,000,000

water.

horse to push back & load is a longer process, because he does not know at first the
proper position in which to put himself to
perform this feat, nor are his back-muscles
strong enough
to do it; but, by patience
and kindness, all horses can be taught ¢ to
throw themselves into the breeching”
with a force and directness of propulsion
sufficient to move great loads.—Golden
Rule.

school buildings in the State, on which has

more than

him,

word from the driver.

Theological Seminary last week.
Twenty years ago Indiana did not own
a school-house, and now there are 10,000

Last year

that

innumera-

insects are espe-

failing spring, which delivers about 8 galfor market until he will back any reasona- lons of cool water per minute. The milk
ble weight with the lines lying loose at a room is about 24 feet by 28 feet, and the

nate Languages at the chapel of the Union

in this

there is any man

the

we had

and

so

Southern ext.6 2%
Rye Flour... .4 50
Buckwh't do. —
Corn Meal.. 2 80
Oat Meal....6 00
il Cake, ¥ ton...
FRUIT.
Almonds—

cially fond of them. Here the éssential oil is
pressed out and is ready to be mixed with
the proper ingredients to make lavender

face you, take your

the command,

backward,

de-

was

and

associated

mitted on his
shouldbe put
after is, not to
arms so that

al] went out

augurated Professor of Hebrew

his rights

I do not hesitate to

pany

and water

D. Di,

behind

with the motion

:

Rev. Charles A. Briggs,

a

As

imagined.

foreign-born citizen who loves

Then we

to play.”

by

the Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
were shipped from New Haven, Conn., on
Saturday, for Constantinople, fo the order
of the Turkish government.
In a speech in Ohio, on Friday, Carl
Schurz said, ¢* To charge Governor Hayes
with know-nothing sentiments is the greatest absurdity that can be

then

around

he has once

‘ First we all

butter;

turn

position

a birth-

EDUCATIONAL.
The Episcopalians
claim to be
one-fourth the educational ‘work in
outside of the common schools.
have two schools in Salt Lake City,
Ogden, and one in Logan.

will exhaust his own powers and then apAs
peal to the United States government.
would be expected, the State Democratic
executive committee have denounced this
proclamation, the notorious Chief Justice

Moses entering his protest.
Fifteen million cartridges, furnished

had

guest thus

made us drink peppermint

till we felt better.

Rifle

the

end”

A six-year-old

breeching-straps,

of bees, which

Wisconsin—
- Com. toch’ce 5 00

cut and taken

to the distillery, followed by an
ble number

son. In afew days your ‘colt will know
what you wish him to do, and be ready
to do it. The pressure on "the bit, after

to check off the animals that went into
the ark.”
A boy at the * west

and

not

393
¢ Oh, that
ain't not
etorted ‘the
Yankee; ¢ in the Museum in Boston they
have got the lead pencil that Noah used

the

of

Oue

by: mistake for mushrooms.

says

An Englishman ‘was boasting to a Yankee that they had a book .in thesBritish
Museum which was once owned by Cicero.

0

persons

promotion,”

Eliot.
In the ®eyes of such a reasoner, a
man with hi8 third wife would
doubtless
pass for a brigadier general.

iority being overwhelming, probably about

75,000.

is

lar

The flowers are'then

PROVISIONS,
Beef, Mess—

=

plenti-

quite

gust.

vod. finally, the tumor broke and discharged

Inghtiul gintities. From this timeit decreased
in size until the banch disappeared, but
neck
2till bears the ugly scars
the sore and
.
I am now healthy and strong and able to work ev.
ery an
'

wo
—

are

pieces

ten cent

in the production

of other perfumes with more pretentious
names.
This plant is at the, best when
between three and seven y
of age.
The harvest time is the first week in Au-

asas®

Bogus

is unknown, to be used

VEEN

and
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him
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pat

FRA

med, doz....10 @. 15
Pickles, ¥ Bhi
:

;
JANUARY 2, 1875;
H. R. STEVENS. Esq .
Dear Sir: When about six months old I was
The pat es who were vaccinated!
vaccinated.
from the same virus died from the humor. The
humor spread over me to such an extent that I
was rolled In bran to drevent me from Jomiohing
my person. The
floally settled in my
head , 1yemained in this condition asout twenty
bled all the Kige with sores breaking
head and discharzing corrvption from my
ear. At this time a small kernel appeared on my
, gradually increasiog in size until a tumor
of such immense
nonse alze I could see it by
turning my eyes do
All this time I was
taking various remedies for my blood without
ay substantial benefit.
thea went to a prominent ph
n in Boston
who, di
his treatment of
months. lanced
e tumoreight times, which cost me nearly $400.
is le!
sore. with.
in
of the tumor,
ble
condition.
I
consulted
HOR ht
y,
physician in atibk, who, after considerable time
the
sore
succeeded i in
t reducing
size. Al this
t 1 commenced to use VeGfo
uasion
ATI NE, throu, the earnest ost persuasion
of a friend .
After I had taken this medieine about one week
I ex
wonderful sensations. My whole
seemed to be undergoing
a radical change

ge

done,

St. Louis ext.
Medi um. ..4
Choice ext. 4
Western sup.3
Com. extras
Illinois and Indiana—
Choice ext.5
@ 7
and Ohio—
Mic!
Choice ext. 5 758

to toe contrary

notwithstanding.
y
Vegetine is
pleasant to the taste, mild ia its in
fluence, and A wr in its action on disease, as”

,

This

these lavender fields have become an ex-

tensive and recognized industry.
There is
annually produced, in England alone, sufficient oil from the plant to manufacture
30,000. gallonsof spirits of lavender, begides a large quantity, the total of which

40

bit.

gentle him. then grasp the
lines and do
nature to run out?
« 80,” said a lady recently to an Aber- the same thing over again. { He will soon
associate the sound with the motion back.
deer merchant,
‘‘ your
pretty daughter
ward, and even before the close of the first
has married a rich husband?”
Well,”
Northfield teller, who was killed by burlesson, often, will readily comply with
slowly
replied
the
father,
‘I
believe
she
:
:
glars.
your request.
Do not overdo the thing
has married a rich man, but I understand
The national debt was reduced $2,915,
by keeping it up too long; forby so doing,
'| he is a very poor husband.”
o
365 during September.
you may exasperate him, and every after** Does our coustant
chatter disturb
Thé people of Vermont complain that
you?” asked one of the three talkative la- effort to teach him will ‘be the signal for a
this
between
dead-lock
the extradition
new fight between you .and him. The
country and England encourages stealing dies of a sober-looking 'fellow passenger.
second or third day, buckle in the lines;
** No, ma'am; I've been married nigh on
on both sides of the northern frontier.
and leading them through. the breast-colto thirty years,” was the reply.
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r to
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sure of the
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heese ¥ b—
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pres-

the
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but two are foreigners.
The Bridgeport banks have contributed
§5,
$10 each and two private bankers
making $100 in all, for the wife of the

back-

ward; in order to escape

7

4-4. .
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"Paid Nearly

DOMESTICS,
ti
d Shi

Medium

A

the following unquestionable evidence will show.

Esusesy

rest

stands what you are at, move a little

es. The air is hedvy with almost sickening
fragrance, and for miles around the breezes bear the sweet tidings that they ‘have
flown, o'er the gardens of Gul in their
bloom.”
But who has heard of an English
lavender
fleld? Few, certainly, in this
country.
Within thirty miles of London

.
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found side by side with them in dense mass-

to

action, all that may

@.

ow

of Vermont,

hind feet only, or in any way possible
for a quadruped to move; nor will it re.
quire much time, either, to impart the lesson.
;
In order to do. this; when the bridleis
on, step directly in front of him,’ and with
your hands grasping
either rein, put a
slight pressure upon his mouth, using
the word ‘‘ back” spoken clearly and distinctly (not loudly) at the same moment.
He will naturally, ‘even’ before he under-

paper full of figures.

the statistics

feet or on his

i

Tuirly en

3
is not a case of Scrofula fn exist.
rections.
e will not cure, Provided, how.
ence that Vi
r, thevital functions
have not ost their
Ww. .

Middling. . ..113
Gd, Mi

fair

need
diseases aris

pure blood, {rV EoRTI

&

are natives

six

the

ward or side-wise, on his

taking

11

oy
con

chants, seventeen manufacturers, thirteen
lawyers, nine physicians, five clergymen,
and. of

1

NE m

fallible remedy, and no
tumors, ulcers
all

.

Gulf.
93

g3gs82s

to

and

a

medicine,

case : you will find that one per cent. of
those attacked with your malady are cured.” * Well,” says the sick man, in an
unsatisfied
manner.
‘¢ Well, you are
the hundreth person with this disease that
I have had under my care, and the first
ninety-nine aré all dead.”
A
vein of gas has been struck at Brightoh, near Cleveland, Ohio, at a.depth of
470 feet, from which enough gas flows to
light all Cleveland.
Will the gas companies shut up their works and wait for

legislature 138 are farmers, eighteen merhundred
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that place by the middle of the month.
Of the 236 members of the Vermont
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man

nereasin,

{;titled the.
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Company have reached Portland

and three editors.

on ashaft supported over the
the table, which also revolves
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Atlantic
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in

place

resting
fiom

answers

remain

will

it

where

until removed to its final
Mount Hamilton.

that way,
and does not understand
and henee, very naturally resists it.

Lo

a3

The body was
people.
with
thronged
deposited temporarily in a vault in the
Masonic cemetery,

soon collects
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were

procession

For the week ending October.4, 1876.
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TT LLOW.
Rendered, ¥ Bb. 858.8,
Rough
:
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ENGLISH LAVENDER FIELDS.

services .were
being represented. . The
held at the Mechanic Pavilion, which was
The streets along
crowded with people.
of the

gentle rocking of the churn

milk.

order to understand how awkward and under the roller. The roller does not quite
fect preservation and of fine execution.
Nearly 3,000 of these relics are said to be incomprehensible it is to him, puta stick touch the table, so there is no crushing of
into the mouth of your child, that is some the particles, but a separation which perlof rare types.
:
Said a conscientious auctioneer: ‘‘ La- eighteen months old, say, and pull the mits the water or milk to flow away.
little thing backward for a few steps.
there is no sham
rtp
pl
Albee
and gentlemen,
dies
about the carpets; they are genuine tap-. There shouldbe like patience and gentleestry carpets.
I bought them of old Tap- ness in handling one of the most sensitive,
‘The rose-gardensof France are celebratand at the same time one of the most ed. Acres and acres of roses bloom in
estry himself.
yi
abused, of God's creatures. Rightly man- them for the perfumer. Heliotrope, Mig| Patient to his doctor.— *‘ And is it realaged, the colt can be taught to walk. backly true that I shall recover?” * Infallibly,”
nonette, and other floral plants are also

many military, civi¢ and educational bodies

the line of march

our com-

of 5,000 or 6,000

near Cremona,

consular medals,

Roman

Pioneers,

of

Society

with

or

Ossolaro,

The funeral of James Lick took place
jn'San Francisco, on Wednesday, under
of the

colored

88 22g

#00, against 80,647,500 for the corresponding quarter last year. The presses are
now runping till 9 o'clock every night.

the auspices

scarcely

the butter, which is left two hours to drain
pliments, some of which are nearly an gentlemen do. ‘ Backing” is to a horse, off the remaining water through a small
inch in diameter.”
g walking,—an unnatural and awkward way hole made for the purpose.
The butter
The French papers report thre finding, at for him to move. He“'was not made to go is worked by a corrugated Wooden roller

for which he will please accept

87,534,
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